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Abstract 
In this thesis finite difference methods are used to obtain numerical solutions 
for a class of high-order ordinary differential equations with applications to 
eigenvalue problems. 
Two families of numerical methods are developed for tenth-order boundary-
value problems and global extrapolations on two and three grids are considered 
for the special problem. 
Special nonlinear tenth-order boundary-value problems are solved using a 
family of direct finite difference methods which are adapted to solve a gen-
erallinear and nonlinear boundary-value problem. These methods convert the 
ordinary differential equation into a set of algebraic equations. If the orig-
inal ordinary differential equations are linear, the finite difference equations 
will give linear algebraic equations. If the ordinary differential equation are 
nonlinear, the resulting finite difference equations will be nonlinear algebraic 
equations. These nonlinear equations are first linearized by Newton's method. 
The methods developed are of orders two, four, six, eight, ten and twelve. The 
error analyses are discussed. A generalized fornl is given to solve a class of 
high-order boundary-value problems by converting the differential equation to 
a system of first-order equations. The method based on using a Pade rational 
approximant to the exponential function for general boundary-value problems 
is applied to a tenth-order eigenvalue problem associated with instability in 
a Benard layer and numerical results are compared with asymtotic estimates 
appearing in the literature. This method may be implernented on a parallel 
cOlnputer. The rnethod is extended to a twelfth-order eigenvalue problern in an 
appendix. The algorithms developed are tested on a variety of problenls fronl 
the literature. The REDUCE package is used to obtain the paranleters in the 
nUlnerical methods and all computations are carried out on a Sun Workstation 
at Brunel University using Fortran 77 with double precision arithmetic. 
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Finite-difference methods are developed and analysed for the solution of linear 
and non-linear tenth-order boundary-value probleuls (BVPs). 
1.2 INTRODUCTION 
Boundary-value problems are manifest in many branches of science. These 
differential equations arise frequently in a wide variety of applications and can 
also be found in many engineering studies. Descriptions of some high-order 
boundary-value problems now follow. 
1.2.1 Fou rth-order problems 
In the theory of vibrations, for instance, a fourth-order boundary-value prob-
lem called" The Euler-Bernoulli Beam Equation" arises. With SOUle given 
end conditions on both sides of the beam, this equation governs the vibration 
of a non-uniform beam. In real life this beam can be a bridge, a ship hull, an 
aeroplane wing, a structure of a building, etc. 
1 
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The Euler- Bernoulli beam equation is defined as follows: 
the free undamped infinitesimal tranverse vibrations, of frequency w , of a 
thin straight beam of length I, are governed by the Euler-Bernoulli ordinary 
differential equation (ODE) 
cP d2y(t) 2 
dt 2 (EI(t) dt 2 ) = p w A(t) y(t), 0 < t < 1. (1.1 ) 
Here E is the Young's modulus and p is the density, both assumed constant. 
A( t) is the cross-sectional area at section t, and I( t) is the second moment of 
this area about the axis through the centriod at right angles to the plane of 
vibration (the neutral axis). 
I(x) A(t) [A(to)pI4w2] 
Lei t = lx, y(x) = y(t), p(x) = I(t
o
)' s(x) = A(t
o
)''\ = (EI(to)) , 
where to is a chosen point in [0, 1], then equation (1.1) becomes, 
[p(x) y" (x)]" - ,\ s(x) y(x) = 0, 0 < x < 1. 
Both p(x) and s(x) should be twice continuously differentiable and positive 
functions. 









"' (1.4 ) y =O=y , 
free II "' ( 1.5) y =O=y 
The boundary conditions are a combination of the conditions (1.2)-(1.5) on 
the boundaries x = 0, x = 1. There are boundary conditions that have been 
widely utilized in the literature and involve only the shape of the beam deflec-
tion curve at its boundaries. These are 
i) free-free beams. 
y" (0) = y"' (0) = 0 and y" (1) = y"' (1) = O. 
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ii) clanlped-free beams. 
() '() "'" y 0 = y 0 = 0 and y (1) = y (1) = o. 
iii) clamped-clalIlped beams. 
y ( 0) = y' (0) = 0 an d y (1) = y' (1) = o. 
iv) silIlple-simple beams. 
y(o) = y" (0) = 0 and y(l) = y" (1) = o. 
v) clamped-simple beams. 
y ( 0) = y' ( 0) = 0 an d y ( 1) = y" (1) = o. 
vi) simple-free beams. 
y(o) = y" (0) = 0 and y" (1) = y'" (1) = o. 
See Gorman (1975) and Thomson (1981) for more details. 
The beam will have movements as a rigid-body under some boundary con-
ditions. These possible movements are called rigid body modes. They are 
eigemllodes of the equation (l.1). 
The Euler-Bernoulli Beam Equation (l.1) with end conditions is self-adjoint. 
This ensures that the eigenvalues are real; in particular, the eigenvalues of (l.1) 
are non-negative, and are positive if and only if the system is positive. See 
TheorelIl 10.l.2 in Gladwell (1985). 
A ship's hull is regarded as a free-free beam the section of which does not 
distort when it bends or twists (see Bishop and Price (1979)). If the thickness 
of tlw slice is ~:D and the shearing force and bending moment applied to it 
are V andlVI respectively then the ulnvard force Z(x,t) per unit length applied 
to the slice includes contributions from weight, buoyancy and all other forces. 
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Motion of the slice of the beam in the vertical direction is governed by the 
equation 
IYw(x, t) VI-V2+Z(X,t)~X=fL(X)~x at2 ' 
where fL(X) is the mass per unit length of the beam and w(x, t) is the upward 
deflection. Hence 
[)V Z( )_ ()c)2w(x,t) 
ax + x, t - fL x [)t 2 . 
If rotatory inertia of the beam is neglected, Ml - M2 + V ~x = 0, 
so that V = - ~~ . 
According to elementary beam theory 
M = EI( ) [)2w(x, t) J( )cPw(x, t) 
x ax2 + f: x ax2at ' 
(1.6) 
where EI(X) is the flexural rigidity and j3(x) represents VISCOUS structural 
damping. It follows that 
V = _ a [EI( )a2w(x, t)]~[J( )a3w(x, t)] 
ax x ax2 ax f: x ax2at . 
Denoting the partial differentiation with respect to x by a prime (/) and partial 
differentiation with respect to t by a dot (.), the equation of flexural motion 
Inay be wri t ten as 
IL(X) w(x, t) + [EI(x) w" (x, t)]" + [;3(x) w" (x, t)]" = Z(x, t). 
This is the equation of vertical syuunetric bending of the dry hull. 
In free vibration of the undamped dry beam, Z(x, t) = ° = ;3(x) for all 
positions x on the beam and at all times t so that the trial solution 
w(x, t) = f(x) sinwt 
requires that 
-IL(X) w 2f(x) + [EI(x)fll(x)]" = 0, 
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where the pnme now represents a total derivative with respect to x. The 
function f(x) has also to satisfy the boundary conditions f//(O) = f//(1) = O. 
The values of w, say WI, W2, W3, W4, ... are the natural frequencies of the beam. 
This sequence of principal modes for the free-free non-uniform beam will have 
different shapes like cargo ship and a small warship etc. 
1.2.2 Sixth-order problems 
Sixth-order boundary-value problems are found to have applications in astro-
physics, as A-type stars. Chandrasekhar (1961) and Baldwin (1987) noted that 
if the level of the temperature gradient at which the instability occurs is not 
at a boundary, then the motion may be modelled by the eigenvalue problem 
(1. 7) 
with 
y ( x ) ---+ 0 as x ---+ ± CXJ • (1.8) 
In this problern D = -ld , x is a dimensionless boundary layer coordinate, y = 
ex 
y(x) is a dimensionless vertical velocity, a is horizontal wave number and R is 
a Rayleigh number. 
1.2.3 Eighth- a nd tenth-order problems 
Chandrasekhar (1961) also noted that the effect of both rotation and a mag-
netic field impart to the fluid a certain rigidity while at the same time they 
irnpart to it certain properties of elasticity that enable it to transmit distur-
bances by new modes of wave propagation. These effects can be represented by 
eighth-order and tenth-order equations. The eighth-order ODE has the form 
(D2 _ a 2 _ pO")[(D2 _ a2 _ 0")2(D2 - ( 2) + TD2]y(x) 
= -R(D2 - a.2 - O")y(x), 0 < X < 1, 
(1.9) 
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with free-free boundary conditions 
y(O) = D2y(0) = D4y(0) = D6y(0) = 0, 
y(l) = D2y(l) = D4y(1) = D6y(l) = O. 
6 
(1.10) 
In (1.9), y(x) is the vertical flow of a fluid heated below and under the effect 
of rotation. 
The tenth-order equation is given by 
(D2 _ a2)[(D2 _ a2)2 _ QD2]2 + TD2(D2 _ a2)y(x) 
= -Ra2[(D2 - a2) - QD 2]y(x); 0 < X < 1, 
with free-free boundary conditions 
y(O) = D2y(0) = D4y(0) = D6y (0) = DBy(O) = 0, 
y(l) = D2y(l) = D4y(l) = D6y(1) = DBy(O) = O. 
1.2.4 Literatu re su rvey 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
Whereas the qualitative theory of differential equtions, in former years, mostly 
occupied itself with systems of the second-order and their solution trajectories, 
attention of late is more and more focussed on systems of a higher order. In 
this thesis a brief survey will be given of some of the results which have been 
achieved in the meantime. In addition, numerous papers on the behaviour of 
the solutions of more or less special systems of non-linear differential equa-
tions or the properties of general dynamical systems have appeared in various 
periodicals or Academy publications. 
In short, several methods are currently used for the nUlnerical solution of 
boundary-value problems and the literature associated with each Inehod is 
abundant. Some references related to these methods are now listed. 
Finite difference methods: 
Boutayeb (1990), Boutayeb and Twizell (1991,1992,199:3), Chawla and Katti 
(1979), Collatz (1966, 1986), Keller (1968), Djidjeli et al. (1993), Fox (1962). 
Collatz (1966, 1986), Keller (1968), Twizell and Boutayeb (1990), Twizell 
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(1988a,b), Twizell et al. (1994), Usmani (1978, 1981). 
Finite element methods: 
Davies (1980) and Wait and Mitchell (1986). 
Shooting methods: 
Keller (1968) and Twizell (1988a). 
Collocation methods: 
Russel and Shampine (1977). 
Quasilinearization methods: 
Belhnan and Kalaba (1966), Lee (1968) and Agarwal (1986). 
Orthonormalization methods: 
Godunove (1961) and Scott and Watts (1977). 
Variational methods: 
Bailey et al. (1968). 




Keller (1975) has written a survey paper, covering a general outline of these 
techniques. Aktas and Stetter (1977) gave a classification and survey of nu-
merical methods for BVPs. Also, Daniel, in Childs et al. (1978), wrote a "road 
lllap" of methods for approximating solutions of two-point BVPs. 
In fact, most of the authors cited above deal with more than one method 
and most of them give detailed bibliographies on boundary-value problems. 
However, when they treat high-order equations, the majority of the authors 
concentrate on the fourth-order. The numerical analysis literature on higher-
order boundary-value problems remains sparse, although such problems are 
contained implicity in some papers and, as noted by Keller (1968), high-order 
differential equations can always be converted to a system of first-order equa-
tions for which well known numerical methods may be applied. 
A second-order convergent method is outlined in Twizell (1988b) for sixth-
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order problenls. Scott and Watts (1977) treated a linear eighth-order problem. 
One method of solving a general-order boundary-value problem is to con-
vert the differential equation y(n) = f(x, y); a < x < b, with boundary condi-
tions specified, to a system of first-order equations and then to use appropri-
ate methods for this kind of problem (see, for example, Keller (1968), Matar 
(1990)). This technique will be followed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 
Twizell and Tirmizi (1986) developed a sixth-order multiderivative method 
for the numerical solution of fourth-order boundary-value problerns. The 
rnethod is derived from a five-point recurrence relation involving exponen-
tial tenns, the multi derivatives being obtained by replacing the exponentials 
by Pade approximants. The method is adopted from the numerical solution of 
the problern of bending a simply-supported beam. 
1.3 " PADE APPROXIMANTS 
Pade approximants are defined as follows: 
Let f(z), z E C, be an analytic function 111 a regIOn of the complex plane 
containing the origion z=O. A Pade approximant RtJ)t.(z) to the function f(z) 
is then defined by 
f( ) = P*t.(z) 
z Q*tJ(z), 
where P* t;(z) and Q:(z) are polynOlnials of degree K and /-L, respectively with 
leading coefficient uni ty. 
For the function f(z)=exp(z), Varga (1962), the polynOlnials P* t;(z) and 
Q* tJ(z) are given explicitly as 
( -') 1 1 * _ '\' II Ii + K - J . /-L. ( _ )j Q /Jz) - ~j=O( + -)I"I( _ ')1 Z, Ii K.J. /-L J. 
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and if 
() P*t.(z) exp z = Q*IL(Z) + TIL,t.(z), 
then the remainder T IL,K (z) is given by 
For f.1 = 0, 1,2, :3, 4 and K, = 0, 1,2, :3,4 the first fifteen entries of the Pade 
approxinlants for f(z)=exp(z) are given in Tirmizi (1984). 
Twizell (1978 and 1980) has used Pade approximants and has developed 
various finite difference methods which cover wide areas in ordinary and partial 
differential equations for both initial- and boundary-value problems. More 
about the use of Pade approximants is contained in Khaliq (1983) and Tirmizi 
(1984). 
" 1.4 GENERAL PADE-BASED NUMERICAL SCHEMES 
FOR LINEAR BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
The generaln-th order linear boundary-value problem consists of the ODE 
(1.13) 
with the boundary conditions 
Ba Y(a) + Bb Y(b) = c, (1.14) 
where Y(a) = [y(n-l)(a),y(n-2)(a),y(n-:3)(a), ... ,y"(a),y'(a),y(a)]T, 
Y(b) = [y(n-l)(b),y(n-2)(b),y(n-3)(b), ... ,y"(b),y'(b),y(b)]T, c is a constant 
n-dimensional vector and Ba, Bb are constant matrices of order n x n. 
This differential equation can be written as a system of n first-order differen-
tial equations. Introducing the va.riables Yo = Yo(x), Yl = Yl(X),]'2 = ]'2(X), ... 
ell 1: Introduction 10 
and Yn-1 = Yn-1(X), these are defined by 
Yo = Yo(x), Y1 = Y' (x), Y2 = Y" (x), Y3 = y''' (x), ...... and Yn-1 = y(ll-l)(X), it 
follows that y~ = y1) y~ = Y2, Y; = Y3, Y; = Y4,······, 
Y~-l = -(Po(x)yo + P1(X)Y1 + P2(X)Y2 + ... + P n- 1(X)Yll-1) + r(x). 
The n first-order linear boundary-value problems can be written as 
DY(x) = Q(x)Y(x) + P(x), a < x < b, (l.15) 
with boundary conditions (1.14) in which D- diag{;x} is a digonal matrix of 
order n x n, Q is an n x n matrix with entries qij given by qi+1,i = 1 [i = 1,2,3, 
4,5, ... ,(n-1)]' q1j = -Pn - j (j = 1,2,:3, ... ,n) and the other entries are zero, 
that is 











Y and P are defined respectively as Y(x) = [Yll-l,Yn-2,Yll-3, ... , ... ,Y2,YbYoF, 
P(x) = [r(x),O,O,O, ... ,O,O,O]T. 
Consider the grid 
obtained by discretizing the interval [a,b] into N+1 subintervals each of width 
h = (~~~) where N is a positive integer. 
The solution y(x) will be computed at the points Xk where Xk = a + kh (k = 0, 
1,2,~3, ... ,N + 1) oflh. In particular the values of then x 1 vectorsYk (k = 1,:2, 
3, ... , N) will be computed, and also the vector YN+l will be computed wlwre 
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this last vector consists of all unknown values ofy and its derivatives y/, y" y"l , , 
y(iv), ... , y(n-I) at both boundaries x = a and x = b. Define the unknown vector 
where its set of elements YI,Y2,Y3,Y4, ... , ... ,YN will be a subset of 
[y ( a), y (b ), y I ( a), y I (b ), y II ( a) , y II (b ), . . . , . . . , y ( n-1 ) ( a), y (n-1 ) (b ) ] T . 
Then, the total number of unknowns that will be approximated is n(N + 1), 
where n is the order of the differential equation. 
Applying the (p" K,) Pade approximant to the exponential term in Y(Xk + h) 
= [exp(hD)]y(xk), the result will be 
(1.16) 
where the operator functions Q: and P~ are defined as 
( -')" Q* (1 D) - ",It /1 + K, - J .JL. (-1 D)j II 1 - Uj=O( _)"'( ')' 1 , JL + K, .J. 11 - J . 
and 
( ')' -, * _ f. JL + K, - J . K,. (_ h D)j 
P f>(hD) - ~j=O ( _)'"'( • ')' . 11 + K, .J. K, - J . 
Equation (1.16) can be rewritten in a more explicit form by 
[I - CYI hD + (Y2(hD)2 - CY3(hD y3 + ... + ( -1 )IICY.u(hD )1I]Yk+I 
[I + f3IhD + {12(hD)2 + fh(hD)3 + ... + ,Bf>(hDt]Yk + O(hlI+;;+l), 
( 1.17) 
where 
(JL + K, - j)!JL! (11 + K, - j)!K,! 
CYj = (11 + K)!j!(/1 - j)!; ,Bj = (JL + K,)!j!(K, - j)! 
To find the jth derivative of the vector Y, Djy(x), equation (1.15) will be 
used first of all. Rename Q'" and P by QI and PI, respectively. Then 
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where Q:2 = [DQI -+ Qi] and P:2 = [Q1Pl + DPI]. 
Therefore, 
where Qj = DQj-1 + Qj-l QI and P j = Qj-IPI + DPj- l , j = 2,3,4, .... 
Secondly, substitute equation (l.18) into (l.17) to give 
where 
and 
and also the right side is 
E k+l = -I;j~I(-I)j(\'jhjPj and Fk = I;j=lf3jhjPj. 
Denote the right side of (l.19) by gk+l, then 






This vector-matrix equation is to be applied to the discrete points xo, Xl, X2, ... ,XN. 
The result will be a of the form system of linear equations with n(N + n) equa-
tions with n(N -+ n) unknowns 
AY G, 
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which can be written in a block vector-matrix form as 
Al Bo YI gl 
Bl A2 Y2 g2 
B2 A3 Y3 g3 
B3 A4 Y4 g4 
(l.22) 
YN 
The vector Y N+I will contain all the unknown elements on the two boundaries 
x = a and x = b. (See Matar (1990).) This approach of transforming a high-
order problem into a system of first-order problems will be utilized in Chapter 
4 for linear tenth-order problems, where a parallel algorithm will be developed. 
1.5 ,; GENERAL PADE-BASED NUMERICAL SCHEMES 
FOR 
NON-LINEAR BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
The general n-th order non linear boundary-value problem has the form 
(n)() ( () , I/() (n-1)( )) 1 y x = f x, y x ,y ,y x, ... , y x, a < x < ), (1.2:3) 
with the boundary conditions 
Ba Y(a) + Bb Y(b) = c, (l.2c±) 
where Y(a) = [y(n-l)(a),y(n-2)(a),y(n-:3)(a), ... ,yl/(a),y'(a),y(a)]T, 
Y(b) = [y(n-1)(b), y(n-2)(b), y(n-:3)(b), ... , yl/ (b), y' (b), y(b )]T, c is a constant 
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n-dimensional vector and Ba, Bb are constant matrices of order n x n. 
Let Yo = y(x), Yl = y' (x), Y2 = y" (x), Y3 = y"' (x), ...... and y(n-l) = y(n-l)(x), 
then the n-th order boundary-value problem can be written as a system of first-
order differential equations 
DY(x) = Q(x)Y(x) + P(x, Y), a < x < b ( 1.25) 
with boundary conditions (1.24). Again, D diagt~~} is a matrix of order 
n x n, Q is an n x n matrix with entries qij given by qi+l,i = 1 [i = 1,2, :3, ... , 
(n - 1)] and the other entries are zero, i.e. 
Q= 




° ° ° 
° 
1 ° 
Y and P are defined, respectively, as Y = [Yn-l, Yn-2, yn-3, ... , ... , Y2, Yl, yo]T 
and P = [f(X,Yo,YI,Y2,Y3"'., ... ,Yn-I),O, ... , ... ,o,o,oF. 
Applying the (11" f\,) Pade approximant in the same steps as in the linear 
case an equation similar to (1.17) will be produced, but with the jth derivative 
of the vector Y written in a different manner; in this nonlinear case DQ = ° 
and 
Therefore, using (1.26), DY = QY + P, then D2y = Q2 + QP + DP 
and finally 
Djy - ()jy + \,j-l ()j-i-l Dip . =.) '3 4 
- -~ --'i=O ,~ J~, ., , .... 
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The nonlinear part of the right side of (l.26) is 
and 
F = ~t' (3. hj (~~-l Qj-i-l Dip) k J=l J 1=0 . 
Define the non-linear right side of (1.26) by <Pk+l, then <Pk+l = E k+l + Fk 
and the final form of (l.26) is 
The elements of the matricps Ak+1 and Bk are given by 
0 1 <j 0 1 <j 
aij - 1 1 =J and bij - -1 1 =J - -
(-1 Y-jai_jhi-j : i > j - (3i_jhi- j : i > j 
respectively. 
The vector-lnatrix equation (l.26) is to be applied to the discrete points 
xo, Xl, X2, X:3, X4, ... ,XN. The result will be a system of n(N + 1) non-linear equa-
tions with n(N + 1) unknowns, which can be written as 
AY + <p(Y) = 0, (l.:29) 
where A is a block bi-dia.gonal matrix, except for the first row, similar ill 
structure to (1.:2:2), <p(Y) is an n(N + 1 )-dimension non-linear vector defined 
G11 1: Introduction 
by 
<I>(Y) = -
El + Fo 
E2 + Fl 
E3 + F2 
E4 + F3 
E5 + F4 
EN- 1 + FN 
EN + FN- 1 
EN+l + FN 
16 
This approach will be used in Chapter 5 where a parallel algorithm will be 
developed for the solution of a nonlinear tenth-order boundary-value problem. 
1.6 NEWTON'S METHOD 
The best-known and the most popular method for solving non-linear algebraic 
equations is Newton's method. Let 
F(Y) AY + ¢(Y) = 0, 
F = [FI, F 2 , F3 , ••. , Fn {N+l)J1'. To solve this system of n(N + 1) non-linear 
equations, the Jacobian matrix of F(Y) should be defined. The Jacobian 
matrix J(Y) which can alternatively be denoted by g~, will be a block matrix 
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J(Y) = (1.:30) 
The above Jacobian (1.:30) consists of non-zero n x n matrices Ak (k = 1,2,3, 
... ,N + 1) and Bk (k = 0, 1,2, ... ,N). The (i,j )th elements of the matrices 
Ak (k = 1,2,3, ... ), Bk (k = 1,2, ... ,N) are 




8F· bo··--I ,I,J -;:) , 
UYj 
Yj (j = 1,2,3, ... , n) are elements of the vector YN+l. 
Let y(O) be some initial value of the vector. It can be determined by 
giving starting values to the unknown y and its derivatives y', y", ... ,y(n-I), 
at the discrete points Xk = a + k~);t), (k = 0, 1,2, ... ,N + 1). Assume ~ is the 
iteration number. The solution Z(O of the linear system 
(1.31 ) 
can be solved in the same manner as in the linear case. After Z(~) is computed, 
y(~+I) is easily computed from 
y(~+l) = y(O + ZW, (~ = 0, L:2, ... ). (1.:32 ) 
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The process (1.31) and (1.32) will be repeated for a few iterations until 
convergence occurs. In general, the iteratons of Newton's method cannot be 
guaranteed to converge, but it is usually successful if the system has a solution, 
the system is not seriously unstable for step-by-step solution, and a good initial 
estirnate can be found for the unknown values of vector y(O). It may be 
necessary to simplify the problem and perform some prelilninary calculations 
in order to get suitable starting values. 






2.1 A FAMILY OF NUMERICAL METHODS 
Consider the problem 
y(X)(x) = f(x, y), a < x < b; a, b, x E ~, (2.1 ) 
Y(2i)(a) = A· . y(2i) = B·· (i = 0 1 2 3 4) 21, 21, , , , . (2.2) 
It is assumed tha.t f(x,y) is as many times differentiable as required, is real and 
that A2i , B2i (i = 0, 1,2, :3,4) are real finite constants. 
Consider first the mesh G1 , obtained by discretizing the interval a < x < b 
into N+1 subintervals each of width h = (~~~) where N > 9 is an integer. The 
solution y(x) will be computed at the mesh points Xn = x~1) = a + nh 
(n = 1,2, :3, 4, ...... , N) of mesh G1 and the nota.tion Yn = Y ~1) will be adopted 
1q 
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to denote the solution of an approximating difference scheme at the grid point 
x~1). It is clear that, according to (2.2), 
Y(l) - A o - 0 1 (1) B ane YN+1 = o· 
A general falnily of symmetric numerical methods is given by 
Yn-5 - 10Yn-4 + 45Yn-3 - 120Yn-2 + 210Yn-l - 252Yn 
+210Yn+l - 120Yn+2 + 45Yn+3 - 10Yn+4 + Yn+5 
h10 [O:'fn_5 + ,8fn- 4 + /"fn- 3 + 8£n-2 + tfn- 1 + l: fn 
+ffn+1 + 8fn+2 + /"fn+3 + ,8fn+4 + O:'fn+5], 
(2.3) 
0:', ,8, /",8, f are parameters chosen to ensure consistency as a minimum require-
Inen t an d l: = 1 - 2 ( 0:' + /3 + /" + 8 + f). 
2.2 A SECOND-ORDER METHOD 
We note that a well-known second-order central-difference approximation to 
the tenth derivative y(x) (xn) is given by 
y(x) (xn) = h -10 [Yn-5 - 10Yn-4 + 45Yn-3 - 120Yn-2 
+210Yll-l - 252Yn + 210Yn+1 - 120Yn+2 (2.4) 
+45Yll+3 - 10Yll+4 + Yn+5] + 0(h2). 
Given the ordinary differential equation y(x) = f( x, y), at point n of the dis-
cretization Xl, X2, X3, ... ,Xn, we have 
10 + 4 t:: 1')0 + ')10 - 2t::2 Yn-5 - Yll-4 aYn-3 - ~ Yn-2 ~ Yn-1 ;) Yn 
+210Yn+l - 120Yn+2 + 45Yn+3 - 10Yn+4 + Yn+5 
- h10f n, 
(2.5) 
which is the simplest examplp of (2.:3), having 0' = /3 = /" = 8 = f = 0 and 
L = 1. 
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This is written as 
-Yn-5 + 10Yl1-4 - 45Yn-3 + 120Yn-2 - :210Yn-l + 252Yn 
-210Yn+l + 120Yn+2 - 45Yn+3 - 10Yn+4 - Yn+5 + h 10fll (2.6) 
= 0, for n = 5,6,7, ... , N - 5, N - 4. 
Note: This is equivalent to writing the ODE as _y(x) + f(x, y) = O. 
The local truncation error (l.t.e.) of this numerical method at any point IS 
given by 
L[y(x); h] = -y(x - 5h) + 10y(x - 4h) - 45y(n - :3) + 120y(x - 2h) 
-210y(x - h) + 252y(x) - 210y(x + h) + 120y(x + 2h) (2.7) 
-45y(x + 3h) - 10y(x + 4h) - y(x + 5h) + h 10y(x)(x). 
Writing (2.7) as a Taylor series about y( x) gives 
[ )] [ ~l' 5
2112 II _ 53h3 "' 54h4 (iv) _ 55h5 (v) 
L y(x ; h = - y - ,) ly + 2! y 3! Y + 4! y 5! Y 
+
56h6 (vi) _ 57b 7y (vii) + 5
8h8 y (viii) _ S9 h9 y (ix) + S10h10y(x) 6! y 7! 8! 9! 10! . 
_5 11 h 11 (xi) + 512 h 12 (xii) _ 513 h1.'y(xiii) + 514h14y(xiv) 
11! y 12! Y 1:3! 14! 
_ 515h15 (xv) + S16 11 16 (xvi) _ 517h17 y(xvii) + 518 h18 y(xviii) 
15! y 16! Y 17! 18! 
519 h19 (xix) 520 h20 (xx) _ ] 
- 19! Y + 20! y ... 
+10[ _ 41 '+ 4
2h2 II _ 43h3 + 44h4 y(iv) _ 45 115 y(v) 
y ly 2! Y 3! 4! 5! 
+ 
46116 (vi) _ 47117 y(vii) + 48h8 y(viii) _ 49119 y(ix) + 410 h10 y(x) 
6! Y 7! . 8! 9! 10! 
_ 411 h 11 (xi) + 412 h12 (xii) _ 413h13 y(xiii) + 414h14 y(xiv) 
11! Y 12! Y 13! 14! 
_ 415 h15 (xv) + 416 1116 (xvi) _ 4171117 y(xvii) + 418 h18 y(xviii) 
15! y 16! Y 17! 18! 
_ 419 h 19 (xix) + 420 h20 y(xx) _ ] 
19! Y 20! ... 
-4~ [ _ ')1 '+ 32h2 II _ :33h3 y"' + 34 h4 y(iv) _ 35h5 y(v) 
,) y tJ lY 2! Y 3! 4! 5! 
+ 
36h6 (vi) _ 37117 (vii) + :38h8 y(viii) _ 39 h9 y(ix) + 310 h10 y(x) 
6! y 7! Y 8! 9! 10! 
_ 311 1111 (xi) + 312 h12 (xii) _ 313 1113 y(xiii) + 314 1114 y(xiv) 
11! y 12! Y 13! 14! 
315 h 15 (xv) + :3 16 h1G (xvi) _ 317h17 (xvii) + :318h18y(xviii) -~y 16! Y 17! Y 18' . 
_ 319 h 19 (xix) + 320 h20 y(xx) _ ] 
19! Y 20! ... 
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+120[ - 2h '+ 22h2 "_ 23h3 '" 24h6 (iv) _ 2"h5 (v) 26 (vi) _ 27h7 (vii) Y Y 2! Y 3! Y + 4! y 5! Y + 6! y 7! Y 
+28 (viii) _ 29h 9 (ix) + 210ahl0 (x) _ 211h11 (xi) 212 h 12 (xii) _ 213 h13 (xiii) 
8!y 9! Y 10! Y 11! Y + 12! y 13! Y 
+ 
214h14 y(xiv) _ 215h 15 y(xv) + 216 h 16 y(xvi) _ 217h17 (xvii) + 218 h 18 (xviii) 
14! 15! 16! 17! Y 18! Y 
_ 219 h 19 (xix) 220 h20 (xx) _ ] 
19! Y + 20! y ... 
-210[y - hy' + h~ y" _ h~ y'" + h~ y(iv) _ h~ y(v) + h: y(vi) _ h: y(vii) + h~ y(viii) 
2. 3. 4. .5. 6. 7. 8. 
_ h 9 y(ix) + h lO y(x) _ h 11 y(xi) + ~y(xii) _ h 13 y(xiii) + ~y(xiv) _ hIS y(xv) 
9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 14! 15! 
+h16 y(xvi) _ h17 y(xvii) + ~y(xviii) _ !Cy(xix) + h20 y(XX) _ ] 
16! 17! 18! 19! 20!· ... 
+252y(x) 
-210[y + hy' + l~~ y" + ~~~ y'" + l~~ y(iV) + l~~ y(V) + l~~ y(vi) + l~~ y(vii) 
+h8 y (viii) + h
9
y (ix) + ~y(X) + ~y(xi) + ~y(xii) + h I3 y (xiii) + ~y(xiv) 8! 9! 10! II! 12! 13! 14! 
+ hIS y(xv) + h
16 y(xvi) + ~y(xvii) + ~y(xviii) + h 19 y(xix) + h20 y(xx) _ ] 
15! 16! 17! 18! 19! 20! ... 
+ 120[y + 2hy' + 2~1~2 y" + 2i~3 y"' + 2:1~6 y(iv) + 2':lt y(v) + ~~ y(vi) 
+
27h7y(vii) + 28 y (viii) + 29 h9 y (ix) + 210hl0y(X) + 211h
11
y (xi) 7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 
+ 
212h12 y(xii) + 213 h 13 y(xiii) + 214h14 y(xiv) + 215 h 15 y(xv) + 216 h 16 y(xvi) 
12! 13! 14! 15! 16! 
+ 
217h17 y(xvii) + 218 h 18 y(xviii) + 219 h 19 y(xix) + 220 1120 y(XX) _ ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! ... 
4 1-::: [ _ 31' 3
2h 2 II _ :33113 "' 34h4 (iv) _ 35h" (v) + 36h6 (vi) 
- ~) Y ly + 2! y 3! Y + 4! y 5! Y 6! Y 
_ 37h7 (vii) + :38h8 (viii) _ 39h9 y(ix) + 310 h iO y(x) _ 311 h 11 y(xi) + 312 h 12 y(xii) 
7! y 8! Y 9! 10! 11! 12! 
_313 h 13 (xiii) + 314 h 14 y (xiv) _ :3
1
"h I5 y (xv) + 3
16 IJI6 y (xvi) _ 3
17hI7y(xvii) 
13! Y 14! 15! 16! 17! 
+ 
318h18 y(xviii) _ 319 h 19 y(xix) + 320 h20 y(xx) _ ] 
18! 19! 20! ••• 
+10[y + 4hy' + 4~\\2y" + 4~;~3y'" + 4:1ty(iv) + 4~1~5y(v) + 4~~6y(vi) 
47h7 (vii) 48h8 (viii) 49h9 (ix) 410 h iO (x) 411 h 11 (xi) + 412h 12 (xii) 
+7!y + 8! y + 9! y + 10! y + 11! y 12! Y 
+
413h 13 (xiii) + 4141114 (xiv) + 41"hI5 y (xv) + 416hI6y(xvi) _ 417hI7y(xvii) 13! Y 14! Y IS! . 16! 17! 
+ 
418h18 y(xviii) + 419 h 19 y(xix) + 420 h 20 y(xx) _ ] 
18! 19! 20! ... 
_ [ + 1-:::1 '+ 52h2 ," + 53h3 "' + 54h4 (iv) + 55h5 y(v) + 56h6 y(vi) 
y ;) ly 2! .Y 3! Y 4! Y 5! 6! 
+
57h7 (vii) + 58h8 (viii) + 59h 9 y (ix) + 510hl0y(x) + 5
11 h 11 y (xi) + 512hI2y(xii) 7! Y 8! Y 9! . 10! 11! 12! 
+ 
513h13 (xiii) + 514 h14 (xiv) + 515 11 15 y(XV) + 516 h 16 y(xvi) + 517h17 y(xvii) ~y 14! Y 15! 16! . 17! 
+ 
518h18 (xviii) + 519 h 19 y(xix) + 520 h2o y(xx) _ ... ] + h lOy (x) 
18! y 19! . 20! 
(2.8) 
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The local truncation error t~1) at the point X~l) is then given by 
t~l) = Cll h lly(xi)(X~l)) + C12h 12y(xii)( x~1)) + cl3h 13y (xiii)( x~1)) 
+cl4h 14y (xiy) (X~l)) + ... , 
(2.9) 
in (2.9) the Cll, C12, C13, C14, '" are constants with Cll = Cl3 = CIS = Cli = C19 
= C2l = ....... .. =0 because of symmetry. 
Equation (2.:3) is applicable only to the N-8 mesh points x~1) (n = 5,6,7,8, 
9, 10, ... , N - 6, N - 5, N - 4) of G1. In order to be able to implement 
global extrapolation procedures special formulae are needed for the other mesh 
points n= 1,2,:3,4 and n = N - 3, N - 2, N - 1, N which must also have local 
truncation error with principal part ~gh12y(xii)(x) in (2.8). These formulae 
will be assumed to be consistent. 
It will be covenient in the convergence analysis on grid G1 to introduce the 
lnatrix .h of order N given by i.e. 
2 -1 
-1 2 -1 
-1 2 -1 
.11 = (2.10) 
-1 2 -1 
-1 2 -1 
-1 2 
for which it is known that 
(2.11 ) 
In order to use the powers of the matrix .J 1 , these special end-point formulae 
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will be assumed to be of the forms (2.12)-(2.19), as follows 
132Yl - 165Y2 + 1l0Y:3 - 44Y4 + 10ys - Y6 + aoyo + a2h2y~ 
+a4h4ygV) + a6h6y~vi) + a8h8y~viii) 
+hl0[aofo + a1fl + a2f2 + a:3f3 + a4f4 + ... + a12f12] 
= 0, 
-165Yl + 242Y2 - 209Y:3 + 120Y4 - 45ys + 10Y6 - Y7 + boyo 
+b2h2y~ + b4h4ygv) + b6h6y~vi) + b8h8y~viii) 
+hl0[!30fo + (1tfl + /32f2 + /3:3f:3 + /34f4 + '" + (112f12] 
= 0, 
1l0Y1 - 209Y2 + 252Y:3 - 210Y4 + 120ys - 45YG + 10Y7 - Y8 
h2 /I 1 4 (iv) 1 6 (vi) 1 8 (viii) +CoYo + C2 Yo + C4 1 Yo + CG 1 Yo + C8 1 Yo 
+h10[,ofo + I'dl + 1'2f2 + 1':3 f :3 + 1'4f4 + ... + l'12f12] 
= 0, 
-44Yl + 120Y2 - 210Y:3 + 252Y4 - 210ys + 120Y6 - 45Y7 + 10Y8 
1 2 /I J 1 4 (iv) 1 1 6 (vi) J 1 8 (viii) 
-yg + doyo + d2 1 Yo + (14 1 Yo + C 6 1 Yo + (18 1 Yo 






At the other end of the array, the special end-point formulae are as follows 
-YN-8 + 10YN-7 - 45YN-6 + 120YN-s - 210YN-4 + 252YN-:3 
,- d d 1 2 (ii) 1 1 4 (iv) 
-210YN-2 + 120YN-l - 44YN + oYN+1 + 21 YN+1 + (4 1 YN+1 
J 1 () (vi) d 1 8 (viii) 
+(16 1 YN+1 + 8 1 YN+l (2.16) 
+hlO[80fN+l + 81fN + 82fN- 1 + 8:3fN-2 + 84fN-:3 + ... + 812fN- ll ] 
= 0, 
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-YN-7 + 10YN-G - 45YN-5 + 120YN_4 - :210YN_3 + 252YN_2 
-209YN-l + 1l0YN + COYN+l + c2h2Y~11 + c4h4Y~~1 
+ I G (vi) 1 8 (viii) C6 1 YN+l + C8 1 YN+l 
+hlObofN+l + IdN + 12 fN-l + 13fN-2 + 14 fN-3 + ... + ll2fN-ll] 
= 0, 
-YN-G + 10YN-5 - 45YN-4 + l:20YN-:3 - 209YN-2 + 242YN_l 
16r: + b + 1 1 2 (ii) b 1 4 (iv) bIG (vi) 
- ')YN OYN+l )2 1 YN+l + 4 1 YN+l + G 1 YN+l 
+b8h8y~V~~ 
+hlO[/1ofN+l + /11fN + /32fN- 1 + /1:3fN-2 + /34fN-:3 + ... + /112fN-ll] 
= 0, 
-YN-5 + 10YN-4 - 44YN-3 + 1l0YN-2 - 165YN-l + l:32YN 
1 2 (ii) I 4 (iv) 1 G (vi) 1 8 (viii) +aOYN+l + a2 1 YN+l + a4 1 YN+l + aG 1 YN+l + a8 1 YN+l 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
+hl0[aofN+l + a1fN + a2 fN-l + 0'3fN-2 + 0'4 fN-3 + ... + O'12fN-ll] 
= O. 
(2.19) 
The ai, b i, Ci, di (i = 0,2,4,6,8) and O'i, /1i"i, 8i (i = 0, 1,2, :3, ... ,12) are pa-
ralneters which must be chosen so that the local truncation errors of (2.12)-
(2.19) are identical with the (:2.9) to the order required in sections 2.4, 2.5. 
Note: n=5 and n=N - 4 do not need special formulae, though these do use 
boundary values. 
Clearly, the falnily of numerical methods is described by the set of equations 
{(2.12), (2.1:3), (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), (2.17), (2.18), (2.19)} and the solution vec-
tor y(l) = [yi1) , y~2), y~3), y~4), ... 1 y~1)]T, T denoting transpose, is obtained by 
solving a non-linear algebraic system of order N which has the form 
(:2.20) 
the vector f(1) of order N has the form 
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r(I) = [f(I) f(2) f(:3) f(4) f(5) f(I)]T l'2'3'4'5""'N, 
the constant vector b(1) is of order N and is given by 
b(I) = 
aoAo + a2h2 A2 + a4h4 A4 + aGh6 AG + ashs As + aloh lOy~x) 
boAo + b2h2 A2 + b4h4 A4 + hGh6 AG + bshs As + blOh 10y~X) 
coAo + c2h2 A2 + C4h4 A4 + cGhG AG + c8h8 A8 + clOh 10y~X) 
doAo + d2h2 A2 + d4h4 A4 + d6hG A6 + d8hs As + dlOhIOy~X) 







B + 110 (x) - 0 1 aoYN+I 
doBo + d2h2B2 + d4h4B4 + d6hGBG + d8h8B8 + chohIOY~~I 
coBo + C2h2B2 + C4h4B4 + C6hGBG + C8hsBs + clOhIOy~X~I 
hoBo + b2h2B2 + b4h4B4 + b6hGBG + b8h8BS + blOhIOy~x~I 
1 2B 1 4B 1 6B < 1 sB + 110 (x) ao B 0 + a2 1 2 + a4 1 4 + a6 1 G + a8 1 s alO 1 y N + 1 
(2.21 ) 
and 0(1) is the zerocohulln vector of order N. The matrix MI in (2.20), of order 
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N, is given by 
al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 as a9 alO all a12 
f31 f32 f3:3 f34 (35 /36 f37 f3s f39 f310 f311 f312 
11 12 ,:3 14 15 16 17 IS 19 110 111 112 
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 810 811 812 
f3 I 8 E I: f 8 I /3 a 
a f3 I 8 f I: f 8 I f3 a 
a f3 I 8 f I: f 8 I f3 a 
MI = 
a /3 I 8 f I: f 8 I f3 
a (3 I 8 E I: f 8 I 
a (3 I 8 E I: f 8 
812 811 810 89 88 87 86 85 84 8:3 
112 111 110 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 
(312 (311 (310 f39 (38 (37 (36 (35 f34 (33 
a12 all al0 a9 a8 a7 (\'6 a5 a4 a3 
The exact solution vector y(1) = [y(xP)), y(x~I)), y(x1I )), ... , y(x~))]T 
satisfies 










1 (1) [(1) (1) (1) (I)]T'1 fl 1 . w Iere, t = tl ,t2 ,t3 , ... , tN IS t Ie vector 0 oca truncatIOn errors . 
2.3 CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF THE 
SECOND-ORDER METHOD 
For the convergence analysis we must obtain a bound on Ilz(1) 11 00 , 
where Z(l} = y(1) - y(l) . For this purpose, the following lemma is used. ( It 
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will be assumed throughout the thesis that the norm used is the infinity norm. 
) 
LelIllIla 2.1 If A is a square matrix of order Nand IIAII < 1, then (I _ A)-I 
exists, where 1 is the identity matrix of order Nand 
(2.24 ) 
Equations (2.20) and (2.2:3) give 
(2.25) 
( (1)) where, F 1 = diag Brl(1) 
oYn 
and for which Lemma 2.1 can be applied to obtain 
Ilz(l) II 
< 32768J~~~_al;~oM*F* [l c12l h2Y12 + !cI41h4Y I4 + ICI61h6Y I6 + ... ], (2.26) 
where 
and 
* I elf I F = max a- ( ) , a~x~b y X 
provided 
F* < :32768 
(b - a)IoM* 
and the parameters in (2.1:2)-(2.19) are chosen to ensure that Cll = CI3 = o. 
The order of convergence of the numerical method is p if Cp+IO is the first 
non-vanishing constant on the right-hand side of (:2.9). 
2.4 GLOBAL EXTRAPOLATION ON TWO GRIDS 
Suppose, now, that the intervaJ a < x < b is subdivided into 2N+2 subinter-
1 1 f· . I 1 11 .. fi . 1 (' f . . . 11 d (2) (2) va s eac 1 0 \VIC t 1 '2 1 gl\'lllg a ner gnc 12 0 llltenor POlllts ca e Xl ,x2 ' 
X~2), xi2), ... , X~~+I' Clearly, the points x~~) of the fine grid G2 coincide with 
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the points x?) of the coarse grid G1 (i = 1,2, :3,4 ... , N). 
The finite difference formulae (2.12), (2.1:3), (2.14), (2.15), (2.3), (2.16), 
(2.17), (2.18), (2.19) are modified for use on G2 by replacing h with ~. They 
may be written in Illatrix-vector form as 
(2.27) 
in which .h and M2 are matrices of order 2N+1 which may be written down 
irllrlladiately from (2.10) and (2.22). All vectors in (2.27) have 2N+1 elements; 
b(2) is obtained from b(l) by replacing h with ~,y(2) and f(2) follow in an ob-
vious way frOlll y(l) and f(1), as do y(2) from y(l) and Z(2) from Z(l). 
In the convergence analysis on G2, Ilz(2) II satisfies 
II 
(2) II < (b_a)lO 
Z _ 327G8-(b-a)l0M*F* 
[lc121(~)2V12 + IC141(~)4V14 + ic'lGI(~)GV16 + ... J 
(2.28) 
(it should be noted that M* = IIM211 = IIMlll ) . 
Introduce, now, an extrapolation vector z(E) of order N defined by 
where I~h is a fine-to-coarse grid restriction operator with 
2 
Ih Z(2) __ [(2) (2) (2) (2) (2)] T !h Z2 ,Z4 ,ZG ,Z8 , ... , Z2N 
2 
and 
It is easy to see from (2.26) and (2.28) that 
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provided 
q=---(2P - 1) (2.29) 
where p is the order of convergence of the numerical method (clearly p=2 for 
the method given in (2.6)). 
Now fr0111 the inequalities 
I Iiall-Ilbil I < Iia - bll < Iiall + IIbil 
and using 
it follows that 
(Boutayeb,1990) and that one of the two possibilities must hold 
or 
provided q takes the value given by (2.29). The order of convergence of the 
global extrapolation vector 
y(E) = qI~hy(:2) + (1 _ q)y(l) 
2 
(2.30) 
can be either four or between two and four in the case of the method in (2.6). 
2.5 GLOBAL EXTRAPOLATION ON THREE GRIDS 
Consider, next, a third grid G:3 of step size ~h. The interval a < x <b IS 
thus divided into ;3N +:3 subintervals a.nd the interior points of G3 are named 
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(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (11 1 tl· . (1) f 1 1 . d . 1 (' Xl ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 , ..• , x3N+2· j ear y, Ie pomts X3i 0 tIe t llr gnc 1'3 co-
incide with the points x?) of the original grid GI (i = 1,2,:3,4 ... ,N). The 
solution vector 
Y (3) _ [(3) (:3) (3) (3)]T 
- YI ,Y'2 ,Y3 '''''Y3N+2 , 
on G3 is obtained from the non-linear algebraic system 
.J 5y(3) _ (h) 10 M f(3)(x y(3)) _ b(3) = 0(3) 
3 :3 3, , (2.:31 ) 
in which .h, M3, f(3) and b(3) are obtained in an obvious way as section 2.4. 
I tl . l' (' Z(3) .satl· .sfie.s' n Ie convergence ana YSIS on 1:3, __ _ 
( it should be noted that M* = IIM:311 ). 
The extrapolation formula 
in which the fine-to-coarse grid restriction operator I1h is such that 
3 
Ih Z(3) _ [(:3) (3) (3) z(3) z(3)] T 11 - Z3 ,Z6 ,Zg , 1'2,···, 3N 3" 1 
and 
satisfies 
FrOlll (2.26), (2.28) and (2.:32) it can be shown that 
provided 
:3P+3 
r = -------:-(5 + :3 p +3 - 21'+S) and 
_2P+S 
s=-------(5 + :3p+3 - 2P+5 ) (2.:3:3) 
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and, thus, 
.) 
1-r-s=-------(5 + 3p +3 - 2p +5 ) , 
clearly p=2 for the method in (2.6). However, in contrast to the global extrap-
olation on two grids, we are unable to prove that Ilz(E) II is at most O(hP+4 ) 
although the numerical results reported by Boutayeb (1990) for sixth- and 
eight-order boundary-value problems show that the global extrapolation algo-
rithm 
y(E) = rI1lhy(3) + sI1hy(2) + (1 - l' _ S)y(l) 
3 2 
(2.34 ) 
is likely to be of order p+4, where p is the order of convergence of the numerical 
method, provided rand s take the values indicated by (2.:3:3). 
2.6 CONSTRUCTION OF A SECOND-ORDER METHOD 
Writing CY = f3 = I = 8 = f = 0 in (2.:3) gives as has already been seen, 
-5 -1 
C12 = 12' C14 = 12 (2.:35) 
1ll (2.9), thus verifying that (2.:3) is a second-order method. To be able to 
implement global extrapolation on two and three grids the parameters in the 
special end-point formulae (2.12)-(2.19) must be chosen so that Cll = C13 = 0 
in (2.9) and so that C12 and C14 in (2.9), with n = 1,2,:3,4,N -:3,N -2,N -1, 
or N agree with (2.:35). 
U sing the lnethod of undetermined coefficients reveals that, for the point 
x = Xl this is achieved provided 
-2:~ 217 -809 
ao = -42,a2 = 14,a4 = 6,aG = 180,as = 1440' (:2.36) 
together with parameters CYo, 0'1, CY2, ... ,CY12 calculated from the local trunc(t-
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tion error of (2.12) which is 
L[y(Xl); h] = 1:32y(x) - 165y(x + h) + 110y(x + 2h) - 44y(x + 3h) 
+10y(x + 4h) - y(x + 5h) - 42y(x - h) + 14h2y"(X - h) 
_~'3h4y(iv)(X - h) + ;~~h6y(vi)(x - h) 
-1840ioh8y(viii)(x - h) + h10 [0'0Y(x)(x - h) 
+O'lY(x)(X) + 0'2Y(x)(X + h) + 0':3Y(x)(X + 2h) 
+0'4Y(x)(X + :3h) + 0'5Y(x)(X + 4h) + O'GY(x)(x + 5h) 
+0'7Y(x)(X + 6h) + 0'8Y(x)(X + 7h) + 0'9Y(x)(X + 8h) 
+0'10Y(x)(x + 9h) + O'l1Y(x) (x + 10h) + 0'12Y(x)(X + llh) + ... ]. 
(2.37) 
Expanding the function terms and their derivatives III (2.37) by the Taylor 
expansion gives, at the point x = Xl, 
L[y(xJ); h] = 132y(x) 
-165[y + hyl + l~~ y" + ~~.; ylll + l~~ y(iv) + l~~ y(v) + ~~ y(vi) 
+ h7y(vii) + h8 y(viii) + h9 y(ix) + ~y(x) + !Cy(xi) 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 
+~y(xii) + ~y(xiii) + ~y(xiv) + ~y(xv) + ~y(xvi) 12! 13! 14! 15! 16! 
+ ~y(xvii) + h
18 y(xviii) + ~y(xix) + h20 y(xx) + ... ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! 
+ 11 O[y + 2hyl + 22.},12 y" + 2~1~3 ylll + 2:1~6 y(iv) + 2:1~5 y(v) 
h lO 
+ 
26 (vi) + 27h7 y(vii) + 28 y(viii) + 29h9 y(ix) + 2100. y(x) 
6! y 7! . 8! 9! 10! 
+ 
211hl1 (xi) + 212h12 (xii) + 213hl3 y(xiii) + 214h14 y(xiv) 
11! y 12! Y 13! 14! 
+ 
215h15 (xv) + 216h16 (xvi) + 217h17 (xvii) + 218 h18 y(xviii) 
15! y 16! Y 17! Y 18! 
+ 
219h19 y(xix) + 220 h20 y(xx) + ] 
19! 20! ... 
[ '31 I :3
2h2 II 33h3 III 34h4 (iv) + 35h5 (v) 
-44 y + ~ lY + ~y + 3"!y + 4! y 5! Y 
+ 
36h6 (vi) + 37h7 (vii) + 38 h8 y(viii) + 39h9 y(ix) + 310hiO y(x) 
6! y 7! Y 8! 9! 10! 
+ 
311hl1 (xi) + 312h12 y(xii) + 313h13 y(xiii) + 314 h14 y(xiv) 
11! y 12! 1:3! 14! 
+ 
315hl5 (xv) + :3 1G h16 (xvi) + 317h17 (xvii) + 318h18 y(xviii) 
15! y 16! Y 17' Y 18! 
319h19 /.(xix) :320 h20 (xx) + ] 
+ 19!) + 20! y ... 
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+10[y + 4hy' + 42h2 y" + 43h3y"1 + 44h4y(iv) + 4.o h .o y (v) + 46 h6y (vi) 2! 3! 4! - 5! 6! 
+
47h7y(vii) + 48h8 y (viii) + 4
9h 9 y (ix) + 4
10 h10 (x) + 411 h 11 (xi) 
7! 8! 9! 10! Y 11! Y 
+ 
412h12 y(xii) + 413h13 y(xiii) + 414h14 y(xiv) + 415 h 1.5 y(xv) + 416 h 16 (xvi) 
12! 13! 14! 15! 16! Y 
_ 417h17 y(xvii)J + 418h 18 y(xviii) + 419 h 19 y(xix) + 420 h20 y(xx) + ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! ... 
[ 
I 52} 2 II 53} 3 III 54} 4 (') 5.o} .0 () 56} 6 (.) 
- y + 5hy + 2f-y + -FY + --;f-y IV + sf--y V + 6f-y VI 
+ 57h7 y(vii) + 58h 8 y(viii) + 59 h9 y(ix) + .5 10h 10 y(x) + 511 h 11 y(xi) 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 
+ 512 h 12 y(xii) + 513 h 13 y(xiii) + 514 h14 y(xiv) + ,5 15 h 1.o y(xv) + 516h16 y(xvi) 
12! 13! 14! 15! 16! 
517h17 (xvii) 518 h 18 (xviii) 519 h 19 (xix) 520 h20 (xx) J +~y +~y +19rY +2O"!y + ... 
[
'} 2 II } 3 III } 4 (') } 5 () 1 6 (') 
-42 y - hy + ly _ ly + ly IV _ ly V + ly VI 2! . 3! 4! 5! 6! 
_ h7 y(vii) + h8 y(viii) _ h 9 y(ix) + h 10 y(x) _ ~y(xi) + h 12 y(xii) 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
_h13 y (xiii) + ~y(xiv) _ ~y(xv) + ~y(xvi) _ ~y(xvii) + h
18
y (xviii) 13! 14! 15! 16! 17! 18! 
_ h 19 (xvii) + h20 (xx) + J 
19!y 20!y ... 
+14h2[y" _ hy'" + }~~yiv _ }:;~y(v) + }l~y(vi) _ }~~y(vii) + l~~y(viii) 
_ hi (ix) + h8 (x) _ h9 y(xi) + ~y(xii) _ ~y(xiii) + ~y(xiv) _ ~y(xv) 
7! Y 8! Y 9!· 10! 11! 12! 13! 
+
h14 y(xvi) _ ~y(xvii) + h 1G ,,(xviii) _ ~y(xix) + h 18 y(xx) + ... J 
14! 15! 16!" 17! 18! 
_ 231 4[ (iv) _ 1 y(v) + h2 y(vi) _ h3 y(vii) + h4 y(viii) _ h5 y(ix) + h6 y(x) 
6 1 Y 1 2! . :3! 4! 5! 6! 
_ h7 (xi) + h 8 (xii) _ h9 y(xiii) + h 10 y(xiv) _ ~y(xv) + h 12 y(xvi) 
7! y 8! Y 9! 10! 11! 12! 
_ h 13 y(xvii) + ~y(xviii) _ ~y(xix) + h 16 y(xx) + ... J 
13! - 14! 15! 16! 
+
21716[ (vi) -1 y(vii) + h 2 y (viii) _ h
3
y (ix) + h
4
y (x) _ h
5
y (xi) + h
6
y (xii) 180 1 Y 1 2! . 3! 4! 5! 6! 
_ h7 (xiii) + h8 (xiv) _ h 9 (xv) + h 10 y(xvi) _ ~y(xvii) + h 12 y(xviii) 
7!y 8!y 9!y 10!- 11!' 12! 
_ h 13 y(xix) + ~y(xx) + ] 
13! 14! ... 
_ 8091 8 [ (viii) -1 (ix) + h 2 (x) _ h 3y (xi) + h4y(xii) _ h
5
y (xiii) + h
6
y (xiv) 1440 1 Y ly 2! Y 3! 4! 5! 6! 
_ h7 (xv) + h8 (xvi) _ ~y(xvii) + ~y(xviii) _ ~y(xix) + h 12 y(xx) + ... J 
7!y 8!y 9! 10! 11! 12! 
1
10 [ 1 I + h 2 "_ h3 III + h4 (iv) _ h5 y(v) + h 6 y(vi) _ l~' V(vii) 
+ 1 cyo Y - ly 2! Y 3! Y 4! Y 5! 6! , ! . 
+ 
h8 (viii) _ h 9 (ix) + ~,,(x) _ ~y(xi) + ~y(xii) _ h 13 y(xiii) + ~y(xiv) 
8!y 9!y 10!" 11! 12! 13! 14! 
hIS (xv) + ~ (xvi) _ ~ (xvii) + ~v(xviii) _ ~y(xix) + h20 y(xx) + ... ] 
-15!y 16!y 17!y 18!" 19! 20! 
+h10CYlY(x) 
+1
10 , [ + 1 I + h2 ," + h3 ,,'" + h4 y(iv) + h5 v(v) + h6 y(vi) + }~7 y(vii) 
1 Cl2 Y ly 2!" :3!" .I! 5!" 6! ,I 
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+h8 y(viii) + h 9 y(ix) + ~y(x) + lCy(xi) + ~y(xii) + h 13 y(xiii) + ~ (xiv) 
8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 14!y 
+ h
15 
y(xv) + h 16 y(xvi) + ~y(xvii) + h 18 y(xviii) + h19 y(xix) + h20 (xx)] + ] 
15! 16! 17! 18! 19! 20!y ... 




y '" + 2
4h6 y (iv) + 2
5h5 y (v) + 2
6h6 (vi) 
2! 3! 4! 5! 6! Y 
+
27h7y(vii) + 28h8y(viii) + 29h9y(ix) + 210h10y(x) + 211h11 (xi) + 212 h 12 (xii)] 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! Y 12! Y 
+ 
213h13 y(xiii) + 214h14 y(xiv) + 215 h 15 y(xv) + 216 h 16 y(xvi) + 217h17 (xvii)] 
13! 14! 15! 16! 17! Y 
+ 
218h18 y(xviii) + 219h 19 y(xix) + 220h 20 y(xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! ... 




y" + 33h3 y'" + 34h4 yOv) + 35 h5 y(v) + 36h6 (vi) 
4' 2! :3! 4! 5! 6! Y 
+ 37h7 y(vii) + 38h8 y(viii) + 39h9 y(iX) + 310 h lO y(X) + 311 h 11 y(xi) 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 
+ 312 h 12 y(xii) + 313 h 13 y(xiii) + :3 14 h14 y(xiv) + 315 h 15 y(XV) + 316 h 16 y (xvi) 12! 13! 14! 15! 16! 
+ 
317h17y(xvii) + 318 h 18 y(xviii) + 319 h 19 y(xix) + 320 h20 y(xx) + ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! ... 
+h100'5[Y + 4hy' + 4:1~2y" + 4'~1~3y'" + 4:\14 y (iV) + 4~51t5y(v) + 4~1~6y(Vi) 
+
47h7y(vii) + 48h8 y (viii) + 4
9h9 y (ix) + 410hl0y(X) + 4
11 h 11 y (xi) + 412h12y(xii) 7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+ 413 h 13 y(xiii) + 414h14 y(xiv) + 415 h 15 y(xv) + 416 h 16 y(xvi) + 417h17 y(xvii) 
13! 14! 15! 16! 17! 
+ 
418h18 y(xviii) + 419 h 19 y(xix) + 420 h20 y(xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! ... 
} 10 [ 1":1 I 52h2 " 5,3h3 '" 54h4 (iv) 55h 5 (v) + 56h6 (vi) + 1 0'6 Y + .) ly + 2!y + 3rY + ~y + Sly 6"!y 
+ 
57h7 (vii) + 58h8 y(viii) + 59 h el y(ix) + 510h lO y(x) + 511 h 11 y(xi) + 512 h 12 y(xii) 
7! y 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+
513h13y(xiii) + 514 h 14 y (xiv) + 515hI5y(xv) + 516h16y(xvi) + 5
17 h17y(xvii) 
13! ' 14! 15! . 16! 17! 
+ 
518h18 y(xviii) + 519 h 19 y(xix) + 520 h20 y(xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! ... 
+1 10 [ + 61 I + 6
2h2 "+ 63h3 '" + 64h4 (iv) + 65h5 y(v) + 66h6 y(vi) 
1 0'7 Y lY 2! Y 3! Y 4! Y 5! 6! 
+ 
67h7 (vii) + 68h8 (viii) + 69h9 (ix) + 610 h lO y(x) + 611 hll y(xi) + 612h 12 y(xii) 
7! y 8! Y 9! Y 10! 11! 12! 
+
613 h 13 (xiii) + 614 h14 (xiv) + 615h15y(xv) + 616h16y(xvi) + 617 h17y(xvii) 
13! Y 14! Y 15! 16! 17! 
+ 
618h18 y(xviii) + 619 h 19 y(xix) + (;2o h20 y(xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! ... 
+1 10 ,[ + 71 I + 7
2h2 "+ 73h 3 '" + 74h4 (iv) + 75h5 y(v) + 76h6 y(vi) 
1 08 Y lY 2! Y 3! Y 4! Y 5! . 6! 
+
77h7 (vii) + 78h8
y
(viii) + 79h9 ,,(ix) + 710h10y(x) + 711 hlly(xi) + 712h12y(xii) 
7! Y 8! 9! .J 10! 11! 12! 
+
713 h 13 (xiii) + 714h14 ,(xiv) + 715h15y(xv) + 716h16y(xvi) + 717h17y(xvii) 
13! Y 14! ) 15! 16! 17! 
+ 
718h18 y(xviii) + 719 h 19 y(xix) + 720 h20 y(xx) + ... ] 
18! 19! 20! 
+1 10 [ + 01 '+ 8
2112," + 83h3 ,'" + 84 h4 y(iv) + 85h5 y(v) + 86!16 y(vi) 
1 0'9 Y 0 ly 2!) 3! ) 4! 5! ti! 
871/ (vii) 88118 (viii) 89 h9 (ix) 8 10 11 10 (x) 811 h 11 .(xi) + 8121112 (xii) 
+1"!y + 8! y + 9! y + 10! y + 11! J 12! Y 
+
813 h 13 ,(xiii) + 814 h14 (xiv) + 815hI5y(xv) + 816 1,116 y (xvi) + S17~117y(xvii) 13! J 14! Y 1 5! ' H, ! ' 1 I ! 
+ 
818h18 (xviii) + 819 11 19 y(xix) + 820 h20 y(XX) + .] 
18! Y 19! 20! .. 
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+h1°0'1O[Y + 9hy' + 9~lt2 y" + 9~;t3 y'" + 91t y(iv) + 9551~5 y(v) + 9~lt6 y(vi) 
+
97117y(vii) + 98h8y (viii) + 9
9h9y (ix) + 9
10 h10 (x) + 911 h11 (xi) + 912 h12 (xii)] 
7! 8! 9! 10! Y 11! Y 12! Y 
+ 
913h13 y(xiii) + 914 h14 y(xiv) + 915 11 1S y(xv) + 916h 16 (xvi) + 917 h17 (xvii) 
13! 14! IS! 16! Y 17! Y 
+ 
918h18 y(xviii) + 919 h 19 y(xix) + 920 h20 y(xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! ... 
+h100'11[Y + 10hy' + 1O;f12y " + 1O;f13y '" + 1O:f14 y(iV) + 1O;f15 y(v) 
+
106h6y (vi) + 10
7h7y (vii) + 10
8h8y (viii) + 10
9h9y (ix) + 10
10h 10 (x) + lO 11 h11 (xi) 
6! 7! 8! 9! 10! Y 11! Y 
+ 
1012h12 y(xii) + 1013 h13 y(xiii) + 1014h14 y(xiv) + 1015h15 (xv) + 1016 h16 (xvi) 
12! 13! 14! IS! Y 16! Y 
+ 
1017h17 y(xvii) + 1018 h18 y(xviii) + 1019 h19 y(xix) + 102o h20 y(xx) + ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! ... 
+ h10a12[y + llhy' + 11;f12 y" + 11;!h3 y'" + 11:f14 y(iv) + 11;f15 y(v) 
+116h6y (vi) + 117h7y(vii) + 118h8y (viii) + 119h9y (ix) + 1110h10y(x) 6! 7! . 8! 9! 10! 
+ 11111111 y(xi) + 11 12h 12 y(xii) + 11 13h 13 y(xiii) + 1114h14 y(xiv) + 11 15 h15 y(xv) 
11! 12! 13! 14! IS! 
+ 11 16h16 y{xvi) + 1117hI7 y {xvii) + 1118h I8 y (xviii) + 1119hI9y(xix) 16! 17! 18! 19! 
11 20h2o (xx) ] 
+ 20! Y + ... 
(2.38) 
Considering (2.:38) and on equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), 
y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv) to those in (2.8) gives, respectively, 
655177 
ao + 0'1 + a2 + a3 + 0'4 = 907200' 
25202:3 
ao + a2 + 2a3 + :3 a 4 = 907200' 
0'0 , 20'3 . 2 a4 27438979 
2! + a2 + 2 2! + ,3 2! = 119750400 12' 
0'0 , :30'3 . 30'4 11 :368009 







Solving this system we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 
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(i.e. x = Xl) for the second-order method. Thus 
CYo = 1586842547 3736212480' 
CY1 = 1683367717 1167566400 ' 
CY2 = 306653299 (2.44 ) 622702080 ' 
CY3 = 2886847 11675664 , 
CY4 = 927622183 18681062400' 
and it is noted that the parameters CYi (i = 5,6,7, ... , 12) may then be arbi-
trarily given the value zero. 
U sing the 1nethod of undetennined coefficients reveals that for the point 
X = X2 the first two non-vanishing terms in the local truncation error have the 
values given in (2.8) provided 
17 -67 -809 
bo =48,b2 = -14,b4 = 6,b6 = 180 ,b8 = 1440' (2.45) 
together with parameters !3i (i = 1,2, ... ,12) calculated from the expression 
L[Y(X2); h] = -165y(x - h) + 242y(x) - 209y(x + h) + 120y(x + 2h) 
-45y(x + :3h) + 10y(x + 4h) - y(x + 5h) 
+48y(x - 2h) - 14h2y" (x - 2h) + 167h4y(iv)(x - 2h) 
-16Zo h6y (vi)(x - 2h) - 1248;oh8y(viii)(x - 2h) 
+h10 [;JoY(x)(x - 2h) + ;J1Y(x)(X - h) + ;J2Y(X) (x) 
+;J3Y(x)(X + h) + ;J4Y(x)(X + 2h) + ;J5Y(x)(X + 3h) 
+/.j'6Y(X) (x + 4h) + /.j'7Y(X) (x + 5h) + ;J8Y(x)(X + 6h) 
+!39y(x)(x + 7h) + J'10Y(x)(x + 8h) + ;J11Y(x)(X + 9h) 
+;J12Y(x)(X + 10h) + ... ]. 
Expanding (2.46) as Taylor series gives, at the point x = X2 
] [ 1 I h 2 II _ h 3 III h4 (iv) _ h 5 (v) + h 6 (vi) L[y(x2);h = y- ly + 2!y 3!Y + 4!Y 5!Y 6!Y 
_ h7 (vii) + h8 y(viii) _ h9 y(ix) + ~y(x) _ ~y(xi) 
7! Y 8! 9! 10! 11! 
(2.46) 
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+ h
12 
y(xii) _ h 13 y(xiii) + h14 y(xiv) _ h 15 y(xv) + h 16 (xvi) _ h17 (xvii) + h 18 (xviii) 
12! 13! 14! 15! 16!y 17!y 18!y 
_ h 19 y(xix) + h 20 y(xx) + ] 
19! 20! ... 
+242y(x) 
-209[y + hy' + 1~~ y" + 1~~ y"l + 1~~ y(iv) + 1~'~ y(v) + 1~~ y(vi) + 1~~ y(vii) + 1~~ y(viii) 
+ h9 y(ix) + hID y(X) + ~y(xi) + h 12 y(xii) + h 13 y(xiii) + ~y(xiv) + h 15 y(XV) + h 16 (xvi) 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 14! 15! 16! Y 
+
hI7y(xvii) + h I8 y (xviii) + !Cy(xix) + h
20
y (xx) + ] 17! 18! 19! 20! ... 
+
120[ + 21 I 22h2 II 23 h 3 III 24h6 (iv) 25h5 (v) 26h 6 (vi) 27117 (vii) 
Y ly + 2! y + :3! y + 4! y + 5! y + 6! y + 7! y 
+28h8y(viii) + 29h9y(ix) + 210h10y(x) + 211h 11 y (xi) + 212h12y(xii) + 213h 13 y (xiii) 8! 9! 10! . 11! 12! 13! 
+ 214h14 y(xiv) + 215 11 15 y(XV) + 216 h 16 y(xvi) + 217h17 y(xvii) + 218h 18 y(xviii) 
14! 15! 16! 17! 18! 
+ 
219h19 (xix) + 220 h20 (xx) + ] 19!y 2"i)!Y ... 
[ 
I 3212 II 3313 III 3414 (.) 3515 () 3616 (.) 3717 ( .. ) 
-45 y + 3hy + ' 2~ Y + 3f-y + 4f-y IV + ~y V + Gf-y VI + 7Y VII 
3BhB (viii) 39119 (ix) 310 1110 (x) 311 1111 (xi) 312 h 12 (xii) 313 1113 (xiii) 
+8'!y + 9"!y + ~y + ----u-!y + ~y + ~y 
+ 
314h14 y(xiv) + 315 h 15 y(xv) + 316 h 16 y(xvi) + 317h17 y(xvii) + 318 h 18 y(xviii) + 319h 19 y(xix) 
14! 15! 16! 17! 18! 19! 
320h 20 (xx) ] 
+2QlY + ... 
+ 1 O[y + 4hy' + 4~lt2 y" + 4it y"l + 4:1;4 y(iV) + 4~51~5 y(V) + 4:1~6 y(vi) + 4~1~7 y(vii) 
+
4BhBy(viii) + 49h9 y (ix) + 4101110y(X) + 4
11 h 11 y (xi) + 412h12y(xii) + 413h13y(xiij) 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 
+
414h14 (xiv) + 415h15y(xv) + 416h16y(xvi) _ 417h17y(xvii) + 418h1By(xviii) + 419h19y(xix) 
14! y 15! 16! 17! 18! 19! 
420 h 20 (xx) ] 
+2QlY + ... 
_ [ + 51 I + 52h 2 II + 53113 III + 54h4 (iv) + 55h5 y(v) + 56116 y(vi) + 57h7 y(vii) 
y ly 2! Y 3! Y 4! Y 5! 6! 7! 
+
58h B (viii) + 59h 9 (ix) + 510h10y(x) + 511 1111y(xi) + 512h12y(xii) + 513h13y(xiii) 
8! Y 9! Y 10! 11! 12! 13! 
+
514 h14 (xiv) + 515h 15 (xv) + 516h16y(xvi) + 5171117y(xvii) + 518h1By(xviii) 
14! Y 15! Y 16! 17! 18! 
519 h 19 (xix) 520 h 20 (xx) + ] 
+ 19! y + 20! y ... 
+48[ _ 21 I + 22112 II _ 2
3h3 III + 24h6 y(iv) _ 25h5 y(v) + 26 y(vi) _ 2~h7 y(vii) 
y ly 2! Y :3! y 4! 5! 6! I! 
2B (viii) 29h 9 (ix) 210 h lO (x) _ 211h11 (xi) 212 h 12 (xii) _ 213h 13 (xiii) 
+ 8! Y - 9! Y + 10! y 11! Y + 12! y 13! Y 
+ 
214h 14 (xiv) _ 215h 15 (XV) + 216 h16 (xvi) _ 217h 17 (xvii) + 218 h 18 Y (xviii) 
14! Y 15! Y 16! Y 17! Y 18! 
_ 219 h 19 y(xix) + 220 h 20 y(xx) + ] 
19! 20! ... 
-141 2 [ II _ 21 III + 22h2 iv _ 23 h3 (v) + 24114 (vi) _ 25115 y(vii) + 26116 y(viii) 
1 y ly 2! Y 3! Y 4! Y 5! 6! 
27h7 (ix) + 28 118 (x) _ 29h9 (xi) + 210h10y(xii) _ 211h11y(xiii) + 212h12y(xiv) -~y 8! Y 9! Y 1O! 11! 12! 
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_ 213h 13 y(xv) + 214h14 y(xvi) _ 215h 15 y(xvii) + 216 h 16 (xvili) _ 217h17 (xix) 




(xx) + ] 
18! 0 0 0 




6 2! 3! 4! 5! 
+
26h 6 y (x) _ 27h7y(xi) + 28h8y(xii) _ 29h9y(xiii) + 210 h iO (xiv) _ 211h11 (xv) 6! 7! 8! 9! 10! Y 11! Y 
+ 
2121112 y(xvi) _ 213 h 13 y(xvii) + 214h14 y(xviii) _ 215 h 15 y(xix) + 216 h 16 (xx) + ] 
12! 13! 14! 15! 16! Y 000 
_.&Lh6[yvi _ 2hy(vii) + 22h2 y (viii) _ 2
3113 y (ix) + 2
4h 4 y (x) _ 2
5h5 y (xi) 180 2! 3! 4! 5! 
+ 26h 6 y(xii) _ 27117 y(xiii) + 28118 y(xiv) _ 29119 y(xv) + 210 h iO y(xvi) _ 211h11 y(xvil) 
6! 7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 
212h 12 (xviii) _ 213 h 13 (xix) 2141114 (xx) ] 
+ 12! y 13! Y + 14! y + 0 0 0 
_ 289 h8[y(viii) _ 2hy(ix) + 22h2 y(x) _ 23h 3 y(xi) + 24114 y(xii) _ 25h5 y(xiii) 
1440 2! 3! 4! 5! 
+ 
26h6 y(xiv) _ 27117 y(xv) + 28118 y(xvi) _ 29h9 y(xvii) + 210 h iO y(xviii) 
6! 7! 8! 9! 10! 
_ 211h11 y(xix) + 212 h 12 y(xx) + ] 
11! 12! . . 0 • 
_ 289 h8 [y(viii) _ 2hy(ix) + 22112 y(x) _ 2"113 y(xi) + 24114 y(xii) _ 25h5 y(xiii) 
1440 2! 3! 4! 5! 
+ 
26116 y(xiv) _ 27117 y(xv) + 28h8 y(xvi) _ 29119 y(xvii) + 210 h iO y(xviii) 
6! 7! 8! 9! 10! 
_ 211h11 (xix) + 212h 12 (xx) + ] 
11! Y 12! Y 0 0 0 
110(3 [ 21 I 22112 II _ 23h3 III 24h6 (iv) _ 25h 5 (v) + 26h6 (vi) + loY - ly + 2! y 3! Y + 4! y 5! Y 6! Y 
_ 27h7 (vii) + 28h8 (viii) _ 29119 y(ix) + 210 h iO y(x) _ 2111111 y(xi) 
7! y 8! Y 9! 10! 11! 
+ 
2121112 (xii) _ 213 h 13 (xiii) + 214h14 y(xiv) _ 215 h 15 y(xv) + 216 h 16 y(xvi) 
12! y 13! Y 14! 15! 16! 
_2171117y(xvii) + 218 h I8
y
(xviii) _ 219hI9y(xix) + 220h20y(xx) + ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! . 0 • 
+ 110 P [ _ 1 I + h
2 
II _ h3 /II + 114 y(iv) _ 115 y(v) + h 6 y(vi) _ h7y(vii) 
1 fJl Y ly 2! Y 3! Y 4! . 5! 6! 7! 
+ 
118 (viii) _ 119 (ix) + lCy(x) _ ~y(xi) + h 12 y(xii) _ h 13 y(xiii) + 1114 y(xiv) 
8!y 9!y 10! 11! 12!· 13! 14! 
_ h 15 (xv) + ~y(xvi) _ ~y(xvii) + ~y(xviii) _ !C.y(xix) + h 20 y(xx) + 0 •• ] 
15! Y 16! 17! 18! 19! 20! 
+h1°(32Y(x) 






+ 114y(iv) + 115 y (v) + h
6
y (vi) + 117y(vii) 1 3 Y ly 2! . :3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 
+ 
h8 (viii) + h 9 (ix) + lCy(x) + ~y(xi) + h 12 y(xii) + 1113 y(xiii) + lCy(xiv) 
8!y 9!y 10!' 11! 12! 13! 14! 
+
h15 (xv) + ~ (xvi) + ~y(xvii) + ~y(xviii) + 1119 y(xix) + h 20 y(xx) + 0 . 0] 
15!y 1G!y 17! 18! 19! 20! 
+1 10(3 [ + 21 I + 22112 II + 2
3 113 y"l + 24116 y(iv) + 25115 y(v) + 26116 y(vi) 
1 4 Y lY 2! Y :3! 4! 5! 6! 
+ 
27h7 (vii) + 28118 (viii) + 29119 y(ix) + 210 h iO y(x) + 211 h 11 y(xi) 
7! y 8! Y 9! . 10! 11! 





y(xii) + 213 h 13 y(xiii) + 214h14 y(xiv) + 215h 15 (xv) + 216h 16 (xvi) 
12! 13! 14! 15! Y 16! Y 
+217hI7y{xvii) + 218hI8y{xviii) + 219hI9y(xix) + 220 h20 (xx) + ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! Y ... 
+h10{3 [y + :3hy' + 32h2 y" + 33h3y"1 + 34h4y(iv) + 35h5 (v) + 36h 6 (vi) 5 2! 3! 4! 5! Y 6! Y 
+ 3
7
h7y(vii) + 38h8 y (viii) + ,'3
9h9 y (ix) + 3
10h iO (x) + 311 h 11 (xi)] 





y(xii) + 313 h 13 y(xiii) + 314 h14 y(xiv) + 315 h 15 (xv) + 316h16 (xvi) 
12! 13! 14! 15! Y 16! Y 
+
317hI7y(xvii) + 318hI8y(xviii) + 319hI9y(xix) + 320 h20 (xx) + ] 
17! 18! . 19! ' 20! Y ... 
+ h
10{3,[y + 4hy' + 42h2y" + 43 h 3 y (lIl) + 44h4y(iv) + 45h5 y (v) + 46h 6 (vi) 6 2! . 3! 4! 5! 6! Y 
+
47h7y(vii) + 48h8 y (viii) + 4
9h 9 y (ix) + 4
10 h iO (x) + 411 h 11 (xi) 
7! 8! 9! 10! Y 11! Y 
+ 412h 12 y(xii) + 413h 13 y(xiii) + 414h14 y(xiv) + 415 h 15 y(xv) + 416 h 16 y(xvi)] 
12! 13! 14! 15! 16! 
+ 
417h17 y(xvii) + 418 h 18 y(xviii) + 419 h 19 y(xix) + 420 h20 y(xx) + ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! ... 
1 10{3 [ I 5
212 II r-313 III r-414 (') 5515 () 561 6 (0) 
+ 1 7 Y + Shy + ~y +;) 3t y +;) 4t y IV + sf-y V + -#-y VI 
+57h7y(vii) + S8h8y(viii) + 59h9 y (ix) + sI0hl0y(x) + 511hl1y(xi) + 512hI2y(xii) 7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+ 513 h 13 y(xiii) + 514 h14 y(xiv) + S15 h 15 y(xv) + 516 h 16 y(xvi) + 517h17 y(xvii) 
13! 14! IS! 16! 17! 
+ 
518h18 (xviii) + 519 h 19 (xix) + 520 h20 (xx) + ] 
18!y ~y 2Ci"!y ... 
+ h 10 {38[y + 6hy' + 6:1~2 y" + 6~1~3 y"l + 6:1;4 y(iV) + 6:1;5 y(V) + 6:1~6 y(vi) 
+ 
67h7y(vii) + 68h8 y (viii) + 6
9 h9 y (ix) + 610hl0y(X) + 611hlly(xi) + 612hI2y(xii) 7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+
613hI3y(xiii) + 614hI4y(xiv) + 615h15y(XV) + 616hI6y(xvi) + 617h17y(xvii) 
13! 14! 15! 16! 17! 
+ 
618h18 y(xviii) + 619 h 19 y(xix) + 620 h 20 y(XX) + ] 
IS! 19! . 20! . , . 
+h10{39[Y + 7hy' + 7~\12y" + 7~31;3y"1 + 7:\14 y (iV) + 7:1;5 y (v) + 7:1;6 y (vi) 
+
77h7 (vii) + 78h8 y (viii) + 7
9h 9 y (ix) + 710hl0y(x) + 7
11 h 11 y (xi) + 712hI2y(xii) 7! Y 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+ 
713h13 (xiii) + 714h14 y(xiv) + 71o,h 15 y(xv) + 716 h 16 y(xvi) + 717h17 y(xvii) 
13! y 14! 15! 16! 17! 
+ 
718h18 y(xviii) + 719h 19 y(xix) + 720 h 20 y(xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! ... 
+1 10{3 [ + 81 I + S2h2 II + 8
3h3 III + 84h4 y(iv) + S5h5 y(v) + 86h 6 y(vi) 
1 10 Y lY 2! Y 3! Y 4! S! 6! 
+
87h7 (vii) + 88h8 y (viii) + 8
9 h9 y (ix) + 810hl0y(x) + Sl1h
11
y (xi) + SI2hI2y(xii) 7! Y 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+ 
813h13 (xiii) + 814 h14 (xiv) + 815 hH> y(xv) + 816 h 16 y(xvi) + 817 h17 y(xvii)] 
13! y 14! Y 15! 16! 17! 
+ 
818h18 (xviii) + 819 h 19 y(xix) + 820 h20 y(xx) + ... ] 
18! Y 19! 20! 
+1 10{3 [ + 91 I + 9
2h2 II + 93h3 y"l + 94h4 y(iv) + 95h5 y(v) + 96h 6 y(vi) 
1 11 Y < ly 2! Y 3! 4! 5! 6! 
+
97h' (vii) + 98h 8 ,(viii) + 99 h9 y (ix) + gI0hl0y(x) + 9
11 h 11 y (xi) + 912hI2y(xii)] 7! Y 8! ,') 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+
913 h 1,1 (xiii) + 914 h14 (xiv) + 915 11 15 ,,(xv) + 9 16 1,1 16 y(xvi) + 917~\11 \,(xvii) 
1 :3 ! y 1 4 ! Y 1 5! ., ll) ! . 1 {! ' 
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+ 918h18 y(xviii) + 919h19 y(xix) + 920 h20 (xx) + ] 18! 19! 20! Y ... 
+h10/112[Y + 10hy' + 1O.2h2 y " + 103h3y'll + 104h4y (iv) + 105h5y (v) + 106h6 (vi) 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! Y 
+ 107h7 y(vii) + 108h8 y(viii) + 109h9 (ix) + 1010hiO (x) + 1011 h11 (xi) 
7! 8! 9! Y 10! Y 11! Y 
+ 1012h12 y(xii) + 1013h13 y(xiii) + 1014h14 (xiv) + 1015h15 (xv) + 1016 h 16 (xvi) 
12! 13! 14! Y 15! Y 16! Y 
+ 1017h17 y(xvii) + 1018h18 y(xviii) + 1019 h19 (xix) + 1020 h20 (xx) + ] 17! 18! 19! Y 20! Y ... 
(2.4 7) 
Considering (2.47) and on equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), 
y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv) to those in (2.8) gives 
88277:3 
/10 + /11 + /32 + /13 + /14 = 907200' 
_ 2a _ a 3. 23 _ 24427 
fJO fJl + f~.3 + f- 4 - 45:3600' 
22 /10 /11 /13 22 /14 _ 4:3202009 _ ~ 
2! + 2! + 2! + 2! - 119750400 12' 
_ i 3 /10 _ /11 /33 23 /14 _ 2:3948:39 
:3! :3! + 3! + :3! - 59875200' 
24 /10 /31 /33 24 /14 = 190486607 __ 1 






Solving this system, we get the parameters of the second end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X2 ) for the second-order method. It is noted that the parameters /1i 
( i = 5,6,7, ... , 12 ) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
/30 = 12331.5019 3736212480' 
/11 = 4243927 233513280 ' 
/12 = 277359163 (2.53) 28:3046400 ' 
/13 = 5827189 583783200 ' 
/34 = 7410451 3736212480' 
Using the method of undetermined coefficients reveals that for the point 
x = X3 the first two non-va.nishing terms in the local truncation error han' the 
values given in (2.8) provided 
-1 -;3 -41 
')~ 6 Co = -~',C2 = ),C4 = 2 ,C6 = 20 ,C8 = :3:360' (2.54 ) 
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together with paranleters Ii (i = 0, 1,2, ... , 12) calculated from the expression 
L[Y(X3); h] = 110y(x - 2h) - 209y(x - h) + 252y(x) - 210y(x + h) 
+120y(x + 2h) - 45y(x + ;3h) + 10y(x + 4h) - y(x + 5h) 
-27y(x - :3h) + 6h2y" (x - 3h) - th4y(iv)(X - 3h) 
_lh6y{vi)(x - 3h) - -.1Lh8y{viii) (x - 3h) 20 3360 
+ h1°boY{x)(x - 3h) + 11Y(x)(X - 2h) + 12Y{x)(X - h) 
+,3Y{x)(X) + 14Y{x)(X + h) + 15Y{x)(X + 2h) 
+,6Y{x)(X + ;3h) + 17Y(x)(x + 4h) + 18Y(x)(X + 5h) 
+,9Y{x)(X + 6h) + llOY(x)(X + 7h) + 111Y(x)(X + 8h) 
+,12Y(x)(X + 9h) + ... ]. 
(2.5,5) 
Expanding the terms in (2.55) about y(x) and its derivatives gives, at the point 
x = X3, 
[ '1 I 22h2 II _ 2"h3 III 24h4 (iv) _ 25h5 (v) L [y ( X3); h] = 11 0 y - 2 ly + 2! Y 3! Y + 4! Y 5! Y 
+ 
26h6 (vi) _ 27h7y(vii) + 28 h8y (viii) _ 29h9 y {ix) + 210hl0y(x) 6! y 7! 8! 9! 10! 
_ 211h11 (xi) + 212h12 (xii) _ 213hl3 y{xiii) + 214h14 y(xiv) 
11! y 12! Y 13! 14! 
_ 215hl5 (xv) + 21G hl6 (xvi) _ 217hI7y(xvii) + 218hI8y(xviii) 
15! Y IG! Y 17! 18! 
_ 219h19 (xix) + 22o h2o y(xx) + ] 19! Y 20! ... 
,[ I h2 II _ h3 III h4 (iv) _ h5 y{v) + h6 y{vi) 
- 209 y - hy + 2! y 3! Y + 4! y 5! 6! 
h7 (vii) + h8 (viii) _ h9 y(ix) + hlo y{x) _ h11 y(xi) + h12 y(xii) 
-7TY 8! Y 9! 10! 11! 12! 
_~ (xiii) + ~ (xiv) _ hl5 y(xv) + h16 y(xvi) _ h~7 y(xvii) 
13! y 14! Y 15! 16! 1 r! 
+ h
I8
y (xViii) _ hI9 y (xix) + h20 y (xx) + ... ] + 252y(x) 18!' 19! 20! 
-210[y + hy' + l~~ y" + l~~ y"l + l~~ y(iv) + l~~ y{v) + l~~ y(vi) 
+
h7y(vii) + h8 y {viii) + h9 y (ix) + h10 y {x) + ~y{xi) 7! . 8! 9! 10! 11! 
+ 
h12 (xii) + ~y(xiii) + ~y(xiv) + h15 y(xv) + ~y(xvi)] 
12! Y 13! 14! 15! 16! 
+ ~ (xvii) + ~y(xviii) + !Cy(xix) + h
20 y(xx) + ... ] 17! Y 18! 19! 20! 
, ,- I 22h2 II i'h3 III 24 h6 (iv) + 25h5 (v) 
+ 120[y + 2hy + 2!y + ---:31Y + ---:t!y 5! Y 
+ 
26 (vi) + 271/ (vii) + 28 (viii) + 29h 9 y(ix) + 210 h10 v(x) 
6! Y 7! Y 8! Y ~! . 10! .' 
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+ 211h11 y(xi) + 2
12 h 12 y(xii) + 213h 13 y(xiii) + 214 b 14 (xiv) + 215 h 1.5 (xv) + 216 h 16 (xvi) 
11! 12! 13! 14! Y 15! Y 16! Y 
+
217hI7y(xvii) + 218 h I8 y (xviii) + 219hI9y(xix) + 220b20y(xx) + ] 17! 18! 19! 20! ... 
[ 
I 32}2 II 33}3 III 34} 4 (.) 35}5 () 36}6 (.) 37} 7 ( .. ) 
-45 y + 3hy + 7Y + 3f-y + 7Y IV + ~y V +. 6~ y VI +. 7~ y VII 
+
38h8 y (viii) + 3
9h 9 y (ix) + 310hl0y(x) + 3
11 h ll y (xi) + 312hI2y(xii) + 3
13 h 13 (xiii) 
8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! Y 
+314h14y(xiv) + 315hI5y(xv) + 316 h 16 y (xvi) + 317b17y(xvii) + 318hI8y(xviii) + 319hI9y(xix) 14! 15! 16! 17! 18! 19! 
320 h 20 (xx) ] +~y + ... 
+10[y + 4hy' + 4:1~2y" + 4~;~3y'll + 4:1~4y(iv) + 45;~5y(v) + 4~1~6y(vi) + 4~1~7 y(vii) 
+ 
48h8 y(viii) + 49h 9 y (ix) + 410hl0y(x) + 4
11 h ll y (xi) + 412hI2y(xii) + 413hI3y(xiii) 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 
+ 
414h14 y(xiv) + 415 h 15 y(xv) + 416 h 16 y(xvi) _ 417b 17 y(xvii) + 418 h 18 y(xviii) + 419 h 19 y(xix) 
14! 15! 16! 17! 18! 18! 
420 h 20 (xx) + J +~y ... 
_[ + r;11 '+ 52h2y" + 53h3y"1 + 54h4y(iv) + 55h5 y (v) + 5
6h6 y (vi) + 5
7h7y(vii) Y v Y 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 
+ 
58h8 (viii) + 59h9 y (ix) + 510hl0y(x) + 5
11 h 11 y (xi) + 512hI2y(xii) + 513hI3y(xiii) 8! Y 9! 10! . 11! 12! 13! 
+ 
514h14 (xiv) + 515 h 15 (xv) + 516 h 16 y(xvi) + 517h17 y(xvii) + 518 h 18 y(xviii) 
14! y 15! Y 16! 17! 18! 
519 h 19 (xix) 520 h20 (xx) J 
+}g!y +~y + ... 
-27[ _ 31 I + 22b2 II _ :33h 3 III + 34 b6 yOv) _ 35h5 y(v) + 36 y(vi) 
y lY 2! Y :3! y 4! 5! 6! 
37h7 (vii) 38 (viii) _ :39h9 (ix) 210hl0 (x) _ 311 h 11 (xi) 312h 12 (xii) 
- 7! Y + 8! y 9! Y + 10! y 11! Y + 12! y 
_ 313h13 (xiii) + 314 b 14 (xiv) _ :3 15 b 15 (xv) + 316 b 16 y(xvi) _ 317 h17 y(xvii) 
13! y 14! Y 15! Y 16! 17! 
+ 
318h18 y(xviii) _ 319 b 19 y(xix) + 320 h 20 y(xx) + .. J 
18! 19! 20! . 
+61 2 [ II _ '31 III + 3
2h2 iv _ 3.)h.) (v) + :34b4 y(vi) _ 35h5 y(vii) + 36h6 y(viii) 
1 y ,ly 2! Y 3! Y 4! 5! 6! 
_ 37h7 (ix) + 38h8 (x) _ :39h9 (xi) + :310 h 10 (xii) _ 311 h ll y(xiii) + 312h 12 y(xiv) 
7! y 8! Y 9! Y 10! Y 11! 12! 
_ 313 h 13 (xv) + 314 h14 (xvi) _ 315 h 15 (xvii) + 316 h 16 y(xviii) _ 317h17 y(xix) 
13! y 14! Y 15! Y 16! 17! 
+ 
318h18 (xx) + ] 18!y ... 
_!}4[ iv _ 31 (v) + 32h 2 (vi) _ 33h3 y (vii) + 34h4y(viii) _ 35h 5 y (ix) 2 1 Y lY 2! Y 3! 4! 5! 
+
36h 6 (x) _ 37h7 (xi) + 38h8
y
(xii) _ :39h9 y (xiii) + 310bl0y(xiv) _ 3
11 h ll y (xv) 6! Y 7! Y 8! 9! 10! 11! 
3 12h 12 (xvi) 313 h 13 (xvii) + 3 14 h14 (xviii) _ 315h 15 y(xix) + 316 h 16 y(xx) + ... J +~y - 1:3! Y 14! Y 15! 16! 
3 1 6[ vi _ ')1 (vii) + 22h2 y(viii) _ 2311.3 y(ix) + 24h4 y(x) _ 25115 y(xi) 
- 20 1 Y ~ ly 2! . :3! 4! 5! 
+ 
26h6 (xii) _ 27b 7 (xiii) + 28h8 y(xiv) _ 29h9 y(xv) + 210 b 10 ,,(xvi) 
6! y 7! Y 8! . 9! 10! .J 
211 h 11 (xvii) + 212 h 12 (xviii) _ 21"h 13 y(xix) + 214h14 y(xx) + ... ] -~y 12! Y 13! 14! 
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_ ~ h8 [y(viii) _ 3hy(ix) + 32h 2 y(x) _ 33h3 y(xi) + 34h4 y(xii) _ 35h5 (xiii) 
3360 2! 3! 4! 5! Y 
+ 
36h6 y(xiv) _ 37h7 y(xv) + 38h8 y(xvi) _ 39h9 (xvii) + 310 h iO (xviii) 
6! 7! 8! 9! Y 1O! Y 
_ 311 h 11 (xix) 312h 12 (xx) ] 
11! Y + 12! y + 0 0 0 
+h10,0 [y - 3hy' + 3221~2 y" _ 3~lt3 y"' + 3:1t6 y(iv) _ 3:1t y(v) + 3:1t6 y(vi) 
_ 37h7 y(vii) + 38h8 y(viii) _ 39h 9 y(ix) + 3 10 h iO y(x) _ 311 h 11 (xi) + 312h 12 (xii) 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! Y 12! Y 
_ 313 h 13 Y (xiii) + 314 h14 Y (xiv) _ 315 h 1.5 Y (xv) + 316h 16 (xvi) _ 317h 17 (xvii) 
13! 14! 15! 16! Y 17! Y 
+ 
318h18 y(xviii) _ 3 19 h 19 y(xix) + 320h 20 y(xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! 0 0 0 
1 10 [ 21' 22h2 II 23h3 "' 24h 6 (iv) 25h5 (v) 26h 6 (vi) 
+ 1 11 Y - lY + 2"!y - 3"!y + --:t!y - Sly + 6"!y 
_27h7y(vii) + 28h8y(viii) _ 29 h9 y (ix) + 210hl0y(x) _ 211h
11
y
(xi) + 212hI2y(xii) 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
_ 213 h 13 y(xiii) + 214h14 y(xiv) _ 215 h 15 y(xv) + 216h 16 y(xvi) _ 217h17 y(xvii) + 218h 18 y(xviii) 
13! 14! 15! 16! 17! 18! 
_ 219 h 19 (xix) 220 h20 (xx) ] 
19! Y + 20! y + 000 
+ h 10,\/ [y _ hy' + h
2 y" _ h,3 y"' + ~y(iv) _ h 5 y(v) + h6 y(vi) _ h7 y(vii) 
/2 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 
+h8 y (viii) _ h9 y (ix) + ~y(x) _ ~y(xi) + h I2 y (xii) _ h I3 y (xiii) + h 14 y (xiv) 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 14! 
_ hIS y(xv) + h 16 y(xvi) _ ~y(xvii) + h 18 y(xviii) _ h 19 y(xix) + h20 y(xx) + ] 
15! 16! 17! 18! 19! 20! 0 0 0 
+hlO/3y(X) 
+h10/4[y + hy' + l~~ y" + l~~ y"' + l~~ y(iv) + l~~ y(v) + l~~ y(vi) + l~~ y(vii) 
+
h8 (viii) + h 9 y (ix) + h10y(x) + ~y(xi) + h
I2
y (xii) + h
I3
y (xiii) + h
14
y (xiv) 8! y 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 14! 
+
h15 (xv) + h I6 y (xvi) + ~y(xvii) + h I8 y (xviii) + h I9 y (xix) + h20 y (xx) + 00 oj 15! Y 16! 17! 0 18! 19! 20! 
+1 10 [ + 21 '+ 22h
2 
II + 23h 3 "' + 24h6 y(iv) + 25h5 y(v) + 26h6 y(vi) 
1 15 Y ly 2! Y :3! y 4! 5! 6! 
+ 
27h7 (vii) + 28h8 (viii) + 29h 9 (ix) + 210 h iO y(x) + 211h 11 y(xi) + 212 h 12 y(xii) 
7! y 8! Y 9! Y 10! 11! 12! 
+
213 h 13 (xiii) + 214h14 (xiv) + 215hI5y(xv) + 216 h I6
y
(xvi) + 217:117y(xvii) 
13! y 14! Y 15! 16! II! 
+ 
218h18 (xviii) + 219 h 19 y(xix) + 220 h20 y(xx) + 0 0 oj 
18! Y 19! 20! 
+1 10 [ + 31 '+ 3
2h 2 II + 33h3 y"' + 34h4 y(iv) + 35h5 y(v) + 36h6 y(vi) 
1 16 Y ly 2! Y 3! 4! 5! 6! 
+ 
37h7 (vii) + 38h8 (viii) + 39h9 y(ix) + :3 10 h 10 y(x) + 311 h11 y(xi) + 3 12,h 12 y(xii) 
7! y 8! Y 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+
313 h 13 (xiii) + 3 14 h14 (xiv) + 315hI5y(X\') + 316hI6y(xvi) + 317:117 y (xvii) 13! y 14! Y 15! 16! II! 
+
318 h 18 (xviii) + :l1~hI9 v(xix) + 320h20y(xx) + . 0 oj 
18! Y 19! J 20! 
1 10 [ 41' + 4
2h2 1/ + 43 h3 1/, + 44h4 (i\') + 45 h 5 (\') + 46h6 y(vi) 
+ 1 17 Y + ly 2! Y 3! Y 4! Y 5! Y 6! 
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+ 47h7y(vii) + 48h8 y (viii) + 4
9h9 y (ix) + 4
10 h 10 (x) + 411 h 11 (xi) 





y(xii) + 413 h 13 y(xiii) + 414h14 y(xiv) + 415 h 15 (xv) + 416 h 16 (xvi) 
12! 13! 14! 15! Y 16! Y 
+ 417h17 y(xvii) + 418h 18 y(xviii) + 419 h 19 y(xix)] + 420h 20 (xx) + ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! Y ... 
+h10/8 [y + 5hy' + 5~lt2 y" + 5~lt3 y"l + 5:1t4 y(iv) + 5:1t y(v) + 5i~6 y(vi) 
+
57h7y(vii) + 58h8 y (viii) + 5
9h9 y (ix) + 510hl0y(x) + 5
11 h 11 (xi) 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! Y 
+ 
512h12 y(xii) + 513h 13 y(xiii) + 514 h14 y(xiv) + 515 h15 (xv) + 516 h 16 (xvi) 
12! 13! 14! 15! Y 16! Y 
+
517 h17y(xvii) + 518hI8y(xviii) + 519hI9y(xix) + 520 h 20 (xx) + ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! Y '" 
+h lO /9 [y + 6hy' + 6~1~2 y" + 6~\13 y'" + 6:\14 y(iV) + 6':lt5 y(V) + 6~1~6 y(vi) 
+ 67h7 y( vii) + 68h8 y( viii) + 69h9 y(ix) + 610 h 10 y(x) + 611 h 11 y(xi) + 612 h 12 y(xii) 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+613h13y(xiii) + 614 h 14 y (xiv) + 615hI5y(XV) + 616hI6y(xvi) + 6
17hI7y(xvii) 
13! 14! 15! 16! 17! 
+ 
618h18 y(xviii) + 619 h 19 y(xix) + 620 h 20 y(XX) + ] 
18! 19! 20! ... 
+h10/1O [y + 7hy' + 7~lt2 y" + 7'~1~3 y'" + 7:1t4 y(iV) + 7':lt y(V) + 7~1~6 y(vi) 
+ 77h7y(vii) + 78 h8 y (viii) + 7
9h9 y (ix) + 710hl0y(X) + 7
11 h 11 y (xi) + 712hI2y(Xii) 7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+ 713 h 13 y(xiii) + 714h14 y(xiv) + 715 h 15 y(XV) + 716 h 16 y(xvi) + 717h17 y(xvii) 
13! 14! 15! IG! 17! 
718 h 18 (xviii) 719 h 19 (xix) 720 h20 (xx) ] 
+18!y +~y +~y + ... 
110 [ 01' 82112" 83113 "' 84h4 (iv) 85h5 (v) 86h 6 (vi) + 1 111 Y + 0 ly + 2!y + ---:3!y + -:t!y + 5"!y + 6'!y 
+ 
87h7 y(vii) + 88118 y(viii) + 89119 y(ix) + 810 h 10 y(X) + 811 h 11 y(xi) + 812 b12 y(xii) 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+ 
813h13 y(xiii) + 814 h14 y(xiv) + 815 h 15 y(xv) + 816 h 16 y(xvi) + 817h17 y(xvii) 
13! 14! 15! 16! 17! 
+ 
818h18 y(xviii) + 819 h 19 y(xix) + 820 h20 y(xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! ... 
+1 10 . [ + 91 '+ 9
2112 "+ 93h3 y'" + 94114 y(iV) + 95h5 y(V) + 96h6 y(vi) 
1 112 Y ,ly 2! Y 3! 4! 5! 6! 
+ 
97h7 (vii) + 98h8 (viii) + 99h9 y(ix) + 910 h 10 y(x) + 911 h 11 y(xi) + 912h 12 y(xii) 
7! y 8! Y 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+
913 h 13 (xiii) + 914 h14 (xiv) + 915hI5y(xv) + 916hI6y(xvi) + 917hI7y(xvii) 
13! Y 14! Y 15! 16! 17! 
+ 
918h18 y(xviii) + 9 19 11 19 y(xix) + 920 h 20 y(XX) + ] 
18! 19! 20! .... 
Consider (2.56) and equate the coefficients of the derivatives 
y(x), y(xi), y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv) to those in (2.8). This gives 
302231 
10 + 11 + 12 + ,3 + 14 = :302400' 
169 
- :3,0 - 2/1 - 12 + 2/4 = 100800' 
(2.56) 
(2 .. )7) 
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32/0 + 22/1 + /2 /4 = 5510:311 5 
2! 2! 2! + 2! 1:3:305600 12' (2.59) 
_ 33/0 _ 32/1 _ /2 /4 = 11:381 
3! :3! :3! + :3! 44:3.5200 ' (2.60) 
34 /0 + 24 /1 /2 /4 = 591141643 _ ~ 
4! 4! + 4! + 4! 7264857600 12' (2.61 ) 
Solving this syste111, we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 
(i.e.x = X3) for the second-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
'i(i = 5,6,7, ... ,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
/0 = 160883 264176640 ' 
/1 = 27127 181621440' 
12 = 132647 (2.62) 807206400 ' 
13 = 14190326 14189175' 
/4 = 46537 2905943040' 
U sing the lIlethod of undetermined coefficients reveals that for the point 
x = X4 the first two nOllvanishing terms in the local truncation error have the 
values given in (2.8) provided 
-1 -1 -1 1 d--d-do = 8, d 2 = -1, (4 = 12' 6 - :360' 8 - -20-1-6-0' (2.63) 
together with paraIlleters 6i (i = 0, 1,2 ... , 12) calculated from the expression 
L[Y(X4); h] = -44y(x - 3h) + 120y(x - 2h) - 210y(x - h) 
+252y(x) - 210y(x + h) + 120y(x + 2h) 
-45y(x + 3h) + 10y(x + 4h) - y(x + 5h) 
+8y(x - 4h) - h2y" (x - 4h) - 112h4y(iV)(X - 4h) 
- 3~oh6y(vi)(x - 4h) - 20~60h8y(viii)(x - 4h) 
+h10 [60Y(x)(x - 4h) + 61Y(x)(X - :3h) 
+62Y(x)(X - 2h) + 6:3y(x)(x - h) + 64Y(x)(X) 
+65y(x)(x + h) + 6Gy(x)(x + 2h) + 67Y(x)(X + :3h) 
+68Y(x)(X + 4h) + 69Y(x)(X + 5h) + 61OY(x)(X + 6h) 
+61lY(x)(x + 7h) + 612Y(x)(X + 8h) + ... J. 
. (2.64) 
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Expanding the terms in (2.64) about y(x) and its derivatives gives, at the point 
[ ( ) 1] 44[ 31 I 32h2 II 33h 3 III 34h4 (iv) 35h 5 (v) L Y X4 ; 1 = - Y -. ly + 2rY - -:3!y + 4!y - Sly 
+3
6
h 6 y (vi) _ 3
7h7y(vii) + 38h8 y (viii) _ 3
9h9
y
(ix) + 310hl0y(x) 
6! 7! 8! 9! 10! 
_ 311 h 11 (xi) 312 h 12 (xii) _ 313 h 13 (xiii) 314 h14 (xiv) 
11! Y + 12! y 13! Y + 14! y 
_ 3
15
h 15 y(xv) + 316 h 16 y(xvi) _ 317 h17 y(xvii) + 318h 18 y(xvijj) 
IS! 16! 17! 18! 
_ 3 19 h 19 y(xix) + :320 h20 y(xx) + ] 
19! 20! ... 
+ 120[y - 2hy' + 2221~2 y" _ 2~1!13 y"l + 2:1~4 y(iv) _ 2:1~5 y(v) + 2~1~6 y(vi) 
_ 27h7 (vii) 28h 8 (viii) _ 29h9 (ix) 210 h iO (x) _ 211 h 11 (xi) 
7! Y + 8! y 9! Y + 10! y 11! Y 
+ 
212h12 (xii) _ 213 h 13 (xiii) + 214h14 (xiv) _ 215 h 15 y(xv) + 216h 16 y(xvi) 
12! y 1:3! Y 14! Y IS! . 16! 
_ 217h17 (xvii) + 218 h 18 y(xviii) _ 219 h 19 y(xix) + 220 h20 y(xx) + ... J 
17! Y 18! 19! 20! . 
-210[ - 1 I + h2 II _ h3 y"l + ~y(iv) _ h5 y(v) + h 6 y(vi) _ h7 y(vii) 
y ly 2! Y 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 
+
h8 (viii) _ ~ (ix) + h lO y(x) _ ~y(xi) + h 12 y(xii) _ h13 y(xiii) 
8!y 9!y 10! 11! 12!· 13! 
+
h14 (xiv) _ ~ (xv) + ~y(xvi) _ hI7y(xvii) + ~y(xviii) _ 11 919!y(xix) 
14! y IS! Y 16! 17! 18! 
+ l~~~ y(xx) + ... ] + 252y( x) 
21 O[ + 1 I + h
2 
II + h3 III + h4 y(iv) + h 5 y(v) + h6 y(vi) + h7 y(vii) 
- y ly 2! Y 3! Y 4! 5! 6! 7! 
+
h8 (viii) + h9 (ix) + h lO y(x) + ~y(xi) + ~y(xii) + h 13 y(xiii) 
8! y 9! Y 10! 11! 12! 13! 
+~ (xiv) + hIS (xv) + ~ (xvi) + !C.y(xvii) + ~y(xviii) + ~y(xix) 14! Y IS! Y 16! Y 17! 18! 19! 
+ 
h20 y(xx) + ] 
20! ... 
'[ 21 I 22h2 II + 23h3 III + 24h6 (iv) + 25h5 (v) + 26h6 y(vi) 
+120 y + ly + 2"!y -:3!y 4! Y 5! Y 6! 
+ 
27h7 (vii) + 28h8 (viii) + 29h9 y(ix) + 210 h iO y(x) + 211 h 11 y(xi) 
7! y 8! Y 9! 10! 11! 
212h 12 (xii) + 213h 13 (xiii) + 214h14 (xiv) + 215 h,15 y(xv) + 216h,16 y(xvi) 
+ ~y 13! Y 14! Y 15. 16. 
217h17 (xvii) + 218 h 18 (xviii) + 219 h 19 y(xix) + 22.oh20 y(xx) + ... J 
+ 17! y 18! Y 19! 20! 
r:: [ '31 I 32h2 II + :33h3 III + 34h4 (iv) + 3sh 5 y(v) + 36h 6 y(vi) 
-4,) y +, ly + 2"!y 3! Y 4! Y 5! 6! 
+ 
37h7 (vii) + 38h8 (viii) + 39h9 y(ix) + 310 h iO y(x) + 311 h ll y(xi) 
7! y 8! Y 9! 10! 11! 
312 h 12 (xii) 313 h 13 (xiii) + 314 h14 (xiv) + 315 h 15 y(xv) + 316 h,16 y(xvi) 
+ ----u!y + 13! y 14! Y IS! 16. 
317 h17 (xvii) + 3 18 h 18 (xviii) + 319 h 19 y(xix) + 320 h20 y(xx) + ... ] 
+ ----u-!y 18! Y 19! 20! 
( c 
I 42112 ,II 43h 3 III 44h4 ,(iv) + 4s 115 (v) + ~y(\'i) 
+ 1 O[y + 4hy + 2!) + ~y + 4! J 5! Y G! 
47h7 (vii) + 48h 8 ,(viii) + 49 h9 y (ix) + 410hl0y(x) + 4
11 h 11 y(xi) + 412.h,12 y(xii) 
+7"!y 8! ) 9! 10! 11' 12. 
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+
413h13y(xiii) + 414 h 14 y (xiv) + 415h15y(xv) + 416 h 16 (xvi) _ 417h17 (xvii) 13! 14! 15! 16! Y 17! Y 
+ 
418h18 y(xviii) + 419 h 19 y(xix) + 424 h20 y(xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! ... 
_[y + 5hy' + 52h 2 y " + 53h3y"1 + 54h4y(iv) + 55h5 y (v) + 56h 6 y (vi) + 5
7h7 (vii) 
2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! Y 




y(ix) + 510 h 10 y(x) + 511 h 11 y(xi) + 512 h 12 (xii) + 513 h 13 (xiii) 
8! 9! 10! Il! 12! Y 13! Y 
+ 514h14 y(xiv) + 5
15 h 15 y(xv) + 516 h 16 y(xvi) + 517h17 y(xvii) + 518 h 18 (xviii) 
14! 15! 16! I7! I8! Y 
519 h 19 (xix) 520 h20 (xx) ] 
+19!y + 2O!"y + ... 
+8[y - 4hy' + 4
2h2 y" _ 43h 3 y"l + 44h6 y(iv) _ 45h 5 y(v) + 46h 6 y(vi) _ 47h7 (vii) 
2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! Y 
48h8 (viii) _ 49h 9 (ix) 410h10 (x) _ 411 h 11 (xi) 412 h 12 (xii) _ 413 h 13 (xiii) 
+ 8! y 9! Y + 10! y Il! Y + I2! y 13! Y 
414h14 (xiv) _ 415 h 15 (xv) + 416 h 16 (xvi) _ 417h17 (xvii) 418 h18 (xviii) 
+ 14! y 15! Y 16! Y 17! Y + 18! y 
_ 419h 19 (xix) 420 h20 (xx) ] 
19! Y + 20! y + ... 
-h2 [y" _ 3hy"1 + 4~lt2 yiv _ 4~31t3 y(v) + 4:lt4 y(vi) _ 4:lt5 y(vii) + 4:lt6 y(viii) 
_ 47h7 (ix) + 48h8 y(x) _ 49119 y(xi) + 41°1110 y(xii) _ 411 1111 y(xiii) + 412h 12 y(xiv) 
7! y 8! 9! 10! Il! 12! 
_ 413 h 13 (xv) + 414h14 y(xvi) _ 415h15y(xvii) + 416h16y(xviii) _ 417h17y(xix) 
13! y 14! 15! . 16! 17! 
418 h 18 (xx) ] +~y + ... 
_...Ll4[ (iv) _ 411Y(v) + 42 h 2 y (vi) _ 4
3h 3 y (vii) + 44h4y(viii) _ 4
5h5 y (ix) 12 1 Y 2! 3! 4! 5! 
+




(xiii) + 410hl0y(xiv) _ 411h11y(xv) 
6! Y 7! Y 8! 9! 10! 11! 
+ 
412h12 (xvi) _ 413 h 13 (xvii) + 414h14 y(xviii) _ 415 h 15 y(xix) + 416 h 16 y(xx) + ... ] 
12! Y I3! Y 14! 15! 16! 
__ 1_16[ (vi) _ 41 (vii) + 42h2 (viii) _ 43h3 y (ix) + 4
4h4 y (x) _ 4
5 h5 y (xi) 360 1 Y lY 2! Y 3! 4! 5! 
+
46h 6 (xii) _ 47h7 (xiii) + 48h8 (xiv) _ 49h 9 y (xv) + 410h10y(xvi) _ 4
11 h ll y (xvii) 6! Y 7! Y 8! Y 9! 10! II! 
+ 
412h12 (xviii) _ 413 h 13 y(xix) + 414h14 y(xx) + ... ] 
12! Y 13! 14! 
__ 1_1 8 [ (viii) _ 41 (ix) + 42h2 (x) _ 43 h3 y(xi) + 44h4 y(xii) _ 45h5 y(xiii) 
20160 1 Y lY 2! Y 3! . 4! 5! 
+ 
46h6 (xiv) _ 47h7 (xv) + 48h8 y(xvi) _ 49 h9 y(xvii) + 410 h lO y(xviii) 
6! y 7! Y 8! 9! 10l 
_ 411 h 11 (xix) + 412 h 12 y(xx) + ] 
11! Y 12! ... 
1 10 (' [ 41 I + 4
2h2 II _ 43 h3 III + 44h6 (iv) _ 45h5 y(v) + 46h6 y(vi) 
+ 1 00 Y - lY 2l Y 3! Y 4! Y 5! 6! 
47h7 (vii) + 48 h8 (viii) _ 49 h9 y(ix) + 410h lO y(x) _ 411 h 11 y(xi) + 412 h 12 y(xii) 
-7"!Y 8! Y 9! 10! Il! I2! 
413h 13 (xiii) + 414h14 (xiv) _ 415 h 15 (xv) + 416 1116 y (xvi) _ 417~117y(xvii) -~y I4! Y 15! Y 16! ' II! 
+ 
418h18 (xviii) _ 419 h 19 (xix) + 420 h 20 y(xx) + ... ] 
I8! Y 19! Y 20! 
1 10 (' [ '31 I + 3
2 112 II _ 33h3 y"l + :34h G v(iv) _ 35h 5 y(\') + 36,h6 y(vi) 
+ 1 01 Y -. lY 2! Y 3! 4! ,. 5! 6! 
37h7 (vii) + 38h8 (viii) _ :39119 \,(ix) + 310 h 10 \,(x) _ 311 hll y(xi) + 312,h12 ,,(xii) 
-7!Y 8! Y 9! ., 10! ,. 11! 12! " 
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_ 313h 13 y(xiii) + 314 h14 y(xiv) _ 31S h 15 (xv) + 316h 16 (xvi) 317h17 (xvii) 
13! 14! 15! Y 16! Y - ~y 
+ 
318h18 y(xviii) _ 319h 19 y(xix) + 320 h20 (xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! Y ... 
+
h 108 [ _ 2h '+ 22h2 II _ 23h3 "' 24h6 (iv) _ 2S h S (v) 26h6 (vi) 
2 Y Y 2! Y 3! Y + 4! y 5! Y + 6! y 
_ 27h7 y(vii) + 28h8 y(viii) _ 29h9 y(ix) + 210 h lO (x) _ 211 h 11 (xi) + 212h 12 (xii) 
7! 8! 9! 10! Y 11! Y 12! Y 
_ 213h 13 y(xiii) + 214h14 y(xiv) _ 215h 15 (xv) + 216 h 16 (xvi) _ 217h17 (xvii) 
13! 14! IS! Y 16! Y 17! Y 
+ 
218h18 y(xviii) _ 219 h 19 y(xix) + 220 h20 (xx) + ] 
18! 19! 20! Y ... 
+ h 108 [y _ hy' + h
2 y" _ h 3 y"' + h4 y(iv) _ hS y(v) + h6 y(vi) _ h7 y(vii) 
3 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 
+ h8 y(viii) _ h 9 y(ix) + hID y(x) _ ~y(xi) + h 12 y(xii) _ h13 y(xiii) + h14 y(xiv) 
8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 14! 
_ hIS y(xv) + h 16 y(xvi) _ h17 y(xvii) + h 18 y(xviii) _ ~y(xix) + h 20 y(xx) + ] 
IS! 16! 17! 18! 19! 20! ... 
+h1084y(x) 
+h108 5 [y + by' + l~~ y" + l~~ y"' + l~; y(iv) + 1~~ y(v) + l~~ y(vi) + l~~ y(vii) 
+ 
h8 y(viii) + h 9 y(ix) + hID y(x) + ~y(xi) + h 12 y(xii) + h 13 y(xiii) + ~y(xiv) 
8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 14! 
+
h 1S y(xv) + h 16 y(xvi) + ~y(xvii) + ~y(xviii) + h 19 y(xix) + h 20 y(xx) + ] 
IS! 16! 17! 18! 19! 20! ... 
1108 [ 21' 22h2 II 23h3 "' 24 h 6 (iv) 25h5 (v) 26h6 (vi) + 1 6 Y + ly + ~y + ---:3!y + 4!y + ----sly + 6iY 
+ 
27h7 y(vii) + 28h8 y(viii) + 29h9 y(ix) + 210 h lO y(x) + 211 h 11 y(xi) + 212 h 12 y(xii) 
7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 
+ 
213h13 y(xiii) + 214h14 y(xiv) + 215 h 15 y(xv) + 216 h 16 y(xvi) + 217h17 y(xvii) 
13! 14! IS! . 16! 17! 
218 h 18 (xviii) 219 h 19 (xix) 220 h 20 (xx) ] +~y + 19rY + ---w-!y + ... 
+h 1087[y + 3by' + 3~1~2 y" + 3~31;3 y"' + 3:1;4 y(iv) + 3:\15 y(v) + 3~t6 y(vi) 
+
37h7 (vii) + 38h8 (viii) + 39h9 y(ix) + 310 h lO y(x) + 311 h 11 y(xi) + 312 h 12 y(xii) 
7! y 8! Y 9! 10! 11! . 12! 
+ 
313h13 (xiii) + 314 h14 (xiv) + 315 h 15 y(xv) + 316 h 16 y(xvi) + 317h17 y(xvii) 
13! y 14! Y IS! 16! . 17! 
+ 
318h18 y(xviii) + 319 h 19 y(xix) + 320 h20 y(xx) + .] 
18! 19! 20! .. 
+h 1088[y + 4hy' + 4~1;2 y" + 4~\13 y(,") + 4:1;4 y(iv) + 4:1t5 y(v) + 4~1~6 y(vi) 
+
47h7 (vii) + 48h8 (viii) + 49h9 y (ix) + 410h10y(x) + 4
11 h 11 y (xi) 7! Y 8! Y 9! 10! 11! 
+ 
412h12 (xii) + 413 h 13 (xiii) + 414h14 y(xiv) + 415 h15 y(xv) + 416 h 16 y(xvi) 
12! y 13! Y 14! 15! 16! 
+
417h17 (xvii) + 418h18y(xviii) + 419h19y(xix) + 420h20y(xx) + ... ] 
17! Y 18! 19! 20! 
+1
10 (' [ + r.::1 '+ 52h2 II + 53h3 y'll + 54h4 y(iv) + 55 h5 y(v) + 56h6 y(vi) 
1 (19 Y ,J lY 2! Y 3! 4! 5! 6! 
+ 
57h7 (vii) + 58h8 (viii) + 59h9 v(ix) + 510 h lO v(x) + 511 h 11 y(xi) 
7! y 8! Y 9! .' 10! J 11! 
512h 12 (xii) + S13 h 13 ,(xiii) + 514 h14 v(xiv) + 515 h 15 y(xv) + S16 h 16 y(xvi) 
+ 12! y 13! ) 14! .1 IS! 16! 
+ 
517h17 (xvii) + 518 h 18 ,(xviii) + S19 11 19 y(xix) + 52,Oh20 y(xx) + ... ] 
17! Y 18! ) 19! 20' 
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+h1081O[y + 6hy' + 62h2y " + 6
3113 y "' + 64h4y(iv) + 6
5h5y (v) + 6
6h6y (vi) 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 
+ 67117 y(vii) + 68h8 y(viii) + 69h9 y(ix) + 610h iO (x) + 611 1111 (xi) 
7! 8! 9! 10! Y 11! Y 
+ 612h12 y(xii) + 613h13 y(xiii) + 614 h14 y(xiv) + 615 h15 (xv) + 616 h16 (xvi) 
12! 13! 14! IS! Y 16! Y 
+
617hI7y(xvii) + 618h18y(xviii) + 619h19y(xix) + 620h20 (xx) + ] 
17! 18! 19! 20! Y ... 
+ h 108 [y + 7hy' + 7
2h2 y" + 73h.3 y"' + 74h4 y(iv) + 75h5 y(v) + 76h6 (vi) 
11 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! Y 
+ 
77117 y(vii) + 78h8 y(viii) + 79h9 y(ix) + 710h 10 (x) + 711 1111 (xi) 
7! 8! 9! 10! Y 11! Y 
+ 
7121112 y(xii) + 713111.3 y(xiii) + 714h14 y(xiv) + 715h15 (xv) + 716 h16 (xvi) 
12! 13! 14! IS! Y 16! Y 
+ 
717h17 y(xvii) + 718 1118 y(xviii) + 719 h 19 y(xix) + 720 h20 y(xx) + ] 
17! 18! 19! ' 20! ... 
+h10812[y + 8hy' + 8:\12 y" + 8~\1.3 y"' + 8:1( y(iv) + 8:1~5 y(v) + 8:;~6 y(vi) 
+ 87h7 y(vii) + 88 h 8 y(viii) + 89h9 y(ix) + 810 h iO y(x) + 811 h11 y(xi) 
7! 8! ' 9! 10! 11! 
812 h12 (xii) 81.3h1.3 (xiii) 8 14 h14 (xiv) 8151115 (xv) 816 h16 (xvi) +~y +~y +~y +~y +~y 
+
817h17 (xvii) + 818 1118 (xviii) + 819 1119 (xix) + 820 h20 (xx) ] ~y 18!y ~y ~y + .... 
Consider (2.65) and equate the coefficients of the derivatives 
Y(x), y(xi),y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv) to tllo,"'.e, I'll (2.8). Tl' g've'" tl c'ystelll ,--, lIS 1 '.:> Ie.:>,' , 
8 _ 1814:399 
80 +81 +82 +8;3+ 4-1814400' 








the solution of which gives the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4) for the second-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
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Ei (i = 5,6,7, ... ,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
Eo = 185681143 52306974720' 
61 = 608520391 32691859200' 
62 = 70958431 (2.71 ) 1743565824 ' 
63 = 68068867 1307674368 ' 
64 = 254624963293 26153487:3600' 
The special end point formulae for the points XN-3, XN-2, XN-1, XN may 
then be written down from those for X4, X3, X2, Xl, respectively (because of 
symmetry). 
The set of parameter values in (2.:36), (2.44), (2.45), (2.53), (2.54), (2.62), 
(2.63) and (2.71) give C12 as the first non-zero constant in (2.9). Global ex-
trapolation on two grids, with p=2 in (2.29), and on three grids, with p=2 in 
(2.33), gives the nU111erical methods 
y(E} = ~ I1J y(2} _ ~ y(l} 
'3 -h '3 t 2 t (2.72) 
(2.73) 
2.7 CONSTRUCTION OF A FOURTH-ORDER METHOD 
Choosing a = f3 = I = 6 = 0 as before and writing t = 152 in (2.3) gives a 
fourth-order 111ethod. The first two non-zero constants in (2.9) then become 
-7 -617 
C14 = 144' C1G = 420 ' (2.74) 
with C1l = C13 = C15 = ... = 0, because of symmetry. Taking the parame-
ters ai, bi, Ci, di(i = 0,2,4,6,8) as given 111 section :2.6 with the parameters 
a' f3. "Y' E· (i= 0 1 2 3 4 5) calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-l' l' I 1 , 1 , , , , , 
zero constants in (2.9) is obtained for the end-point formulae (2.1 :2)-(:2.19) 
associated with the fourth-order method. 
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For the point x = xl, consider (2.:37). Then equating the coefficients of the 
derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv) in (2.:38) gives the system 
655177 
0'0 + 0'1 + 0'2 + 0'3 + 0'4 + 0'5 = , 
. 907200 (2.75) 
252023 
- 0'0 + 0'2 + 2CY3 + :3CY4 + 40'5 = , 907200 (2.76) 
CYo + a. 22 CY3 :32 0'4 42 CY5 = 27438979 
2! 2 + 2! + 2! + 2! 119750400' (2.77) 
(2.78) 
(2.79) 
0'0 0'2 .- 5 CY3 . 50'4 50'5 72:3798697 
--+-+2 -+,3 -+4 -= ----
5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 46702656000 (2.80) 
Solving this system, we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 
(i.e. x = xd for the fourth-order method. It is noted that the parameters O'i 
(i = 6,7,8, ... ,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
0:'0 = -40637579 691891200 ' 
0'1 1150015783 - 1334:361600 ' 
0'2 = -1674003 28744003 , (2.81 ) 
2:34778903 CY3 = 311351040 , 
0'4 = -566151167:3 18681062400 ' 
CY5 = 430:35359 8491:39200' 
It can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for the point 
x = X2, that, taking the parameter values bo, b2, b4, b6, b8 in (2.45) together 
with parameters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
E . 1 ffi" t f tl I 't' y(x), y(xi), y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv), quatmg t Ie coe Clen s 0 Ie ( enva Ives 
y(xv) in (2.47) gives the system 
88277:3 
f30 + /11 + (32 + /1:3 + (34 + (35 = 907200' (2.82) 
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r 24427 
- 2/30 - /31 + /33 + 2/34 + :3/35 = , 4,53600 (2.83) 
22 /30 + /31 + /33 + 22 /34 32 /35 = 43202009 
2! 2! 2! 2! + 2! 119750400' (2.84) 
_ 23 /30 _ /31 + /33 + 2:3 /34 + 33 /35 = 2394839 
3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 59875200' (2.85) 
24 /30 + /31 + /33 + 24 /34 :34 /35 = 190486607 _ ~ 
4! 4! 4! 4! + 4! 3113510400 144' (2.86) 
_ 25 /30 + /31 + /33 + 25 /34 + 35 /35 = 21489493 
5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 2122848000' (2.87) 
the solution of which give the parameters of the second end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X2 ) for the fourth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
/3i (i = 6,7,8, ... , 12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
/30 = -24163651 691891200 ' 
/31 = 118607251 266872320' 
/32 = 91527613 718502400' (2.88) 
fh = 694056739 1556755200' 
/34 = -43253933 3736212480 , 
/35 = 17921741 9:340531200 . 
Next, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for the 
point x = X3, that, taking the parameter values co, C2, C4, C6, C8 given in (2.54), 
together with the parameters calculated below, guarantees the same first non-
zero constant in the local error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv), 
y(xv), in (2.56) gives 
302231 
/0 + /1 + /2 + /3 + /4 + /5 = :302400' 
169 
- :3/0 - 2/1 - /2 + /4 + 2/5 = 100800' 
.2/0 ,_ 2/1 /2 /4 ,2/5 5510311 
3 2! + 2 2! + 2! + 2! + 2 2! = 1:3:305600' 
_ . 3/0 _ ,- 3 ~ _ /2 /4 23/5 _ 11381 
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.54 
:34 /0 + 24 /1 + /2 + /4 + 24 /5 = .59114164:3 _ 2 
4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 72648.57600 12' (2.93) 
_ 35 /0 _ 25 /1 _ /2 + /4 + 25 /5 = 1464.5899 
.5! 5! 5! 5! .5! 12108096000' (2.94 ) 
Solving this systenl we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X3 ) for the fourth-order method; they are 
/0 = -1007339 1614412800' 
/1 = 46537 207567360 ' 
/2 = 232672519 ,558835200' (2.95) 202081057 /3 = 1210809600 ' 
/4 = 1210545577 2905943040' 
/5 = 108743 7264857600' 
It is noted that the parameters /i (i = 6, 7, ... , 12) may be arbitrarily as-
signed the value zero. 
Finally, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X4 that, taking the parameter values do, d2, d4, d6 , d8 in (2.63), 
together with the parameters calculated below, yields the same first non-zero 
constant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi)y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv), 
y(xv), in (2.65) gives 
1814:399 
60 + 61 + 62 + 63 + 64 + 65 = 1814400' 
1227,53 
-
460 - :361 - 262 - 63 + 65 = 9979200' 
260 . 261 , 262 63 65 14255849 
4 2! +.3 2! + 2 2! + 2! + 2! = :34214400' 
360 . :3 61 , :3 62 6:3 65 68891 
- 4 :3! -.3 ;3! - 2 :3! - 3! + 3! = 22239:3600' 
460 .461 <462 63 65 _ :36:3217187 7 
4 4! + 3 4! +}, 4! + 4! + 4! - 4:35891-15600 - 144' 
560 .561 < 562 63 65 413849 
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Solving this system we get the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the fourth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
8j (i = 6,7, ... ,12) lllay then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
80 = -4206679 7925299200' 
81 = 230059147 6538:3718400 ' 
82 = -274791157 26153487360' (2.102) 
83 = 5689027 12972960 ' 
84 = 4062716183 2613487:3600 , 
85 = 27045819673 65383718400' 
Because of sYlnmetry, the special end-point fomulae for the points XN, XN-I, 
XN-2, XN-3 may be written down directly from those for Xl, X2, X3, X4, 
respecti vely. 
The set of parameter values in (2.:36), (2.81), (2.45), (2.88), (2.54), (2.95), 
(2.63) and (2.102) give C14 as the first non-zero constant and CI5 = 0 in (2.9). 
Global extrapolation on two grids, with p=4 in (2.29), gives the numerical 
lnethod. 
(2.103) 
2.8 CONSTRUCTION OF A SIXTH-ORDER METHOD 
Choosing a = f3 = I = 0 as before and writing f = ~, 8 = 1~4 so that 1 - 20:'-
2f3 - 2"'( - 28 - 2f = ;! in (2.:3) gives a sixth-order method. The first non-zero 
constant in (2.9) then becomes 
-17 
C16 = 12096' (2.104) 
with Cll = CI3 = CI5 = ... = O,because of s,'y'mmetry. Taking the parameters 
a' b· c- d· (i = 0 2 4 6 8) as given in section 2.6 with the parameters ai, /3i , Ii, I, I, 'I' 1 , , , , -
8i (i = 0, 1, ... ,7) calculated as follows, ensures that the same first non-zero 
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constant in (2.9) is obtained for the end-point formulae (2.12)-(2.19) associ-
ated with the sixth-order method. 
For the point x = x}, consider (2.:37). Then equating the coefficients of the 






_ 0:'0 0:'2 25 0:'3 '3 5 0:'4 45 0:'5 55 0:'6 65 0:'7 _ 723798697 (' 0) 
5! + 5! + 5! + t 5! + 5! + t 5! + 5! - 46702656000' 2.11 
0:'0 0:'2 60:'3 60:'4 60:'5 60:'6 60:'7 25411 :32023 17 
61+61+ 2 61+ 3 61+ 4 61+ 5 (IT+6 (IT = 475517952000 12096' (2.111) 
0:'0 0:'2 70:'3 .70:'4 70:'5 r:: 7 0:'6 .70:'7 8768652467 
- 7! + 7! + 2 7! +.3 7! + 4 7! + () 7! + 6 7! = 52:30697472000 (2.112) 
Solving this system, we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 
(i.e. x = Xl ) for the sixth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 

























It can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for the point 
x = X2, that, taking the parameter values bo, b21 b4 , bG. b8 in (2.45) together 
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with paralneters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xvii) 
gives the systenl 
882773 
/30 + /31 + /32 + /33 + /34 + /35 + /36 + /37 = 907200' 
- 2/30 - /31 + /33 + 2/34 + 3/35 + 4/36 + 5/37 = 24427 , 4,5:3600 
22 /30 + /31 + /33 + 22 /34 + 32 /35 + 42 /36 + [)2 /37 = 43202009 
2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! - 2! 119750400' 
_ 23 /30 _ /31 + /33 + 23 /34 + :33 /35 + 43 $6 + 53 f37 = 23948:39 
3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 59875200' 
24 f30 + f31 + f33 + 24 /34 + 34 /35 + 44 /36 + 54 f37 = 190486607 
4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 3113510400' 
_ 25f30 /31 f33 25/34 '35/35 45/36 r:. 5/37 _ 21489493 
5! + 5! + 5! + 5! +. 5! + 5! + ,) 5! - 2122848000' 
26 /30 /31 /33 26 f34 36 f35 46 f36 56 f37 _ :34992742:353 _ 17 
6! + 6! + 6! + 6! + 6! + 6! + 6! - 5230697472000 12096' 
_ 27/30 /31 /33 27f34 ,7/35 47/36 r:.7/37 _ 327962597 









the solution of which give the parameters of the second end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X2 ) for the sixth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
/3i (i = 8,9,10,11,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
f30 = 121680539023 3923023104000 ' 
/31 = 82555387871 1743565824000' 
(J2 = 498992972:33 871782912000' 
/33 = 180529065817 627683696640' (2.122) 
/34 = -9140697491 43589145600 ' 
/35 = 194540768657 1743565824000 ' 
/36 = -261610352587 784604628000 ' 
/37 = 192774481 44706816000' 
Next, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X3, that, taking the parameter values co, C2, <'.11 eG, (8 in (2.5-t) 
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together with parameters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero 
constant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... ,y(xvii) in 
(2.,56) gives 
302231 
10 + 11 + 12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 + 17 = 302400' 
169 







Solving this system we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X3 ) for the sixth-order method; they are 
-21838081 
10 = 33530112000' 
1356454837 
11 = 27675648000' 
7149219919 
"'/2 = 3288256000' 
160167409321 
"'/:3 = 348713164800 ' (2.131) 
27501631 








"'/7 = 19:37295:36000 . 
It is noted that the pa.rameters Ii (i = 8,9,10,11,12) may be arbitrarily 
assigned the value zero. 
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Finally, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X4 that, taking the parameter values do, d2, d4, d6, d8 in (2.6:3) 
together with paralneters calculated below, yields the same first non-zero con-
stant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... ,y(xvii) in 
(2.65) gives 
1814399 
80 + 81 + 82 + 83 + 84 + 85 + 86 + 87 = 1814400' 
12275:3 
- 480 - :381 - 282 - 83 + 85 + 286 + :387 = 9979200' 
280 281 ,282 83 85 ,-286 ,287 14255849 
4 2! + 3 2! + 2 2! + 2! + 2! + 2 2! + ,3 2! = 34214400' 
380 381 382 83 85 ,- 386 , :387 _ 68891 
- 4 3! - 3 3! - 2 :3! - :3! + 3! + 2 3! + ,3 :3! + - 22239:3600' 
480 ,4 81 .482 8:3 85 .-4 86 ,487 _ :36:3217187 
4 4! + ,3 4! + 2 4! + 4! + 4! + 2 4! +.3 4! - 43589145600' 
580 ,581 ,5 82 83 85 .-586 ,587 _ 41:3849 
- 4 5! - 3 5! - 2 5! - 5! + 5! + 2 5! +.3 5! - :326918,592000' 
680 681 .682 8:3 85 ,686 '3687 _ 10139471581 17 
4 6! + 3 6! + 2 6! + 6! + 6! + 2 6! +. 51 - 951035904000 12096' 
780 . 781 782 83 85 , 787 , 787 _ 154643851 









Solving this system we get the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the sixth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
8i (i = 8,9, 10, 11, 12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
80 = 19195006261 266765571072000 ' 
81 - 118864463057 - 177843714048000' 
82 = 337681410533 7410154752000 ' 
83 = 99642:3583781 4268249137152 ' (2.140 ) 
84 = 8106735502457 177843714048000' 
85 = 127449874GOO1:3 59281238016000' 
86 = 6G22887628141 133382785536000' 
87 = -17'280181 '267 17i"Rt:l714048000' 
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Because of symmetry, the special end-point formulae for the points XN, XN-1, 
XN-2, XN-3 may be written down directly from those for Xl, X2, X3, X4, respec-
tively. 
The set of parameter values in (2.:36), (2.11:3), (2.45), (2.122), (2.54), 
(2.131), (2.63) and (2.140) give C16 as the first non-zero constant and C17 = ° 
in (2.9). Global extrapolation on two grids, with p=6 in (2.29), gives the 
numerical Inethod. 
(2.141) 
2.9 CONSTRUCTION OF AN EIGHTH-ORDER METHOD 
Writing a = /3 = ° as before, = 121;96' 8 = 2;4' c = !~~ so that L = 
1 - 20' - 2/3 - 2, - 28 - 2c = ;~~! in (2.3) gives an eighth-order method. The 
first non-zero constant in (2.9) then becomes 
-1 
c = 
,18 :362880 ' (2.142) 
with Cn = C13 = CIS = ...... = 0, because of symmetry. Taking the param-
eters ail bi, Ci, di (i = 0,2,4,6,8) as given in section 2.6 with the parameters 
ai, /3i, ,i, 8i (i = 0,1, ... ,9) calculated as follows, ensures that the same non-
zero constant in (2.9) is obtained for the end-point formulae (2.12)-(2.19) 
associated with the eighth-order method. 
For the point X = XI, consider (2.:37). Then equating the coefficients of the 
derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... ,y(xix) in (2.:38) gives the system 
655177 
0'0 + 0'1 + 0'2 + 0'3 + 0'4 + as + 0'6 + 0'7 + 0'8 + 0'9 = 907200' (2.143) 
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_ ao + a2 + 23 a3 + 33 a4 + 43 0'5 + 53 0'6 + 63 0'7 + 73 0'8 + 83 0'9 = 11:368009 
3! 3! :3! :3! :3! 3! 3! :3! 119750400' 
(2.146) 
0'0 + a2 + 24a3 + 340'4 + 440'5 + 540'6 + 640'7 + 740'8 840'9 = 1:3190416:3 
4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! + 4! 3113510400' 
(2.147) 
_ ao + a2 +25a3 +35a4 +45a5 +550'6 +650'7 +750'8 850'9 = 723798697 
5! ,5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 5! + 5! 46702656000 ' 
(2.148) 
ao + a2 + 26 a3 + 36 a4 + 46 0'5 + [)6 CY6 66 0'7 76 0'8 86 0'9 = 254113202:3 
6! 6! 6! 6! 6! - 6! + 6! + 6! + 6! 475,517952000' 
(2.149) 
_ ao + a2 +27a3 +:370'4 +470'5 +57(Y6 +670'7 +770'8 +870'9 = 8768652467 
7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! - 7! 5230697472000' 
(2.150) 
ao + a2 +28 a3 +38 a4 +48 0'5 +58 0'6 +68 0'7 + 78 0'8 +88 a9 = 14042390777 1 
8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 28582025472000 362880 ' 
(2.151 ) 
_ ao +a2 +29CY3 +39CY4 +49 0'5 +59CY6 +690'7 +79 CY8 +89 CY9 _ 2762162653 
9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! - 20520428544000 
(2.152) 
Solving this system, we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 
(i.e. x = Xl ) for the eighth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
aj (i = 10, 11, 12) 11lay then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
0'0 = 20992458112397 640237370572800 ' 
a1 - 93157191139 - 199874304000' 
0'2 = 735619884037 12312257126400' 
0'3 = 4063603106641 12312257126400' 
0'4 = -520840519849037 1600593426432000 ' (2.153) 
0'5 = 41785406610919 160059342643200' 
a6 = -115840187113411 80029671:3216000 , 
0'7 = 16990:3:3289519 32011868528640' 
0'8 = -7421743667:363 6402:37:370572800 ' 
0'9 = 915081921001 800296713216000' 
It can be shown using the nwthod of undetermined coefficients for the point 
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x = X2, that, taking the parameter values bo, b2, b4, b6, b8 in (2.45) together 
with parameters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xix) 
gives the system 
882773 (30 + (31 + (32 + (33 + (34 + (35 + (36 + (37 + (38 + (39 = 907200' (2.154) 
24427 
- 2(30 - (31 + (33 + 2(34 + 3(35 + 4/36 + 5(37 + 6/38 + 7/39 = 45:3600' (2.155) 
2 (30 (31 /33 ,2 (34 . 2135 2136 r:. 2137 .2 (38 2/39 43202009 ( ) 
2 21+21+21+2 2! +.3 2! +4 2! +.) 2! +6 2! + 7 2! = 119750400' 2.l56 
_23/30 _(31 +(33 +2:3/34 +:33/35 +43136 +53/37 +63/38 +73139 = 2:3948:39 (2.157) 
3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 3!· 3! 3! 3! 59875200' 
4 (30 {31 {33 ,·4 {34 . 4135 4/36 r:.4/37 4 (38 4 (39 _ 190486607 
2 4! + 4T + 4T + 2 4T +.3 4T + 4 4T + ,) 4T + 6 4T + 7 4T - :3113510400' 
(2.1.58) 
5 {30 {31 {33 5/34 . 5/35 5/36 r:. 5 (37 .5 {38 5 (39 _ 21489493 
- 2 51 + 5! + 5! + 2 5! +.3 ,5! + 4 5! +.) 5! + 6 5! + 7 5! - 2122848000' 
(2.159) 
6/30 {31 (33 ,6/34 . 6 {35 6 {36 r:. 6 137 .6 {38 6 (39 _ 34992742:353 _ 17 
2 6f+6f+6f+2 6! +3 6f+4 6! +,) 6! +6 6! + 7 6! - 52:30697472000 12096' 
(2.160) 
7 {30 {31 {33 ,7/34 . 7/35 7/36 r:. 7 137 .7 {35 7 /39 _ :327962597 
-2 7T-7T+7T+ 2 7T+.3 7T+ 4 7T+ o 7! +6 7! +7 7! - 2:37758976000' 
(2.161) 
8{30 {31 {33 8{34 8135 8(36 r:.8137 ,8/35 8/39 _ 881182516553 1 
2 8f+8f+8f+2 8f+3 8f+4 8f+o 8! +6 8! + 7 8! - 1600593426432000 362880' 
(2.162) 
9 {30 {31 {33 ,9/14 . 9/35 9 /16 r:. 9 /37 9 135 9 (39 = 2542651289 
-2 gy- 9! + 9! +2 9! +.3 9! +4 9! +,) 9! +6 9! +7 9! 20520428544000' 
(2.16:3) 
the solution of which give the para.meters of the second end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X2 ) for the eighth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
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/3j (i = 10,11,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
/30 = 77.502813G8173 640237370.572800' 
/31 = 9.58333.5.5799 36:37712332800 ' 
/32 = 30481212088021:3 80029G713216000' 
/33 = 2.59.59.5936667337 800296713216000' 
/34 = -3403.5G8201269 64023737057280 , (2.164) 
/35 = 1120702421821 14550849331200' 
/36 = -616046074277 14.550849331200' 
/37 = 12.513016249567 800296713216000 , 
/38 = -1099111198190:3 32011868528G4000' 
(39 = 5443.5448.549 1600.59342643200' 
Next, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X3, that, taking the parameter values co, C2, C4, C6, C8 in (2.54) 
together with paralneters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero 
constant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... ,y(xix) in 
(2.56) gives 
302231 
10 + 11 + 12 + 1:3 + 14 + 15 + 16 + 17 + 18 + 19 = :302400' 
169 
- 3/0 - 2/1 -/2 + 14 + 2/5 + :3 /G + 4,7 + 5/8 + 6/9 = 100800' 
32/0 +22/1 + 12 + 14 +22/5 +:j2/6 +!12 17 +5218 +62/9 = 5510311 
2! 2! 2! 2! 2!· 2! 2! 2! 2! 1:3:305600' 
3/0 3/1 12 14 23/5 '33/G 4317 r.:3/8 63/9 _ 11381 
-3 3! -2 3! - 3! + 3! + :3! +. 3! + :3! +.) 3! + :3! - 44:35200' 
34/0 +24/1 + 12 + 14 +24/5 +34/6 +44/7 +54/8 +64/9 = 59114164:3 






_ 35/0 _ 25/1 _ 12 + 1'4 + 25/5 + :35/6 + 4511 + 5518 + 6519 = 14645899 
1 :2l 08096000 ' 
(2.170) 
I I 1346510087 3610 + 2611 + 12 + 14 + t>/.5 + :36/G + ~611 + ,)G~ + 6G~ = _____ _ 
5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 51 51 51 51 
6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 61 61 134120~48000 
(2.171) 
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- 3710 _ 2711 _ 12 + 14 + 2715 + 3716 + 4717 + 5718 + 6719 _ 16201:3909 
7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! - 581188608000' 
(2.172) 
3810 +2811 + 12 + 14 +2815 +3816 +4817 +f818 6819 _ 19405166329 1 
8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8!) 8! + 8! - 222:30464256000 :362880' 
(2.17:3) 
_ 3910 _ 2911 _ 12 + 14 + 29 15 + :39 16 + 4917 + 5918 6919 _ 163046441 
9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! + 9! - 42:34:374144000· 
(2.174) 
Solving this system we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X3 ) for the eighth-order method; they are 
10 = 5189.17220.57 7113748.5619200 ' 
II 23.55227971 - 57741465600' 
12 = 21493633966657 88921857024000' 
13 = :38495892458893 88921857024000' 
14 = 8541426756427 35568742809600' (2.175) 7G0794282539 15 = 17784371404800 ' 
IG = -165940141 2540G2448G400' 
17 = 48G6753G76,'3 88921857024000' 
18 = -G143191781 
.50812489728000' 
19 = 1222783 101624979456· 
It is noted that the parameters Ii (i = 10, 11, 12) may be arbitrarily as-
signed the value zero. 
Finally, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X4 that, taking the parameter values do, d2, d4, dG, d8 in (2.63) 
together with parameters ca.lculated below, yields the same first non-zero con-
stant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... ,y(xix) in 
(2.65) gives 
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- 480 - 381 - 282 - 83 + 55 + 286 + :387 + 488 + 589 = 122753 9979200' (') 1--) ~. II 
4280 +32 51 +2252 + 53 + 55 +2286 +:3287 +4258 5289 = 14255849 (2.178) 
2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! + 21 :34214400' 
_4350 _:3351_2352 _ 83 85 2:386 ;:387 :3 88 ~:389 _ 68891 
3! 3! 3! :3! + 3! + :3! + 3 :3! +4 3! +,) 3! - 222393600' (2.179) 
44 80 +34 51 +24 52 + 53 + 85 +24 86 +34 87 +44 88 +~4 69 = 363217187 (2 180) 
4! 4! 4! 4! 41 41 4! 41;) 4! 43589145600' . 
_4550 _3551 _2552 _ 8:3 + 85 +2586 +:3587 +4588 +~589 = 413849 
5! ,5! 5! 5!.5! 5! .5! 51~).5! :326918592000' 
(2.181) 
4680 3661 2652 83 55 2686 :3687 4688 !)669 = 101:39471.581 
6! + 6! + 6! + 6! + 6! + 6! + 6! + 6! +. 6! 9510:35904000' 
(2.182) 
_4750 _3781 _2782 _ 83 + 85 +2787 +:f 67 +4768 +2769 = 154643851 
7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 88921857024000' 
(2.183) 
850 881 882 83 85 866 887 868 869 :3141960414959 1 4 -+3 -+2 -+-+-+2 -+:3 -+4 -+,r.: - = ------8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8!) 8! 3201186852864000 362880' 
(2.184 ) 
950 951 952 8:3 85 787 987 968 989 416515837:3 
-4 --3 --2 ---' +-+2 -+:3 -+4 -+2 - = ------
9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 10137091700736000 
(2.185) 
Solving this systenl we get the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the eighth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
5j (i = 10,11,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
80 = 499069556:3:3:3 24:329020081766400' 
81 91040561568:31 - 5529:322745856000 ' 
82 = 2:354071751521:37 6082255020441600' 
8:3 = :305584:34017:3897 1216451004088320' 
84 = 1546:3,57,57309157 3577797070848000' (:2.186) 
85 = 2714G722126G79 116966442700800 ' 
86 = 120:382:31811:3107 27G4661:372928000' 
87 = 2770984913471 60822S5020441600' 
88 = 4"t'IG:32:3:377 2G7:351869030400' 
89 = -1 2~I·l:3S8~):n7 18~):l(l:l219408000 . 
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Because of synulletry, the special end-point formulae for the points XN, XN-l, 
XN-2, XN-3 lnay be written down directly from those for XI, X2, X3, X4, respec-
tively. 
The set of parameter values in (2.36), (2.153), (2.45), (2.164), (2.54), 
(2.175), (2.63) and (2.186) give C18 as the first non-zero constant and C19 = 0 
in (2.9). Global extrapolation on two grids, with p=8 in (2.29), gives the 
numerical lnethod. 
y(E) = 256 Il~ y(2) __ 1_y(1) 
255 ~h 255 (2.187) 
2.10 CONSTRUCTION OF A TENTH-ORDER METHOD 
Equation (2.3) attains tenth-order accuracy by writing a = 0 as before and 
tl b 1 .. f3 - 1 - 251 (' - 91:3 d - 44117 . tl' t len y c 100smg - 362880' I - 181440' u - 22680 an E - 181440 so la 
L: = 1-2(a+f3+,+ b + t ) = ;~~~~. The first non-zero constant in (2.9) then 
becomes as 
-1 (2.188) C20 = 47900160' 
with C11 = C13 = CIS = ...... = 0, because of symmetry. Choosing the param-
eters ai, bi, Ci, di (i = 0,2,4,6,8) as given in section 2.6 with the parameters 
aj,f3i,,,,(j,bj (i = 0,1, ... ,10) calculated as follows, ensures that the same is ob-
tained for the end-point formulae (2.12)-(2.19) associated with the tenth-
order Inethod. 
For the point x = Xl, consider (2.37). Then equating the coefficients of the 
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_0'0 + 0'2 + 2 3 0'3 + 3 3 0'4 + 430'.0 + 5:3 0'6 + 6 3 0'7 + 730'8 + 8'30'9 
3! 3! 3! 3!' 3! 3! 3! 3! 
+ 93 0' 10 _ 11368009 
< 3! - 119750400' 
0'0 + 0'2 + 24 0'3 + 3 4 0'4 + 44 0'.0 + 54 0'6 + 64 0'7 + 74 0'8 + 84 O'g 
4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 
+94 0'10 = 1319041G3 
4! 3113510400' 
- 0'0 + 0'2 + 2 5 0'3 + '3 5 eq + 45 eX.5 + 55 0'6 + 65 0'7 + 75 0'8 + 85 O'g 
5! 5! 5!' 5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 
+95 0'10 = 723798697 
5! 46702656000' 
0'0 + 0'2 + 2 6 0'3 + 3 6 0'4 + 4 6 0'.0 + 560'6 + 660'7 + 760'8 + 8 6 0'g 
6! 6! 6!' 6! 6!' 6! 6! 6! 6! 
+
960'10 _ 25411:32023 
< ~ - 475517952000' 
_~ + 0'2 + 2 7 0'3 + '3 7 0'4 + 4 7 0'.0 + S70'6 + 6 7 0'7 + 77~ + 870'g 
7! 7! 7!' 7! 7! ~ 7! 7! 7! 7! 
+
970'10 _ 8768652467 
~ - 5230697472000' 
+
980'10 _ 14042390777 
< :B!! - 28582025472000' 
+
990'10 _ 2762162653 
~ - 20520428544000' 
~ + Q2 + 2 10 0',3 + '310~ + 410~ + 510~ + 610~ + 710~ 
10! 10! 10!' 10! 10! 10! 10! 10! 
+
810O'g + 9100'10 _ 3522018283439 1 











Solving this system we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 
(i.e. x = Xl ) for the tenth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
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al = 15720.'3913989739 330258191155200' 
a2 = 40179841536173 267:3518690304000' 
a3 = 5622449804159 12509779968000 ' 
a4 = -867092203321867 16219:34672117760 ' 
a5 = 1558230209576339 (2.200 ) :304112751022080000 ' 
a6 = -2874137423864459 8109673360588800 ' 
a7 = 5261248047297509 30411275102208000' 
a8 = 01252013974567247 22117290983424000' 
a9 = 814229640791783 72987060245299200' 
alO = -281299064581543 280719462481920000· 
It can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for the point 
x = X2, that, taking the parameter values bo, b2 , b4 , b6 , b8 in (2.45) together 
with parameters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
E t · th ffi· t f tl d . t· y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xx) qua mg e coe Clell SOle en va 1 ves 





22 {3o + {31 + {3.3 + 22 {34 + 32 {3s + 4 2 {36 + 52 {37 + 62 {3s + 72 {3g 
2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 
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(:2.206) 
26~0 + (31 + & + 2 6 & + '36 (35 + 4 6 (36 + 56(37 + 66(38 + 7 6 (39 
6! 6! 6! 6!' 6! 6! (6! 6! 6! 
+86 (310 34992742353 6! = 5230697472000' 
(2.207) 
_27 (30 _ (31 + (33 + 2 7 (34 + 37 (35 + 4 7 (36 + 5 7 (37 + 67(35 + 7 7 (39 
7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! (7! 7! 7! 
+87 (310 _ 327962597 
7! 237758976000' 
(2.208) 
2 8 (30 + (31 + (33 + 2 8 /14 + '38 (35 + 48 (36 + 58 (37 + 68 (35 + 78 (39 
8! 8! 8! 8!' 8! 8! (8! 8! 8! 
+8
8fu _ 88118251655:3 
8! - 160059:3426432000' 
(2.209) 
_29 (30 _ (31 + (33 + 29/14 + '39(3.5 + 49(36 + 59 (37 + 69(35 + 79(39 
9! 9! 9! 9!' 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 
+8
9(310 2542G51289 
!)!I = 20520428544000' 
(2.210) 
2 10 (30 + fi + & + 2 10 & + V 0 (35 + 4 9 .& + 510 .IJ.L + 610 & + 7 9 & 10! 10! 10! 10! (10! 10! (1O! 10! 10! 
+810(310 7404524487683 1 
10! = 202741834014720000 - 47900160' 
(2.211 ) 
the solution of which give the parameters of the second end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X2 ) for the tenth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
{3j (i = 11, 12) 111ay then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
{30 = 4309G055908784881 3G493530122649GOOOO' 
{31 - 9657249279899:3699 - 36493530122649GOOO' 











(i7 = 315901599466553 608225020441600 ' 
{38 = -830947903694617 48650163532800 , 
1'9 = 9483225388850:3 28071946248192000' 
1'10 = 0158673972225317 521336144609280000' 
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Next, it can be shown usmg the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X3, that, taking the parameter values co, C2, C4, C6, C8 in (2.54) 
together with parameters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero 
constant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 






3 2 'YO + 22'Yl + 'Y2 + 'Y4 + 2- 2'Ys + '3 2 'Y6 + 4 2 'Y7 + 5 2 'Y8 + 62'Y9 2! 2! 2! 2! 2!' 2! 2! 2! 2! 
+
72 'YIO = 5510311 
2! 13305600' 
+
73'YIO = 11381 
3! 4435200' 
+7
4 'YIO _ 591141643 
~ - 7264857600' 
7 5 'YIO _ 14645899 + ~ - 12108096000' 
36 'Yo + 2 6 'YI + 'Y2 + 'Y4 + ')6 'Y5 + '36 'Y6 + 4 6 ':7 + 56 'Y8 + 66 'Y9 6! 6! 6! 6! ~ 6! '6! (j! - 6! 6! 
7
6 'YIO _ 1346510087 
+ (3!1 - 134120448000' 
_37 'YO _ 27'YI _ 'Y2 + 'Y4 + 27 'Y5 + :f'Y6 + 47'Y7 + 5 7 'Y8 + 6 7 'Y9 
7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 
+7
7'YIO _ 162013909 
~ - 581188608000' 
38'YO + 28'YI + 'Y2 + 'Y4 + 28'Y5 + 3 8 'Y6 + 48 'Y7 + 5 8 'Y8 + 6 8 'Y9 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 
7
8 'YIO _ 19405166329 
+ ~ - 22230464256000' 
'39 'Yo ,)9 'YI _ 'Y2 + 'Y4 + ,)9 'Y.:. + '39 'Y6 + 49 'Y7 + 59 'Y8 + 69 'Y9 
-, 9! - ~ 9! 9! 9! ~ 9! '9! 9! 9! 9! 
7
9 'YIO _ H'l:3046,t41 
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310.1:2... + 2 10 1'1 + .1£... + 1'4 + 2 10 1'5 + '3 10 .JfL + 410J::L + ~101'8 + 610 1'9 
10! 9! 10! 9! 10! t 10! 10! ,) 9T 10! 
(2.22:3) 
+ 710 1'10 _ 5800069899419 1 
10! - 101370917007360000 - 47009GO' 
Solving this systenl we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X3 ) for the tenth-order method; they are 
10 = 2061298229437523 283838567G206080000' 
11 11589154862126857 - 2838385676206080000' 
12 = 9139422280088273 :3784514234914400 ' 
13 = 683712457758821 1576880931225600' 
14 = 3228137601455083 13516122267648000' 
15 = 1503276660462431 (2.224 ) :3:3790:305669120000 ' 
16 = -21616099543697 13516122267648000' 
17 = 508097:3291 3435470438400 ' 
18 = -3695100.594191 7569028469882880' 
19 = 27537990586177 28:38:385676206080000 ' 
110 = -1915764666829 218337359708160000' 
It is noted that the parameters Ii (i = 11, 12) may be arbitrarily assigned 
the value zero. 
Finally, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X4 that, taking the parameter values do, d21 d4 , d6 , d8 in (2.63) 
together with paralneters calculated below, yields the same first non-zero con-
stant in the local truncation error associa.ted with this point. 




4 250 +32h+22~+ 53 + 55 +,)2Q&.+3257 +4258 +52~ 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! ~ 2! 2! 2! 2! 
+6
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4 480 + 34h + 2 482 + 83 + 8s + 2486 + '3487 + 4488 + r:4~ 
4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4!' 4! 4!') 4! 
+64 QiQ. = 363217187 
4! 43589145600' 
4 6 80 + 3 6 h + 2 6 82 + 8,3 + 85 + 2 6 86 + 3 6 87 + 46 88 + r:6 89 
6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6!.) 6! 
+66 QiQ. = 10139471581 
6! 951035904000' 
+
67810 _ 15464:3851 
~ - 88921857024000' 
4 880 + 38h + 2 882 + 8" + 8s + 2806 + '3887 + 4888 + 5889 
8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8!' 8! 8! ~ 8! 
+
68810 _ 3141960414959 
~ - 3201186852864000' 
_4980 _ 39h _ 2982 _ 83 + 85 + 2987 + '3987 + 4988 + 5989 
9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9!' 9! 9! 9! 
+
69810 _ 4165158:373 
9! - 101:370917007:36000' 
4 10 "&" + 310 h + 2 10 .§:L + l:L + .§JL + 2101L + '3 10 ~ + 4 10 ..k 10! 9! 10! 10! 10! 10!' 10! 10! 
+
51089 + 610810 _ 28108982850101 1 









Solving this system we get the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the tenth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
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5i (i = 11, 12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
50 = -504886766892491 51090942171709440000' 
51 = 1579429435112.527 1021818843434188800' 
52 = 705680,560899,513 17926646:3760384000 ' 
53 = 106486449327610741 425757851430912000' 
54 = 41412:3969848707 954079218892800' 
55 = 127147267286,52943 (2.236) 55293227458560000' 
56 = 4196107713185 92681981263872' 
57 = -21778361319,5039 425757851430912000' 
58 = 1820951439198607 340662811447296000' 
59 = -19:3140.59878021 20436:37686837760 ' 
510 = 23668609477577 300.5349539512320000· 
Because of synunetry, the special end-point formulae for the points XN, XN-l, 
XN-2, XN-3 may be written down directly from those for Xl, X2, X3, X4, respec-
tively. 
The set of parameter values in (2.:36), (2.200), (2.45), (2.212), (2.54), 
(2.224), (2.63) and (2.2:36) give C20 as the first non-zero constant in (2.9). 
Global extrapolation on two grids, with p=10 in (2.29), gives the numerical 
method. 
y(E) = 1024 Ih y(2) __ 1_y(l). 
1023 th 1023 (2.2:37) 
2.11 CONSTRUCTION OF A TWELFTH-ORDER 
METHOD 
1 61 22103 11477 _ 215687 
Writing 0:' = 47900160' f3 = 23950080' 'Y = 15966720' 5 = 285120 and f - 887040 
so that I: = 1 - 2(0:' - f3 - 'Y - 5 - f) = ;~~~~~~, in (2.:3), gives the unique 
twelfth-order method of the family (2.:3) for 11 = 1,2, :3, 4, N - :3, N - 2, N - 1, 
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or N . The first non-zero constant in (2.9) then becomes as 
691 
C22 = 2:3775897600' (2.238) 
with Cl3 = Cl5 = Cl7 = Cl9 = C21 = ...... = 0, because of symmetry. 
One can obtain the same values of Ci (i = 11,12,1:3, ...... ,22) for the 
end points n = 1,2,3,4, N - 3, N - 2, N - 1, N by choosing the parameters 
ai, bi, Ci, di (i = 0,2,4,6,8) as given in section 2.6 and assigning the remaining 
parameters in (2.12)-(2.19) as follows. 
For the point x = Xl, consider the scheme (2.:37). Then equating the co-
efficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xxii) in (2.38) gives the 
system 
655177 
+an + 0'12 = 907200' 
252023 
+90'10 + lOan + 11a12 = 907200' 
aO + + 22Q:J. + ')2 a 4 + 42as + 520'6 + 620'7 + 720'8 + 82O'g 2! 0'2 2! tJ 2! 2!' 2! 2! 2! 2! 
+ 92 0'10 + 102 0'11 + 112 0'12 = 274:38979 2! 2! 2! 119750400' 
_ 0'0 + + 23 0'3 + ,):3 0'4 + 4:3 0'5 + r? 0'6 + 63 0'7 + 73 0'8 + 83 O'g 3! a2 3! tJ 3! 3! '- 3! :3! 3! 3! 
+ 930'10 + 103a11 + 11:30'12 = 11368009 < 3! 3! 3! 119750400' 
aO + 0'2 + 240'3 + 340'4 + 44O's + 540'6 + 640'7 + 740'8 + 84O'g 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 
+ 94 0'10 + 104 0'11 + 114 0'12 = 131904163 < 4! 4! 4! 3113510400' 
0'0 + a2 + 25 a3 + '35 0'4 + 45 0'5 + 55 0'6 + 65 0'7 + 75 0'8 + 85 O'g 
- 51 5! 5!' 5! 5! '- 5! 5! 5! 5! 
950'10 + 1050'11 + 11 50'12 = 723798697 +< 5! 5! 5! 4670:2656000' 
0'0 + 0'2 + 26Q:J. + '3GO'4 + 460'5 + .sGO'G + 660'7 + 76~8 + 86O'g 6! 6! 6!' 6! 6! - 6! G! b! 6! 
96a10 + 1060'11 + 116a12 = 254113:20:23 +< 6! 6! 6! 47551795:2000' 
£Q + ~ + 27Q:J. + '3 70'4 + 47 0'.0 + .s7O'G + 67~7 + 77C:8 + s7ag 
- 7! 7! 7!' 7! 7! - 7! I! { ! 7! 
7ao -07£ll 117al2 _ S7GS(),,:2"(li 
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aO + a2 + 2 8 a3 + :38 a4 + 48 as + 58 a6 + 68 a7 + 78 a8 + 88 a9 
8! 8! 8! 8! 8! ~ 8! 8! 8! 8! 
+98alo + 108a ll + 118~ = 14042390777 
8! 8! 8! 28582025472000' 
- ao + a2 + 2 9 a3 + :39 a4 + 49 as + 59 a6 + 6 9 a7 + 79 as + 89 a9 
9! 9! 9! 9! 9!' 9! 9! 9! 9! 
+99 alO + 109 £ll + 11 9 al2 = 27621G2653 
9! 9! 9! 20520428544000' 
~ + ~ + 210~ + '310 E:.!. + 4 10 as + 510~ + 6 10 £1- + 710~ 
10! 10! 10!' 10! 1O! '- 10! 10! 10! 
+810~ + 910~ + 1010 £ll + 111Oa12 = 3522018283439 
10! 10! 10! 10! 101370917007360000' 
-~ + ~ + 211 a3 + '311 E:.!. + 411~ + 511~ + 6 11 £1- + 711~ 
11! 11! 11!' 11! 11! '- 11! 11! 11! 
+811 ~ + 9 11 alO + 1011 all + 1111 al2 = 3684G271877G 
11! 11! 11! II! 4344467817440000' 
_~ + ~ + 212 a3 + 312 E:.!. + 4 12 as + 512~ + 6 12 £1- + 712 as 






+812a9 + 912alo + 1012all + 1112al2 _ 30689602988243 + 691 12! 12! 12! 12! - 15611121219133440000 23775897GOO' 
(2.2.51) 
Solving this system, we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 




































0'11 - 1405000909722009GOOOO' 
-27010273979505742G3 
0'12 = 3372002183:33282:3040000 . 
It can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for tl1f' point 
x = X2, that, taking the pa.ra.meter \'alues bo, b2 , b4 , bG, b8 in (2A[)) together 
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with paranleters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xxii) 
gives the system 
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~o 
f.I f.I 882773 + fJll + fJ12 = 907200' 
24427 
+9/j9 + 10(312 = 45:3600' 
2 2 f30 + f31 + f33 + 22 f34 + '3 2 f35 + 4 2 f36 + 52/h + 62 f38 + 72 f3g 2! 2! 2! 2!' 2! 2! '- 2! 2! 2! 
+82 f310 + 92 fu + 102 f312 = 43202009 2! < 2! 2! 119750400' 
_ 2 3 f30 _ f31 + f33 + 2 3 f34 + '33 f35 + 4 3 f36 + 53 f37 + 63 ~8 + 73 f3g 
3! 3! 3! 3!' 3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 
+83f310 + 93fu + 103f312 = 2394839 3! < 3! :3! 59875200' 
+84 f310 + 94 fu + 104 f312 = 190486607 4! < 4! 4! :3113510400' 
-25 f30 + f31 + f33 + ,)5 f34 + '35 f35 + 45116 + 55 f37 + 6 5 f38 + 75 f3g 
5! 5! 5! ~ 5! '5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 
+85 f310 + 95 fu + 105 f312 = 2148949:3 5! < 5! 5! 2122848000' 
2 6f3o + f31 + f33 + 26f34 + 36f35 + 46f36 + 56f37 + 6 6f38 + 76f39 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 
86 f310 + 9 6 fu + 106 f312 = 34992742353 + 6! < 6! 6! 5230697472000' 
Q7f310 + 97f311 + 107f312 _ 327962597 
+0 7! < 7! 7! - 237758976000' 
28 ('Jo + f31 + f33 + ')8 f34 + '38 f35 + 48 f36 + 58 f37 + 68/~5 + 7 8 f3~ 8! 8! 8! ~ 8! '8! 8! 8! 8! 8. 
8f31O 98f311 108f312 _ 881182516553 
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2 10 {3o, + {3\ + & + 2 10 & + 3 10 {35 + 410 {36 + SlO & + 610 {35 + 710 {39 
10. 10. 10! 10! 10! 10!' 10! 10! 10! 
+810 {3!O + 910 (311 + 1010 fu _ 7404.524487683 (2.263) 
10! '10! 10! - 202741834014720000' 
_211 {3o, _ {3\ + {33, + 211 & + 3 11 {3.5 + 4 11 & + 5 11 & + 6 11 & + 711 {39 
11. 11. 11. 11! 11! 11! 11! 11! 11! 
+811 {310 + 9 11 {311 + 1011{312 _ 2496498203783 
11! 11! 11! - 3041127.51022080000' 
(2.264 ) 
_212 {3o _ i!.l + {33 + 212& + 3 12 & + 412~ + 512 & + 6 12 {3s + 712 {3g 
12! 12! 12! 12! 12! 12! '- 12! 12! 12! 
+812 {310 + 912 {3~1 + 1012 {312 = 20863491928843 + 691 
12! 12! 12! 10407414146088960000 23775897600' 
(2.265 ) 
the solution of which give the parameters of the second end-point formula (i.e. 













{34 = -50614268634731051 151380569397657600 ' 




{37 = 736404847800877441 2128789257154.560000' 
{38 = -25143341.52940439 13278997315584000 ' 










Next, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X3, that, taking the pa.ra.meter values CO,C2,C4,C6,(8 in (:2.!J4c) 
together wi th parameters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero 
constant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), ).(xii), ...... ,y(xxii) in 
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(2.56) gives 
/0 + /1 + /2 + /3 + /4 + /5 + 16 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 110 + 111 + 112 
302231 
302400' 
-310 - 211 - 12 + 14 + 215 + 316 + 417 + 518 + 619 + 7110 
+8 9 169 111 + 112 = 100800' 
+
7 2 ,10 + 82 ,11 + 92 ,12 = 5510.'311 
2! 2! c 2! 13305600' 
-33,~ - 23,~ - '~ + '; + 23"~ + :r3:~ + 4 3 ,; + 53,~ + 63,~ 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. .3. 3. 3. 3. 
+ 7
3
'10 + 8 3 :ru. + 9:3 '12 = 11381 
3! 3! < 3! 4435200
' 
_35 '0 _ ,)5,1 _ ,2 + ,4 + 25 ,s + '35'6 + 4 5 ,7 + 5 5 '8 + 65'9 
5! ~ 5! 5! 5! 5!' 5! 5! 5! 5! 
+
7 5 ,10 + 85 ,11 + 95 ,12 = 14645899 
5! 5!' 5! 12108096000' 
3 6 '0 + 2 6 '1 + ,2 + ,4 + 26 ,s + :36 '6 + 4 6 '7 + 5 6 '8 + 66'9 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 
7 6,10 86,11 + 96'12 _ 1:346510087 + 6! + 6! < 6! - 134120448000' 
_37 '0 _ 2 7 ,1 _ ,2 + ,4 + 27 ,s + 3 7 ,6 + 4 7 ,7 + 5 7 '8 + 67'9 
7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 
+77 '10 + 87:ru. + 9 7 ,12 = 162013909 7! 7! 7! 581188608000' 
3 8,0 + 2 8 '1 + ,2 + ,4 + 2 8 ,.5 + :38 '6 + 4 8 ,7 + 5 8 '8 + 6 8 '9 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 
7 8,10 88,11 + 98'12 _ 19405166329 + 8! + 8! 8! - 22230464256000' 
_39'0 _ 29'1 _ ,2 + ,4 + ,)9,05 + :39 ,6 + 4 9 '7 + 5 9 '8 + 6 9 '9 
9! 9! 9! 9! ~ 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 











3 10.J:!L + 2 10 ,1 + .11... + ,4 + 2 10 ,Jl.. + 310 .::&. + 410 .1L + 510 '8, + 610'1~ 10! 9! 10! 9! 10! 10! 10! 10. 10. (:2.277) 
7 10110 + 810:ru. + n10,12 _ 5800069899419 + 10! 10! ~1 10! - 101:3709170073GOOOO 
3 11.J:!L + 211.1:L + .11... + .J:L + 211,Jl.. + :3
11 
,6 + 411 .1L + 511 ')'8, + 6 11 1'19, 11! 11! 11! 11! 11! 11! 11! 11. . (2.278) 
11 ,10 -,11 ,11 + nIl ,12 _ 8471G715G811 
+ 7 ill + ~ ill ~J II! - 2:3G5321:3~)G8:3840000' 
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312 .JQ.. + 211.11. + .1L + .1!.. + 212.::&. + '3 12!.::& + 412.JL + 512~ + 612 ')'9 
11! 12! 12! 12! 12!' 12! 12! (12! 12! 
+712 ')'10 + 8 12 :J1.L +912')'12 _ 8172140843813 691 
12! 12! < 12! - 2754903744552960000 + 23775897600· 
(2.279 ) 
Solving this systenl we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 




















-5151286358526083 (2.280 ) 405483668029440000' 
/7 = 
2472096523139189 
















Finally, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X4 that, taking the parameter values do, d2 , d4 , d6 , d8 in (2.6:3) 
together with parameters calculated below, yields the same first non-zero con-
stant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 





+ 7811 + ~812 = 9979200' 
(2.281 ) 
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_4300 - 3 3Qi _ 2 302 _ 83 + Os + 2306 + 3307 + 4388 + ,5389 
3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 
+63 §..w. + 7 3 fu + 8 3 fu _ 68891 3! 3! 3! - 222393600' 
4 6 00 + 3 6Qi + 2 682 + 83 + 0,5 + 2686 + :3687 + 4688 + 5689 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 
+66 §..w. + 7 6 fu + 86 fu = 10139471581 6! 6! 6! 9510:35904000' 
_4780 _ 37Qi _ ,)782 _ 83 + 8,5 + 27 87 + 3787 + 4788 + 5759 
7! 7! ~ 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 







4 8 80 + 3 8 Qi + 2 8 52 + 0.3 + 0,5 + 2 8 86 + 3 8 07 + 48 58 + 58 09 
8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! (2.289) 
+68 §..w. + 7 8 fu + 88 fu = 3141960414959 8! 8! 8! 3201186852864000' 
_4980 _ 39Qi _ 2 982 _ 83 + 05 + 2987 + 3987 + 4988 + 598~ 
9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9. (2.290) 
6 9 510 79511 89512 _ 4165158373 + 9f + 9f + 9f - 101:370917007:36000' 
4 10 .QQ.. + 3 10 ..QL + 2101L + .§.l. + ~ + 2101L + 310~ + 410~ 
10! 10! 10! 10! 10! 10! 10. 10. (2.291) 
100 10810 710811 Q10 fu _ 28108982850101 
+5 1~! + 6 10! + 10! + 0 10! - 405483668029440000' 
4 11 .QQ.. + 3 11 ..QL + 2111L + ~ + ~ + 2 111L, + :3111017, + 4111018, 
11! 11! 11! 11! 11! 11. . . (2.292) 
o 11 0 11 Oil 811 812 _ 259687418609 
+5
11
1 ~! + 6 1;~ + 7 ill + ill - 4257578514:309120000' 
4 12 ..&.. + 3 12 ..QL + 2121L + 53 + ~.\ + 2121527, + :3 12 :;, + 4 12 :~, 
12! 12! 12! 12! 12. . . . (2.293) 
o 120 125 -112512 498441,572:3143 + 691 
+5
12 1~! + 6 l~o! + 7 1~1! + 8 12T = 1274377242378240000 23775897600' 
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Solving this system we get the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the twelfth-order method. They are 
80 = -20111634850897253 6744004366665646080000' 
81 = 10850134190213011 7397416301115840000' 
82 = 577222659467368697 14597412049059840000' 
83 = 112174364942641021 450802430926848000' 
84 = 60105119162462761 137618699452416000' 
85 = 480950075796503597 2128789257154560000' 
86 = 27866487234499003 (2.294 ) 561438924963840000' 
87 = - 843297:393351 66:31 2128789257154560000' 
88 = 126731G084752801 504601897992192000' 
89 = -978231278605993 109480590:3679488000' 
810 = 22859871055603727 1021818843418880000' 
811 = -4904760768458891 1405000909722009GOOOO' 
812 = 17185081040673019 6744004366665646080000· 
Because of sYInnletry, the special end-point formulae for the points XN, XN-1, 
XN-2, XN-3 Inay be written down directly from those for Xl, X2, X3, X4, respec-
tively. 
The set of parameter values in (2.:36), (2.252), (2.45), (2.266), (2.54), 
(2.280), (2.63) and (2.294) give C22 as the first non-zero constant in (2.9). 
Global extrapolation on two grids, with p= 1:2 in (2.29), gives the numerical 
Inethod. 
y(E) = 4096 II; y(2) __ l_y(l). 
4095 ~h 4095 (2.295 ) 
2.12 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
To COlnpare the accuracy of the methods developed in this chapter, they were 
tested 011 the following problem. 
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In the computer program a one-point iteration function, analogous to the 
Gauss-Seidel method for solving linear algebraic systems, was used to obtain 
the solution vector. 
PROBLEM. 
y(lO)(X) = y(x)(x) = 9!e-10y(x) - 2(9!)(1 + xr10 , 0 < x < e~ - 1, 
with boundary conditions 
y(O) = 0, y(e~ - 1) = ~, y(2i)(0) = -(2i - I)! 
and (2.296) 
y(2i)(e~ -1) = y(2i)(0)e(-i), i = 1,2,3,4. 
The theoretical solution is given by 
y(x) = In(l + x). (2.297) 
The interval 0 < x < e~ - 1 for the problem was divided into N + 1 equal subin-
tervals each of width h = 2-i (e~ - 1) for i = 4, 5, 6. The corresponding values 
of N are then given by N = 2i - l. 
The value of iiy - Yiioo, where Y is some numerical solution, was computed 
for each value of N. The results for the second-, fourth-, sixth-, eighth- and 
twelfth-order lnethods are given in Table 2.1. Table 2.2 includes results for 
the extrapolation on two grids and the extrapolation on three grids (for the 
second-order 111ethod only). 
It is evident from Table 2.2 that extrapolation on two and three grids 
does not improve accuracy. Overall, there is evidence in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 
that decreasing the grid-size does not necessarily produce the desired effect of a 
considerable improvement in accuracy when using a higher order-method. This 
is due to the small value of h, raised to a large power, having little bearing 
on the calculation. This observation is also applicable to the extrapolation 
procedures which use fine grids. 
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Table 2.1: Error norms 
N-+ 15 31 6:3 Methods 1 
Second-order O.:3109D-01 O.:3113D-01 O.3114D-01 
Fourth-order O.3109D-Ol O.3113D-01 O.3114D-01 
Sixth-order O.3109D-01 O.3113D-01 O.3114D-01 
Eighth-order O.3109D-01 O.3113D-01 O.3114D-01 
Tenth-order O.3109D-01 O.3113D-01 O.3114D-01 
Twelfth-order O.3109D-Ol O.3113D-01 O.3114D-01 
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Table 2.2: Error norms for the extrapolation on two and three grids 
ExtraEolation -+ G1 Two grids Three grids Methods! 
Second-order 0.:31 09D-0 1 0.3108D-OI 0.3109D-OI 
Fourth-order 0.3109D-OI 0.:3108D-OI -
Sixth-order 0.:3109D-OI 0.:3108D-OI -
Eigh th -order 0.3109D-OI 0.3108D-OI -
Tenth-order 0.:3109D-OI 0.3108D-OI -






3.1 A FAMILY OF NUMERICAL METHODS 
Consider the problem 
y(X)(x) = q(x)y(x) + r(x), a < x < b; (3.1 ) 
y(a)(2i) = A2i , y(2i)(b) = B2i (i = 0,1,2,3,4). (3.2) 
It is assulned that the functions q(x) and r(x) are continuous on [a,b] and that 
A2i , B2j (i = 0, 1,2,3,4) are real finite constants; it will further be assumed 
that q(x), r(x) and y(x) are sufficiently-often differentiable on [a,b]. 
Consider first the mesh G, obtained by descretizing the interval a < x < b 
into N + 1 subintervals each of width h = (~~~) where N > 9 is an integer. The 
solution y(x) will be computed at the mesh points Xu = a + nh (n = 1,2,3.4 
85 
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5,6, ...... , N) of mesh G and the notation Yu will be adopted to denote the 
solution of an approximating difference scheme at the grid point xu. It is clear 
that, according to (3.2), 
Yo = Ao and YN+l = Bo. 
A general fanlily of sYlnmetric numerical methods using is given by equation 
(2.3) of Chapter 2. Noting that y(x)(xn) = qnYn + rn, where %1 = q(xn) and 
rn = r(xn) for n = 0,1,2, ... , N, N + 1 it is easy to show that 
Yn-S - 10Yn-4 + 45Yn-3 - 120Yll-2 + 210Yll-l - 252Yn 
+210Yu+l - 120Yu+2 + 45Yll+3 - 10Yll+4 + Yu+S 
h10[a(qn_sYn_s + rn-s) + ;3(qn-4Yu-4 + rn-4) + ,,(qn-3Yn-3 + f n-3) 
+8( qn-2Yu-2 + rn-2) + E( qn-lYn-l + rn-r) + 2:( qnYn + rn) 
+E( qn+lYn+l + rll+l) + 8( %1+2Yn+2 + rn+2) + ,,( %1+3Yn+3 + rn+3) 
+;3( qn+4Yn+4 + rn+4) + a( qll+SYll+S + rn+s)]' 
(3.3) 
l1l which a, ;3, ", 8, E are parameters chosen to ensure consistency as a 
minimUIn requirement and 2: = 1 - 2(a +;3 +" + 8 + E). 
3.2 SECOND-ORDER METHOD 
Consider the second-order approximation 
y(x) = h-10[Yn_s - 10Yn-4 + 45Yn-3 - 120Yn-2 
+210Yn-l - 252Yn + 210Yn+l - 120Yn+2 
+45Yn+3 - 10Yn+4 + Yn+S] + 0(h2). 
(3.4) 
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Given the ordinary differential equation y(x) = f(x, y) = q(x)y(x) + r(x), at point 
n of the discretization Xl, X2, x3, ... ,xu, we have 
Yll-5 - 10Yn-4 + 45Yll-3 - 120Yll-2 + 210Yn_l - 252Yn 
+210Yn+l - 120Yn+2 + 45Yll+3 - 10Yn+4 + Yn+5 (3.5) 
-110f - ll0( +) 
- 1 n - 1 qllYll rn. 
Equation (3.5) lnay be written as 
-Yu-5 + 10Yll-4 - 45Yn-3 + 120Yn_2 - 210Yn-l + 252Yn 
-210Yn+l + 120Yn+2 - 45Yn+3 - 10Yll+4 - Yn+5 + hlOfn (3.6) 
= 0, for n = 5,6, 7, ... , N - 5, N - 4. 
The local truncation error (1. t.e.) of this numerical method is given by 
L[y(x); h] = -y(x - 5h) + 10y(x - 4h) - 45y(x - 3h) + 120y(x - 2h) 
-210y(x - h) + 252y(x) - 210y(x + h) + 120y(x + 2h) 
-45y(x + :3h) - 10y(x + 4h) - y(x + 5h) + h10y(x)(x). 
(3.7) 
Writing (3.7) as a Taylor series about y(x) gives 
The local truncation error tn at the point Xu is then given by 
tn = cllhlly(xi)(xn) + c12h12y(xii)(Xn) + Cl3hI3y(xiii)(xn) 
+c 1114y(xiv)(x) + . 14 n· ..... , 
(3.9) 
in (3.9) the Cll, C12, Cl3, C14, ... are constants with Cll = C13 = C15 = C17 = C19 
= C21 = ....... .. = 0 because of synnnetry. 
Equation (3.:3) is applicable only to the N-8 mesh points Xn (n = 5,6,7,8, 
9,10, ... , N - 6, N - 5, N - 4) of G. In order to be able to implement global 
extrapolation procedures special formulae are needed for the other mesh points 
n= 1,2,3,4 and n = N - :3, N - 2, N - 1, N which also have local truncation er-
ror with principal part ~ghI2y(xii)(x) in (:3.8). These formulae will be assumed 
to be consistent. 
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It will be convenient in the convergence analysis on grid G again to intro-
duce the Inatrix .1 of order N given by 
2 -1 
-1 2 -1 
-1 2 -1 
.1= (3.10) 
-1 2 -1 
-1 2 -1 
-1 2 
for which it is known that 
(3.11 ) 
In order to use the powers of the matrix .1, these special end-point formulae 
will be assulned to be of the forms (3.12)-(:3.19), as follows 
132Yl - 165Y2 + 110Y3 - 44Y4 + 10Y5 - YG + aoyo + a2h2y~ 
+a4h4ygv) + aGhGYbvi ) + ash8Ybviii) 
+h10[CYo(qoyo + 1'0) + CYl(qlY1 + 1'1) + CY2(q2Y2 + 1'2) + ... + CY12(q12Y12 + 1'12)] 
= 0, 
-165Y1 + 242Y2 - 209Y3 + 120Y4 - 45Y5 + 10YG - Y7 + boyo 
+b2h2y~ + b4h4ygv) + bGh6Ybvi ) + bshsYbviii) 
(3.12) 
+h10[,Bo( qoyo + 1'0) + (31 (QlY1 + I'd + (J2( Q2Y2 + r2) + ... + ,B12( Q12Y12 + 1'12)] 
= 0, 
(:3.13) 
llOYl - 209Y2 + 252Y3 - 210Y4 + 120Y5 - 45Y6 + 10Y7 - Ys 
2 1/ 4 (iv) 1 G (vi) 1 8 (viii) 
+coyo + c2h Yo + C4h Yo + CG 1 Yo + Cs 1 Yo 
+hlObo(Qoyo + ro) + f1(Q1Yl + r1) + f2(Q2Y2 + r2) + ... + f12(Q12Y12 + r12)] 
= 0, 
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-44Y1 + l20Y2 - 2l0Y3 + 252Y4 - 2l0Y5 + l20Y6 - 45Y7 + 10ys 
-yg + doYo + d2h2y~ + d4h4ygV) + d6h6Y6vi ) + dshsY6viii) 
+h10[80(qoYo + 1'0) + 81(q1Y1 + 1'1) + 82(q2Y2 + 1'2) + ... + 812 (q12Y12 + 1'12)] 
= O. 
(3.15) 
At the other end of the affay, the special end-point fOfmula afe as follows 
-YN-8 + 10YN-7 - 45YN-6 + 120YN-5 - 210YN-4 + 252YN-3 - 210YN-2 
+120YN-1 - 44YN + dOYN+1 + d2h2Y~~1 + d4h4Y~~1 + d6h6y~V~1 + dshSy~~~ 
+h10[80(QN+1YN+1 + fN+1) + 81(qNYN + fN) + 82(qN-1YN-1 + fN-d + 
+812 ( qN-llYN-ll + fN-ll)] 
= 0, 
(3.16) 
-YN-7 + 10YN-6 - 4,SYN-5 + l20YN-4 - 2l0YN-3 + 252YN-2 - 209YN-1 
1 2 (ii ) 1 4 (i v) 1 6 ( vi) 1 8 ( v iii) +1l0YN + COYN+1 + C2 1 YN+1 + C4 1 YN+1 + C6 1 YN+1 + Cs 1 YN+1 
+h10ho(qN+1YN+1 + fN+1) + /l(qNYN + fN) + /2(qN-1YN-1 + fN-d + 
+/12 ( qN-llYN-ll + rN-ll)] 
= 0, 
-YN-6 + 10YN-5 - 45YN-4 + 120YN-3 - 209YN-2 + 242YN-1 - l65YN 
2 (ii) 1 1 4 (iv) 1 1 6 (vi) b 1 8 (viii) 
+boYN+1 + b2h YN+1 + )4 1 YN+1 + )6 1 YN+1 + s 1 YN+1 
+h10[fJO(qN+1YN+1 + fN+d + fJ1(qNYN + rN) + fJ2(qN-1YN-1 + fN-1) + 
+!112( qN-llYN-ll + rN-ll)] 
= 0, 
-YN-5 + 10YN-4 - 44YN-3 + 1l0YN-2 - 165YN-1 + 132YN 
1 2 (ii) 1 4 (iv) 1 6 (vi) + 1 8 (viii) +aoYN+1 + a2 1 YN+1 + a4 1 YN+1 + a6 1 YN+1 a8 1 YN+1 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
+h10[ao( qN+1YN+1 + rN+1) + a1 (qNYN + rN) + a2( qN-1YN-1 + fN-d + 
+a12( qN-llYN-ll + rN-ll)] 
-0 . 
(:3.19 ) 
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The ai, bi, Ci, di (i = 0,2,4,6,8) and O:'i, /3i, li,6i (i = 0,1,2,3, ... ,12) are pa-
rameters which lllUst be chosen so that the local truncation errors of (:3.12)-
(3.19) are identical with the (3.9) to the order required in sections 3.:3, 3.4. 
Clearly, the farnily of numerical methods is described by the set of equations 
{(3.12), (3.13), (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), (:3.17), (3.18), (3.19)} and the solution vec-
tor Y = [Yb Y2, Y3, Y 4, ... ,YN]T, T denoting transpose, is obtained by solving 
a linear algebraic system of order N which has the form 
(J5 + h10MQ)Y = b - h1OMr. (3.20) 
The Inatrix M in (3.20), of order N, is given by 
0:'1 0:'2 0:'3 0:'4 0:'5 0:'6 0:'7 0:'8 0:'9 0:'10 0:'11 0'12 
/31 /32 /33 /34 /35 /36 /37 /38 /39 /310 /311 /312 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 110 111 112 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 610 611 612 
/3 I 6 f 2: f 6 I /3 0:' 
0:' /3 I 6 f 2: f 6 I /3 0:' 
0:' /3 I 6 f 2: f 6 I /3 0:' 
M= 
0:' /3 I 6 f 2: f 6 I /3 a 
0:' /3 I 6 f 2: f 6 I /3 a 
0:' /3 I 6 f 2: f 6 I /3 
612 611 610 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 
112 111 110 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 
/312 /311 /310 /39 /38 /37 /36 /35 /34 /33 /32 /31 
0:'12 0:'11 0:'10 0:'9 0:'8 0:'7 0:'6 0:'5 0:'4 0:'3 0:'2 0:'1 
(3.21 ) 
the vector r of order N has the form 
r = [r b r 2 , r 3, r 4, r 5, ... , rN] T , 
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Q = diag{ qll} is a diagonal Inatrix of order N, and the constant vector b of 
order N is given by 
aoAo + a2h2 A2 + a4h4 A4 + a6h6 A6 + ashs As + alOh 10y~X) 
boAo + b2h2 A2 + b4h4 A4 + b6h6 A6 + bshs As + blOh 10y~X) 
coAo + c2h2A2 + C4h4A4 + C6h6A6 + cshsAs + clOhl0y~X) 
doAo + d2h2 A2 + d4h4 A4 + d6h6 A6 + dshs As + dlOh lOy~X) 
-Ao + h10ao(qoAo + fO) 
o 
b= , (3.22) 
o 
- Bo + h 10ao( qN+l Bo + rN+d 
doBo + d2h2B2 + d4h4B4 + d6h6B6 + dshsBs + dlOhlOY~ll 
coBo + C2h2B2 + C4h4B4 + C6h6B6 + cshsBs + clohlOy~Xll 
boBo + b2h2B2 + b4h4B4 + b6h6B6 + bshsBs + blOhlOY~ll 
aoBo + a2h2B2 + a4h4B4 + a6h6B6 + ashsBs + alohlOY~ll 
The exact solution vector y = [Y(Xl), Y(X2), ... ,Y(XN )]T satisfies the equation 
where, t = [tI, t 2, t 3 , ... , tNF is the vector of local truncation errors. 
3.3 CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF THE 
SECOND-ORDER METHOD 
For the convergence analysis we must obtain a bound on jjzlloo' where 
z = y - Y. Equations (3.20) and (:3.23) give 
(3.23) 
(:3.24 ) 
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from which it follows (see Chapter 2) that 
Ilzll 
< 32768J~~~;;OM*Q* [I C12lh2y 12 + IC141h4y 14 + ic16lh6y 16 + ... ] (3.25) 
where 
and 




Q* < (b - a)1°M* 
and the paranleters in (3.12)-(3.19) are chosen to ensure that Cll = C13 = o. 
The order of convergence of a nUlnerical method is p if Cp +l0 is the first non-
vanishing constant on the right-hand side of (3.9). 
3.4 THE PARAMETERS OF THE SECOND-ORDER 
METHOD 
Writing a = f3 = , = 8 = t = 0 in (3.:3) gives, as has already been seen, 
-5 -1 
C12 = 12' C14 = 12 (3.26) 
III (3.9), thus verifying that (:3.:3) is a second-order method. To be able to 
ilnplelnent global extrapolation on two and three grids the parameters in the 
special end-point formulae (:3.12)-(3.19) must be chosen so that Cll = C13 = 0 
in (3.9) and so that C12 and C14 in (:3.9), with n = 1,2,3,4, N - 3, N - 2, N - 1, 
or N agree with (3.26). 
Using the method of undetermined coefficients reveals that, for the point 
x = Xl this is achieved provided 
- 2:3 217 -809 
ao = -42, a'2 = 14, a4 = -6-' aG = 180' as = 1440' ( ') ')~) .).~ I 
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together with paranleters ao, a1, a2, ... ,a12 calculated from the local trunca-
tion error (3.12) which, with x = xl, becomes 
L[y(x); h] = 132y(x) - 165y(x + h) + 110y(x + 2h) - 44y(x + 3h) 
+10y(x + 4h) - y(x + 5h) - 42y(x - h) + 14h2y"(x - h) 
- ~3h4y(iv)(x - h) + i!~h6y(vi)(x - h) 
-184°io h8y(viii)(x - h) + h10 [aoy(x)(x - h) 
+a1Y(x)(X) + a2Y(x)(X + h) + a3Y(x)(X + 2h) 
+0:4Y(x)(X + :3h) + a5Y(x)(X + 4h) + a6Y(x)(X + 5h) 
+0:7Y(x)(X + 6h) + 0:8Y(x)(X + 7h) + a9Y(x)(X + 8h) 
+O:lOy(x)(X + 9h) + O:llY(x)(X + 10h) + a12Y(x)(X + 11h)] 
(3.28) 
Expanding the function terms and their derivatives in (3.28) by the Taylor 
expansion gives, at the point x = Xl, 
25202:3 
0:0 + a2 + 2a3 + 3a4 = 907200' 
0:0 20:3 2 a4 27438979 5 
21+0:2 +2 2! +3 2! = 119750400 -12' 
0:0 , 3 a3 3 a4 11368009 
- 3T + a2 + 2 3! + 3 3! = 119750400' 
0:0 0:2 ,_ 4 a3 .4 a4 _ 131904163 1 






Solving this system we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 
(i.e. x = Xl) for the second-order method. They are 
1586842547 
ao = 3736212480' 
Hi83367717 0:1 = 1167566400 ' 
30G653299 (3.:34 ) a2 = 622702080' 
288G847 
a3 = 11675G64' 
927622183 
a4 = 186810G2400' 
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and it is noted that the parameters CYj ( i = .5,6,7, ... , 12 ) may then be 
arbitrarily given the value zero. 
Using the method of undetermined coefficients reveals that for the point 
x = X2 the first two non-vanishing terms in the local truncation error have the 
values given in (3.8) provided 
17 -67 -809 
bo = 48, b2 = -14, b4 = -, b6 = -, b8 = (3.3.5) 6 180 1440 ' 
together with parameters f3j (i = 1,2, ... , 12) calculated from the expression 
L[y(x);hJ = -16.5y(x - h) + 242y(x) - 209y(x + h) + 120y(x + 2h) 
-4.5y(x + 3h) + 10y(x + 4h) - y(x + .5h) 
in which x = X2. 
+48y(x - 2h) - 14h2y" (x - 2h) + 1:h4y(iy)(X - 2h) 
- ~ h6y(yj) (x - 2h) - 289 h8y(yjjj)(x - 2h) 180 1440 
+h10 [f3oY(x)(x - 2h) + f31Y(x)(X - h) + f32Y(X) (x) 
+f33Y(x)(X + h) + f34Y(x)(X + 2h) + f35Y(x)(X + 3h) 
+f36Y(x) (x + 4h) + f37Y(x)(X + .5h) + f38Y(x)(X + 6h) 
+f39Y(x)(X + 7h) + f3lOY(x)(X + 8h) + f311Y(x)(X + 9h) 
+f312Y(x)(X + 10h) + ... J 
(3.36) 
Expanding the function terms and their derivatives in (3.36), and equating 
the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xj), y(xjj), y(xjjj), y(xjy) gives 
882773 
f30 + f31 + /h + f33 + f34 = 907200' 
24427 
- 2/30 - /31 + f33 + 2f34 = 453600' 
_. f30 /31 /3;3 2 f34 4:3202009 5 22 + + + 2 - --2T 2! 2! 2! - 119750400 12 ' 
, 3 f30 f31 f33 3 f34 _ 2394839 
- 2 3! - 3! + 3T + 2 3! - 59875200' 
4 f30 f31 /3:J , 4 f34 _ 190486607 _ ~ 
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Solving this system, we get the parameters of the second end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X2) for the second-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
(3i (i = 5,6,7, ... ,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
(30 = 123315019 3736212480' 
(31 = 4243927 233513280 , 
(32 = 277359163 (3.42) 283046400 ' 
(33 = 5827189 58378:3200 ' 
(34 = 7410451 3736212480' 
Using the 1nethod of undetermined coefficients reveals that for the point 
x = X3 the first two non-vanishing terms in the local truncation error have the 
values given in (3.8) provided 
-1 -3 -41 
Co = -27,C2 = 6,C4 = 2,c6 = 20 ,C8 = 3360' (3.43) 
together with paranleters I'i (i = 0,1,2, ... ,12) calculated from the expression 
L[y(x); h) = 1l0y(x - 2h) - 209y(x - h) + 252y(x) - 210y(x + h) 
+120y(x + 2h) - 45y(x + 3h) + 10y(x + 4h) - y(x + 5h) 
-27y(x - :3h) + 6h2y" (x - 3h) - ~h4y(iv)(X - 3h) 
_lh6y(vi)(x - '3h) - -iLh8y(viii)(x - 3h) 20 . 3360 
in which x = X3. 
+h1°boy(x)(x - :3h) + 1'1Y(x)(X - 2h) + 1'2Y(x)(X - h) 
+1'3Y(x)(X) + 1'4Y(x)(X + h) + 1'5Y(x)(X + 2h) 
+1'6Y(x)(X + :3h) + 1'7Y(x)(X + 4h) + 1'8Y(x)(X + 5h) 
+1'9Y(x)(X + 6h) + 1'10Y(x)(x + 7h) + 1'1lY(x) (x + 8h) 
+1'12Y(x)(X + 9h) + .00] 
(3.44 ) 
Expanding the terms in (:3.44) about y(x) and its derivatives, at the point 
ffi 0 fO 1 dOt 0 y ( x), y ( xi ), Y ( xii ) , X = X3 and then equating the coe 0 Clents 0 tIe enva Ives 
y(xiii), y(xiv) gives 
302231 
1'0 + 1'1 + 1'2 + 1'3 + 1'4 = 302400' (3A5) 
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3 2 169 
- /0 - /1 - /2 + 2/4 = ---
100800' 
32/0 + 22/1 + /2 /4 = 5510311 5 
2! 2! 2! + 2! 1:330.5600 12' 
_33/ 0 _32/1 _ /2 /4 = 11:381 
3! 3! 3! + 3! 4435200' 
34 /0 + 24 /1 /2 /4 = 591141643 _ ~ 






Solving this system, we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X3 ) for the second-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
/i (i = 5,6,7, ... ,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
/0 = 160883 264176640' 
/1 = 27127 181621440' 
/2 = 132647 (3.50) 807206400 ' 
/3 = 14190326 14189175' 
/4 = 46537 2905943040· 
U sing the method of undetermined coefficients reveals that for the point 
x = X4 the first two nonvanishing terms in the local truncation error have the 
values given in (3.8) provided 
-1 -1 -1 
do = 8,d2 = -1,d4 = -,d6 = -,d8 = , 12 360 20160 
(3.51) 
together with parameters 6i (i = 0,1,2 ... ,12) calculated from the expression 
L[y(x); h] = -44y(x - 3h) + 120y(x - 2h) - 210y(x - h) 
+252y(x) - 210y(x + h) + 120y(x + 2h) 
-45y(x + 3h) + 10y(x + 4h) - y(x + 5h) 
+8y(x - 4h) - h2y" (x - 4h) - 112h4y(iy)(x - 4h) 
__ 1 h6y{Yi)(x _ 4h) __ 1_h8y{Yiij)(x - 4h) 360 20160 
+h10[60Y{x)(x - 4h) + 61Y{x)(X - :3h) 
+62Y(X)(X - 2h) + 63Y{x)(X - h) + 64Y{x)(X) 
+65y(x)(x + h) + 66Y(x)(X + 2h) + 67Y{x)(X + 3h) 
+68Y{x)(X + 4h) + 69Y(x)(X + 5h) + 610Y(X)(x + 6h) 
+611 y(x)(x + 7h) + 612Y(x)(X + 8h) + ... J 
(3.52) 
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in which x = X4' 
Expanding the terms in (3 .. 52) about y(x) and its derivatives, at the point 
x = X4 and then equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii) 1 






the solution of which gives the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the second-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
8i (i = 5,6,7, ... , 12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
80 = 185681143 52306974720' 
81 = 608520391 32691859200' 
82 = 70958431 (3.58) 1743565824 , 
83 = 68068867 1307674368 ' 
84 = 254624963293 261534873600' 
The special end point formulae for the points XN-3, XN-2, XN-l, XN may 
then be written down from those for X4, X3, X2, Xl, respectively (because of 
syrnnletry) . 
The set of parameter values in (3.27), (3.34), (3.35), (:3.42), (3.43), (3.50), 
(3.51) and (3.58) give C12 as the first nOll-zero constant in (3.9). Global ex-
trapolation on two grids, with p=2 in (2.29), and on three grids, with p=2 in 
(2.33), gives, using the notation of Chapter 2, the numerical methods 
y(E) = ± II: y(2) _ ~ y(l) 
'3 -h '3 , 2 • 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
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3.5 CONSTRUCTION OF A FOURTH-ORDER METHOD 
Choosing a = /3 = , = 8 = 0 as before and writing E = 152 in (3.3) gives a 
fourth-order method. The first non-zero constant in (3.9) then becomes 
-7 
c --14 - 144' (:3.61 ) 
with Cll = C13 = C15 = ... = 0, because of sYlnmetry. Taking the parame-
ters ai, bi, ci, di (i = 0,2,4,6,8) as given in section :3.4 with the parameters 
ai,/3i"i,8i (i= 0,1,2,3,4,5) calculated as follows, ensures that the same leading 
non-zero constant in (3.9) is obtained for the end-point formulae (:3.12)-(3.19) 
associated with the fourth-order method. 
For the point x = xI, consider (:3.28). Then equating the coefficients of the 
derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv), y(xv) gives the system 
655177 
ao + a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + a5 = 907200' (:3.62) 
252023 
- ao + a2 + 2a3 + 3a4 + 4a5 = 907200' (:3.63) 
ao 2 a3 . 2 a4 2 a5 27438979 () 2T + a2 + 2 2! + 3 2T + 4 2T = 119750400' 3.64 
ao ,-3a3 3a4 3a5 11368009 (3.6,5) 
- 3T + a2 + 2 3T + 3 3T + 4 3T = 1197,50400' 
ao a2 c4a3 ,4 a 4 4a5 13190416:3 7 (3.66) 
4f+4f+2 4f+.3 4f+4 41= 3113510400 -144' 
ao a2 , 5 a3 , 5 a4 5 a5 _ 723798697 (3 67) 
- Sf + 5! + 2 5! + 3 5! + 4 5! - 46702656000 ' . 
Solving this system, we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 
(i.e. x = Xl) for the fourth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
aj (i = 6, 7,8, ... , 12) lIlay then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
-40637579 
ao = 691891200 ' 
1150015783 
a1= 1334361600 ' 
-1674003 
a2 = 28744003 ' (3.68) 
234778903 
a3 = 311351040' 
a4 = -5661511673 18681062400 ' 
a5 = 4:30:35359 849139200' 
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It can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for the point 
x = X2, that, taking the parameter values bo, b2, b4, b6, b8 in (3.35) together 
with paralneters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv), y(xv) 
in (3.36) gives the system 
882773 
(30 + (31 + (32 + /h + (34 + (35 = 907200' 
- 2(3 - (3 (3 2(3 3(3 _ 24427 
o 1 + 3 + 4 + 5 - 453600' 
22 (30 (31 /33 22 (34 :32 (35 = 43202009 
2! + 2! + 2! + 2! + 2! 119750400' 
_ 23 (30 _ (il (33 23 (34 33 (35 _ 23948:39 
:3! 3! + 3! + :3! + 3! - 59875200' 
24 f30 (31 (33 24 f34 34 f35 _ 190486607 _ ~ 
4! + 4! + 4! + 4! +. 4! - 3113510400 144' 
_ 25(30 (31 (33 25(34 ,5(35 _ 21489493 







the solution of which give the parameters of the second end-point formula (i.e. 
x = X2) for the fourth-order method. It is noted that the parameters f3i 
(i = 6,7,8, ... ,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
(30 = -24163651 691891200 ' 
(31 = 118607251 266872320' 
(32 = 91527613 718502400' 
(33 = 694056739 1556755200 ' 
(34 = -43253933 37:36212480 ' 
f35 = 17921741 9:3405:31200 . 
(3.75) 
Next, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X3, that, taking the parameter values co, C2, C4, C6, C8 given in 
(3.43), together with the parameters calculated below, guarantees the same 
first non-zero constant in the local error associated with this point. 
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Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv) 1 
y(xv), in (3.44) gives 
302231 
'"Yo + '"Y1 + '"Y2 + '"Y3 + '"Y4 + '"Y5 = , 302400 (:3.76) 
3 2 2 169 
- '"Yo - '"Y1 - '"Y2 + '"Y4 + '"Y5 = 100800' (3.77) 
32'"YO + 22'"Y1 + '"Y2 + 14 22'"Y5 = 5510311 
2! 2! 2! 2! + 2! 13305600' (3.78) 
_ 33 '"Yo _ 23 '"Y1 _ '"Y2 + '"Y4 23 '"Y5 = 11:381 
3! 3! 3! 3! + 3! 4435200' (3.79) 
34 '"Yo + 24 '"Y1 + '"Y2 '"Y4 24 '"Y5 = 591141643 5 
4! 4! 4! + 4! + 4! 7264857600 12' (3.80) 
_ 35 '"Yo _ 25 '"Y1 _ '"Y2 + 14 + 25 '"Y5 = 14645899 
5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 12108096000· (3.81 ) 
Solving this system we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X3) for the fourth-order method; they are 
10 = -1007339 1614412800' 
'"Y1 = 46537 207567:360 ' 
'"Y2 = 232672519 558835200' (3.82) 
202081057 
'"Y3 = 1210809600' 
'"Y4 = 1210545577 290,5943040' 
'"Y,5 = 108743 72648,57600· 
It is noted that the parameters '"Yi (i = 6,7, ... ,12) may be arbitrarily as-
signed the value zero. 
Finally, it can be shown usmg the method of undetermined coefficients 
for the point x = X4 that, taking the parameters do, d2, d4, d6, dB given (3.51), 
together with the parameters calculated below, yields the same first non-zero 
constant in the local trullcation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi)y(xii), y(xiii), y(xiv), 
y(xv\ in (:3.52) gives 
(:3.83) 
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- 460 - 361 - 262 - 63 + 6 = 1227,5:3 5 9979200' (3.84) 
42 60 + 32 61 + 22 62 + 63 65 = 14255849 
2! 2! 2! 2! + 2! 34214400' (3.85) 
_ 4360 _ 3361 _ 2362 _ 63 + 65 _ 68891 
3! 3! 3! 3! 3! - 222:393600' (3.86) 
4460+3461+2462+63 65 = 363217187 7 
4! 4! 4! 4! + 4! 43589145600 - 144' (:3.87) 
_4560 _:3561 _2562 _ 63 65 = 413849 
5! 5! 5! 5! + 5! 326918592000' (3.88) 
Solving this system we get the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the fourth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
6i (i = 6, 7, ... , 12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
60 = -4206679 7925299200' 
61 = 230059147 65383718400 , 
62 = -274791157 26153487360' (:3.89) 
63 = 5689027 12972960 , 
64 = 4062716183 26134873600 ' 
65 = 27045819673 65383718400 
Because of symlnetry, the special end-point fomulae for the points XN, XN-1, 
XN-2, XN-3 lnay be written down directly from those for Xl, X2, X3, X4, respec-
tively. 
The set of parameter values in (3.27), (3.68), (:3.35), (3.75), (3.43), (3.82), 
(3.51) and (3.89) give C14 as the first non-zero constant in (3.9). Global extrap-
olation on two grids, with p=4 in (2.29), gives, using the notation of Chapter 
2, the nUlnerical method 
(3.90) 
3.6 CONSTRUCTION OF A SIXTH-ORDER METHOD 
Choosing a = f3 = , = 0 as before and writing f = ~, 6 = 1~4 so that 1 -
2( a + f3 +, + 6 + f) = ~! in (:3.3) gives a sixth-order method. The first nOll-zero 
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constant in (3.9) then becomes 
-17 
ClG = 12096' 
102 
(3.91 ) 
with Cll = Cl3 = CIS = ... = O,because of symmetry. Taking the parameters 
ai, bi, Ci, di (i = 0,2,4,6,8) as given in section 2.6 with the parameters O'i, f3i, Ti, 
Oi (i = 0, 1, ... , 7) calculated as follows, ensures that the same leading non-zero 
constant in (3.9) is obtained for the end-point formulae (3.12)-(3.19) associ-
ated with the sixth-order method. 
For the point x = xl, consider (3.36). Equating the coefficients of the 
derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... ,y(xvii) gives the system 
252023 
- 0'0 + 0'2 + 20'3 + :30'4 + 40's + 50'6 + 60'7 = 907200' 
0'0 , 20'3 20'4 20'5 r::: 2O'6 20'7 _ 274:38979 2f + 0'2 + 2 2f + 3 2! + 4 2! + <-) 2f + 6 2T - 119750400' 
0'0 30'3. 30'4 30'S r::: 3O'6 30'7 _ 11 :368009 
- 3! + 0'2 + 2 3T + 3 3T + 4 3T + ,) 3T + 6 3T - 119750400' 
0'0 0'2 , 40'3 40'4 40'S r::: 40'6 40'7 _ 131904163 4T + 4T + 2 4f + 3 4f + 4 4f + 0 4f + 6 4f - 3113510400' 
0'0 0'2 0'3 50'4 50'5 50'6 S 0'7 72:3798697 
- 51 + 5! + 2S 5! +:3 5! + 4 5! + 5 5T + 6 5! = 46702656000' 
0'0 0'2 60'3 . 60'4 60'5 r::: 6O'6 .60'7 _ 25411 :3202:3 17 
6f+6T+ 2 6T+ 3 61+ 4 61+ 0 61+ 6 6T - 475517952000 12096' 
0'0 0'2 0'3 0'4 70'S - 0'6 70'7 8768652467 
- 7! + 7! + 277! + :3
7









Solving this system, we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 
(i.e. x = Xl ) for the sixth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
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aj (i = 8,9,10,11,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 









627683696640 , (3.100) 
-9140697491 










It can be shown using the method of undetennined coefficients for the point 
x = X2, that, taking the parameter values bo, b2, b4, b6, b8 in (3.:35) together 
with paraIneters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xvii) 
in (3.36) gives the system 
88277:3 
/30 + /31 + /32 + /33 + /34 + /35 + /36 + /37 = 907200' 
24427 
- 2/30 - /31 + /33 + 2/34 + :3/35 + 4/36 + 5/37 = 453600' 
2/30 /31 /33 ,2/34 , 2/35 2 /36 ~2 /37 _ 4:3202009 
2 2! + 2T + 2T + 2 2! + 3 2T + 4 2! +.) 2! - 119750400' 
3/30 (31 /33 , :3/34 , 3/35 3 /36 ~3 /37 _ 23948:39 
- 2 3! - 3! + 3! + 2 3T + 3 3! + 4 :3! + 0 3! - 59875200' 
4/30 /31 /33 4/34 4/35 4 /36 ~4 /37 _ 190486607 
2 4! + 4T + 4T + 2 4T + 3 4T + 4 4T + 0 4T - 3113510400' 
, 5/30 /31 /33 ,·5/34 , 5/35 5/36 5/37 _ 2148949:3 
- 2 Zt + -5' + Zt + 2 -5' +.3 Zt + 4 Zt + 5 51 - 2122848000' o. . o. ( . O. o. . 
6/30 /31 /33 ,.6(34 ,6 (35 6 (36 ~6 (37 _ 3499274235:3 _ 17 
2 61+61+61+2 6! +.3 6! +4 6! +.) 6! - 5230697472000 12096' 
, 7/30 /31 /33 . 7/34 , 7 (35 7 (36 ~7 /37 _ :327962597 
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the soluion of which give the parameters of the second end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X2 ) for the sixth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
/3i (i = 8,9, 10, 11, 12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
/30 = 121680539023 3923023104000' 
/31 = 82555387871 1743565824000' 
/32 = 49899297233 871782912000' 
/33 = 180529065817 627683696640' (:3.109) 
/34 = -9140697491 43589145600 ' 
/35 = 194540768657 1743565824000 ' 
/36 = -261610352587 784604628000 ' 
/37 = 192774481 44706816000' 
Next, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X3, that, taking the parameter values co, C2, C4, C6, C8 in (3.43) 
together with paralneters calculated as follows, ensures the same first nOll-zero 
constant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... ,y(xvii), 
in (3.44) gives 
3022:31 
/0 + /1 + /2 + /3 + /4 + /5 + /6 + /7 = 302400' 
169 
- 3/0 - 2/1 - /2 + /4 + 2/5 + :3/6 + 4/7 = 100800' 
2/0 2/1 /2 /4 2/5 2/6 2/7 _ 5510311 
3 2! + 2 2! + 2! + 2! + 2 2! + 3 2! + 4 21 - 13305600' 
. 'Y 'Y 11381 
_ 33/0 _ 23/1 _ /2 + /4 + 23/5 + 33~ + 43£ = , 
3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 4435200 
. 4/0 4/1 /2 /4 4/5 . 4/6 4/7 _ 591141643 
3 4! + 2 4! + 4! + 4! + 2 4! + 3 4! + 4 4! - 7264857600' 
. 5/0 5/1 /2 /4 , 5/5 . 5/6 5 /7 _ 1464,5899 
- 3 5! - 2 5! - 5! + 5! + 2 5! +.3 5! + 4 5! - 12108096000' 





-61 + -61 + -('I +2
6
-6, +:3 -6' +4 -6' = 1:34120448000 12096' . ). .). . ). ) . 
. 7/0 .7/1 /2 /4 .)1/5 .7/6 7/1 = 162013909 
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Solving this systeul we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 












34871:3164800 , (3.118) 
27501631 










It is noted that the parameters "'/i (i = 8,9,10,11,12) may be arbitrarily 
assigned the value zero. 
Finally, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X4 that, taking the parameters do, d2 , d4 , d6 , d8 given (3.51), and 
using the parameters calculated below, yields the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... ,y(xyii), 
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_4780 _:3781 _2782 _ 83 + 85 +2787 +3787 _ 154643851 
7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7!' 7! - 88921857024000· (3.126) 
Solving this systenl we get the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the sixth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
8j (i = 8,9, 10, 11, 12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
80 = 19195006261 266765571072000' 
81 = 118864463057 177843714048000' 
82 = 337681410533 7410154752000 ' 
83 = 996423583781 4268249137152 ' (3.127) 
84 = 8106735502457 177843714048000 ' 
85 = 12744987460013 59281238016000' 
86 = 6622887628141 133382785536000' 
87 = -17289181267 177843714048000· 
Because of symmetry, the special end-point formulae for the points XN, XN-l, 
XN-2, XN-3 may be written down directly from those for XI, X2, X3, X4, respec-
tively. 
The set of parameter values in (:3.27), (:3.100), (:3.:3,5), (3.109), (3.43), 
(3.118), (3.51) and (3.127) give C16 as the first non-zero constant in (3.9). 
Global extrapolation on two grids, with p=6 in (2.29), gives, using the nota-
tion of Chapter 2, the numerical Inethod 
(3.128) 
3.7 CONSTRUCTION OF AN EIGHTH-ORDER METHOD 
Writing (Y = f3 = 0 as before, = 121;96' 8 = 2~4' E = ~~~ so that I: = 
1 - 2( (Y + f3 +, + 8 + f) = ;~~~ in (:3.:3) gives an eighth-order method. The first 
non-zero constant in (:3.9) then becomes 
-1 
c -18 - 362880' 
(3.129) 
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with Cll = CI3 = CIS = ...... = 0, because of symmetry. Taking the param-
eters ai, bi, Ci, di (i = 0,2,4,6,8) as given in section 3.4 with the parameters 
CYi, (3i, ,h Oi (i = 0,1, ... ,9) calculated as follows, ensures that the same leading 
non-zero constant in (3.9) is obtained for the end-point formulae (3.12)-(3.19) 
associated with the eighth-order method. 
For the point x = xl, consider (3.28). Then equating the coefficients of the 
derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... ,y(xix) gives the system 
655177 
CYo + al + a2 + a3 + CY4 + CYs + CY6 + CY7 + CYs + CYg = 907200' (3.130) 
25202:3 
- CYo + a2 + 2a3 + 3CY4 + 4cys + 5CY6 + 6a7 + 7 CYs + 8CYg = 907200' (3.131) 
ao ,2 CY3 .2 CY4 2 as 2 CY6 2 CY7 2 as 2 CYg 27438979 
2! + a2 + 2 2! + 3 2! + 4 2! + 5 2! + 6 2! + 7 2! + 8 2! = 119750400' 
(3.132) 
ao 3 a3 . 3 a4 3 CYs r:::3 CY6 3 a7 3 CYs 3 ag _ 11:368009 
-31+ a2 + 2 3! +3 31+ 4 31+ 0 31+ 6 31+ 7 31+ 8 31 - 119750400' 
(:3.1:33) 
ao a2 4 CY3 .4 CY4 4 CYs r::: 4 CY6 4 CY7 4 CYs 4 CYg _ 1:31904163 4f + 4f + 2 4f + 3 4f + 4 4f + 0 4f + 6 4f + 7 4f + 8 4f - 3113510400' 
(3.134 ) 
723798697 
Solving this system, we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 
(i.e. x = Xl ) for the eighth-order method. It is noted that the parameters Qj 
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( i = 10,11,12 ) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
CYo = 20992458112.'397 640237370572800' 
CY1= 93157191139 199874304000' 
CY2 = 7356198840:37 12312257126400' 
CY3 = 4063603106641 12312257126400 ' 
CY4 = -520840519849037 1600593426432000 ' (3.140) 41785406610919 CY5 = 160059342643200' 
CY6 = -115840187113411 800296713216000 ' 
0'7 = 169903:3289519 32011868528640' 
0'8 = -7421743667363 640237370572800' 
0'9 = 915081921001 800296713216000' 
It can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for the point 
x = X2, that, taking the parameter values bo, b2, b4, b6, 18 in (:3.35) together 
with parameters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xix) in 
(3.36) gives the systenl 
88277:3 
/30 + /31 + /32 + /33 + /34 + /35 + /36 + /37 + /38 + /39 = 907200' (3.141) 
24427 
- 2/30 - /31 + /33 + 2/34 + 3/35 + 4/36 + 5/37 + 6/38 + 7/39 = 45:3600' (3.142) 
2/30 /31 /33 2/34 .2/35 2/36 r.:2/37 2/38 72/39 _ 43202009 (3.143) 
2 21+ 2! + 2! +2 2! +3 2! +4 21+ 0 2! +6 2! + 2! - 119750400' 
_ 23 /30 _ /31 + /33 +23 /34 +33 /35 +43 /36 +53 /37 +63 /38 + 73 /39 = 23948:39 , (:3.144) 
3! 31 3! 31 3! 3! 3! 3! 3! 59875200 
24 /30 + /31 + /33 + 24 /34 + :34 /35 + 44 /36 + 54 /37 + 64 /38 + 74 /39 = 190486607 , 
4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 3113510400 
(:3.1~5) 
5/30 /31 /33 ,5/34 .5/35 s/36 r.: s /37 5/38 75/39 = 2148949:3 
- 2 Sf + 5! + 5! + 2 5! +.3 5! + 4 5! + a 5! + 6 5! + 5! 21228~8000' 
(:3.14G) 
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26 /30 + /31 + /33 +26 /34 +:36 /35 +46 /36 +56 /37 +66 /38 + 76 /39 _ :3499274235:3 17 
6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! - 5230697472000 12096' 
(:3.147) 
_ 27 /30 _ /31 + /33 + 27 /34 + 37 /35 + 47 /36 + 57 /37 + 67 /35 + 77 /39 = 327962597 





_ 29 /30 _ /31 + /33 + 29 /34 + :39 /35 + 49 /36 + 59 /37 + 69 /35 + 79 /39 = 2542651289 
9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 20520428544000' 
(:3.150) 
the solution of which give the parameters of the second end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X2 ) for the eighth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
/3j (i = 10,11,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
/30 = 7750281368173 640237370572800' 
/31 = 95833355799 3637712332800 ' 
/32 = 304812120880213 800296713216000' 
/33 = 2595959366673.37 80029671:3216000 ' 
/34 = -340:3568201269 64023737057280 ' (3.151) 
/35 = 1120702421821 14550849331200' 
/36 = -616046074277 14550849331200' 
/37 = 12513016249567 800296713216000' 
/38 = -10991111981903 3201186852864000' 
/39 = 54435448549 160059342643200' 
Next, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X3, that, taking the parameter values co, C2, C4, C6, C8 in (3.4:3) 
together with parameters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero 
constant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xix) in 
(2.44) gives 
302231 
/0 + /1 + /2 + /3 + /4 + /5 + /6 + 17 + /8 + /9 = 302400' (3.152) 
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3210 +2211+ 12+ 14+2215+3216+4217 +.5218 6219 = 5.510311 
2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! + 2! 1:3:30.5600' (3.1.54) 
_3310 _2311 _ 12 + 14 +2315 +3316 +4317 +.5318 6319 _ 11381 ( 
3! :3! 3! 3! 3! 3! :3! 3! + 3! - 443.5200' 3.1.5.5) 
3410 +2411 + 12 + 14 +2415 +3416 +4417 +.5418 6419 = .591141643 (' r::) 
4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! + 4! 72648.57600' .3.106 
_3510 _2511 _ 12 + 14 +2515 +:3516 +4517 +.5518 +6519 = 1464.5899 
.5! 5! 5! 5! .5! .5! .5! .5! .5! 12108096000' 
(3.157) 
3610 + 2611 + 12 + 14 + 2615 + 3616 + 4617 + 5618 6619 = 1346.510087 
6! 6! 6! 6! 61 61 61 61 + 61 134120448000' 
(3.1.58) 
_ 3710 _ 2711 _ 12 + 14 + 2715 + :f'6 + 4717 + 5718 + 6719 = 16201:3909 
7! 7! 7! 71 7! 71 71 7! 7! .581188608000' 
(:3.1.59) 
3810 +2811 + 12 + 14 +2815 +:3816 +4817 +.5818 +6819 = 1940.5166329 1 
81 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 81 81 8! 22230464256000 362880' 
(3.160) 
_ 3910 _ 2911 _ 12 14 2915 916 4917 918 919 _ 163046441 
9! 9! 9! + 91 + 91 + 3 91 + 91 +.5 9! + 6 9! - 42:34374144000 
(:3.161) 
Solving this system we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 
(i.e, x = X3 ) for the eighth-order method; they are 
10 = 5189:3722057 711:37485619200' 
11 = 2355227971 57741465600' 
12 = 21493633966657 88921857024000' 
13 = 38495892458893 88921857024000' 
14 = 8541426756427 35568742809600' (:3.162) 
15 = 760794282539 17784371404800' 
16 = -165940141 2540624486400' 
17 = 48667536763 88921857024000' 
18 = -614:3191781 50812489728000' 
19 = 122278:3 101624979456 . 
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It is noted that the parameters "(i (i = 10,11,12) may be arbitrarily as-
signed the value zero. 
Finally, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients 
for the point x = X4 that, taking the parameters do, d2 , d4 , d6 , dB given (:3.51), 
together with the parameters calculated below, yields the same first non-zero 
constant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... ,y(xix) in 
(3.52) gives 
Solving this system we get the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the eighth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
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8i (i = 10, 11,12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
80 = 499069556333 24329020081766400' 
81 = 91040.56156831 5529322745856000' 
82 = 235407175152137 6082255020441600' 
83 = 30.5584340173897 12164.51004088320' 
84 = 1.54635757309157 3577797070848000' (:3.17:3) 
8s = 27146722126679 116966442700800' 
86 = 12038231811:3107 2764661372928000' 
87 = 2770984913471 6082255020441600' 
88 = 47446323:377 267351869030400' 
89 = -12443589337 789903249408000· 
Because of synunetry, the special end-point formulae for the points XN, XN-1, 
XN-2, XN-3 nlay be written down directly from those for Xl, X2, X3, X4, respec-
tively. 
The set of parameter values in (3.27), (3.140), (:3.35), (:3.151), (3.43), 
(3.162), (3.51) and (3.173) give C18 as the first non-zero constant in (3.9). 
Global extrapolation on two grids, with p=8 in (2.29), gives, using the nota-
tion of Chapter 2, the numerical method 
y(E) = 256 II: y(2) __ l_y(l). 
255 ~h 255 
(3.174) 
3.8 CONSTRUCTION OF A TENTH-ORDER METHOD 
Equation (3.3) attains tenth-order accuracy by writing a = 0 as before and 
tl b 1 ,. f3 - 1 - ~ 8 - ~ and E = 44117 so that len y c 100smg - :36:2880' , - 181440' - 22680 181440 
L = 1 - 2( CY + (3 +, + 8 + E) = ;~~~~. The first non-zero constant in (:3.9) then 
becomes as 
-1 (:3.175 ) 
C20 = 47900160' 
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with Cll = C13 = C15 = ...... = 0 because of symmetry. Choosing the param-
eters ai, b i , Ci, d i (i = 0,2,4,6,8) as given in section 3.4 with the parameters 
ai, (3h Ii, 8i (i = 0, ... , 10) calculated as follows, ensures that the same leading 
non-zero constant is obtained for the end-point formulae (3.12)-(3.19) asso-
ciated with the tenth-order Inethod. 
For the point x = xI, consider (3.28). Equating the coefficients of the 





+92 0'10 = 27438979 
2! 119750400' 
+
93 0'10 = 11368009 
3! 119750400' 
+
94 0'10 = 131904163 
4! 3113510400' 
+950'10 _ 723798697 ~ - 46702656000' 
97 ~ _ 8768652467 +, 7! - 5230697472000' 
0'0 + £2.. + 28~ + 38~ + 48 0'5 + 58 0'6 + 68 0'7 + 780'~ + 88~ 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8. . 
+98 ~ _ 14042390777 
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- Ct~ + Ct2 + 29 Ct3 + 39 Ct4 + 49 Cts + PS9 Ct6 + 69 Ct7 + 79 Cts + 8 9 Ct9 
9. 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 
+
99 CtIO _ 276216265:3 
~ - 20520428544000' 
£Q.. +.£.L + 210Ct3 + 310~ + 410Ct,5 + 510 £Q. + 610Ct7 + 710~ 
10! 10! 10! 10! 10!' 10! 10! 10! 
+810 ~ + 910 CtIO _ :352201828:34:39 1 




Solving this system we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 
(i.e. x = Xl ) for the tenth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
ai (i = 11, 12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 




a2 = 401798415:3617:3 267:3518690:304000' 
a:3 = 5622449804159 12509779968000 , 
a4 = -86709220:3:321867 16219:34672117760 ' 
a5 = 15582:30209576:3:39 (:3.187) :304112751022080000 , 
a6 = -28741:3742:3864459 810967:3:360588800 ' 
a7 = 5261248047297509 :30411275102208000' 
a8 = 0125201:3974567247 2211729098:3424000' 
a9 = 81422964079178:3 72987060245299200' 
alO = -28129906458154:3 280719462481920000' 
It can be shown using the method of undetennined coefficients for the point 
X = X2, that, taking the parameter values bo, b21 b4 , b6 , b8 in (3.35) together 
with paranleters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xx) in 







Gh 3: The special linear tenth-order boundary-value problems 
24 (}.Q. + {31 + & + 24 {34 +:34 {3s + 44 {36 + 1':)4 {37 + 6 4 {38 + 74 {3g 
4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! ~ 4! 4! 4! 
+84 {31O = 190486607 
4! 3113510400' 
_25 {3o + {31 + {33 + 2 5 {34 + '3 5 {3s + 45{36 + 1':5{37 + 65{38 + 75{3g 
5! 5! 5! 5!' 5! 5! 0 5! 5! 5! 
+85 {310 = 21489493 
5! 2122848000 ' 
2 6 {3o + {31 + & + 26{34 + '36{3s + 46{36 + 5 6 {37 + 6 6 {38 + 76{3g 
6! G! 6! G!' G! G! G! G! G! 
+
86 {310 _ 34992742353 
16!1 - 5230697472000' 
+
87 {310 _ 3279G2597 
~ - 23775897GOOO' 
2 8 {3o + {31 + {33 + 2 8 {34 + '38 {3s + 48{36 + 5 8 {37 + 6 8 {3s + 7 8 {3g 
8! 8! 8! 8!' 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 
+
88 {310 _ 88118251655:3 
~ - 1600593426432000' 
_ 2 9 {3o _ {31 + {33 + 29 {34 + '39 {3s + 4 9 {36 + 59 {37 + 6 9 {35 + 7 9 {3g 
9! 9! 9! 9!·· 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 
+
89 {31O _ 2542651289 
!J!' - 20520428544000' 
2 10 {3o + i!l + {33 + 2 10 & + '310 (3[) + 4 9 .&.. + 510 {37 + 610& + 7 9 & 
10! 10! 10! 10!' 10! 10!' 10! 10! 10! 











the solution of which give the parameters of the second end-point formula (i.e. 
x = X2 ) for the tenth-order method. It is noted that the parameters f3j ( i = 
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f39 = 9483225:3888503 28071946248192000' 
f310 = 0158673972225317 521:336144609280000· 
Next, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X3, that, taking the parameter values co, C2, C4, C6, C8 in (3.4:3), 
together with paranleters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero 
constant in the local truncation error associated with this point. 






32 1'0 + 22 1'1 + 1'2 + 1'4 + 22 I'.~ + .3 2 1'6 + 42 1'7 + 52 1'8 + 62 1'9 2! 2! 2! 2! 2!' 2! 2! 2! 2! 
+
72 1'10 = 5510311 
2! 13305600' 
+73
1'10 _ 11381 
3! - 4435200' 
+74
1'10 _ 591141643 










3 8 "Y0 + 2 8 "Y1 + "Y2 + "Y4 + 2 8 "Y.5 + 38 "Y6 + 48"Y7 + 58"Y8 + 68"Y9 
8! 8! 8! 8! 8!' 8! 8! 8! 8! 





!r! == 4234374144000' 
3 10 .22.. + 2 1O "Y1 + R + "Y4 + 2 10 ~ + 3 10 .:&. + 410 .1L + 5 10 "Y8 + 610~ 
10! 9! 10! 9! 10! 10! 10! 9! 10! 
+ 710"Y10 5800069899419 1 
10! == 101370917007:360000 - 4700960· 
(3.210) 
Solving this system we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 


































It is noted that the pa.rameters /i (i == 11, 12) may be arbitrarily assigned 
the value zero. 
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Finally, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X4 that, taking the parameters do, d2 , d4 , d6 , d8 given (3 . .51), and 
using the pararneters calculated below, yields the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 




4 260 + 32h + 2 262 + ~ + 65 + 2266 + 3267 + 4268 + .5269 
2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 
+
62 ~ _ 14255849 
2! - 34214400' 
+6
3610 _ 68891 
3f - 222393600' 
6 4 ~ _ 363217187 + 4! - 43589145600' 
6 5610 _ 413849 + ~ - 326918592000' 
4 660 + 3 6h + 2662 + 63 + 65 + 2 666 + 3 667 + 4 668 + 566~ 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6. 
+
66 ~ _ 10139471581 
6! - 951035904000' 
_4760 _ 3 7h _ 2762 _ 63 + 65 + 2 767 + :37~i + 476~ + 576~ 
7! 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! I! 7. 7. 
+6
7610 _ 154643851 
~ - 88921857024000' 
6 8610 _ 31419G0414959 + ~ - 320118G8528G4000' 
-49 60 _ 3 9 h _ ,)9 §.l. _ ~ + 65 + 2 9 67 + 3 9 67 + 4 9 6~ + .59 ~~ 
9! 9! ~ 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9. . 
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410~ + 310 Ql. + 210~ + .&. + .§JL + 210~ + 310~ + 410~ 10! 9! 1O! 1O! 10! 1O! 10! 10! 
+510 ~ + 610 ~ _ 28108982850101 1 
10! 10! - 405483668029440000 -- 47900160· 
(3.22:2) 
Solving this system we get the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the tenth-order method. It is noted that the parameters 
8j (i = 11, 12) may then be arbitrarily given the value zero. Thus 
80 = -504886766892491 51090942171709440000' 
81 = 1579429435112527 1021818843434188800' 
82 = 705680560899513 179266463760384000' 
8:3 = 106486449327610741 425757851430912000' 
84 = 414123969848707 954079218892800 , 
85 = 12714726728652943 (3.22:3) 55293227458560000' 
86 = 4196107713185 92681981263872' 
87 = -217783613195039 425757851430912000' 
88 = 1820951439198607 340662811447296000' 
89 = -19314059878021 20436:37686837760 ' 
810 = 23668609477577 3005:349539512320000· 
Because of synunetry, the special end-point formulae for the points XN, XN-1, 
XN-2, XN-3 lnay be written down directly from those for Xl, X2, X3, X4, respec-
tively. 
The set of parameter values in (:3.:27), (:3.187), (3.:35), (3.199), (3.4:3), 
(3.211), (3.51) and (3.22:3) give C20 as the first non-zero constant in (3.9). 
Global extrapolation on two grids, with p=10 in (2.29), gives, using the nota-
tion of Chapter 2, the numerical method 
y(E) = 1024 Ih y(2) ___ l_y (l). 
1023 th 1023 (:3.224 ) 
3.9 CONSTRUCTION OF A TWELFTH-ORDER METHOD 
W ·t· - 1 (, - 61 -- 22103 8 = 11477 and f = 215687 1'1 mg a - 47900160' f- - 23950080' , -- 15966720' 285120 887040 
so that L: = 1 -- 2(a + /3 + , + 8 + f) = ;~~~~~~, in (:3.:3), gives the unique 
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twelfth-order nlethod of the falnily (3.3) for n =I- 1,2,3,4, N - 3, N - 2, N - 1, 
or N. The first non-zero constant in (3.9) then becomes as 
691 
C22 = -23-7-7-5-89-_ 7-6-0-0' (:3.225 ) 
with CI3 = CI5 = C17 = C19 = C21 = ...... = 0, because of symmetry. 
One can obtain the same values of Ci (i = 11,12,13, ...... ,22) for the end 
points n = 1,2,3,4, N - 3, N - 2, N - 1, N by choosing the parameters ai, bi , Ci, 
d i (i = 0,2,4,6,8) as given in section 3.4 and assigning the remaining param-
eters in (3.12)-(3.19) respectively, in the following way. 
For the point x = xl, consider the scheme (3.28). Equating the coefficients 
of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xxii) gives the system 
655177 
+0'11 + 0'12 = 907200' 
252023 
+90'10 + 100'11 + 110'12 = 907200' 
aO + . + 22 a.3 + 32 a4 + 42 as + 12 a6 + 62 a7 + 72 as + 82 ag 2! 0'2 2! 2! 2! '- 2! 2! 2! 2! 
+ 92 alO + 102 C~ll + 112 a12 = 27438979 
< 2! 2! 2! 119750400' 
aO + a2 + 24 a3 + 34 a4 + 44 as + 54 a6 + 64 a7 + 74 as + 84 ag 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 
+ 94 alO + 104 all + 114 a12 = 131904163 
< 4! 4! 4! 3113510400' 
_ ao + a2 + 25 a3 + '35 a4 + 45 as + [)5 a6 + 65 a7 + 75 as + 85 ag 5! 5! 5! ~ 5! 5! - 5! 5! 5! 5! 
+95a )O + 105a )) + 115a)2 = 723798697 
< 5! 5! 5! 46702G5GOOO' 
aO + a2 + 2G~ + 3Ga4 + 4Gas + 5Ga6 + 6Ga7 + 76as + 8Ga~ 6! 6! G! G! 6! G! 6! 6! 6. 
+96 a10 + lOG ~ + 11 G 0'12 = 2541132023 
< G! 6! G! 475517952000' 
_QQ + ~ + 27~ + 3,a4 + 47as + [)7a 6 + 6,a 7 + 77~ + 8'~ 7! 7! 7! 7! 7! - 7! 7! 7! 7. 







('3 ')'J'») ~ ..... f) .... 
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QO + ~ + 28 Q3 + :38Q4 + 4 8Q5 + 58Q6 + 68 (\:7 + 7 8 (\:8 + 8 8Q9 
8! 8! 8! 8! 8!' 8! 8! 8! 8! 
+98 (\:10 + 1 0 8 ~ + 11 8 ~ = 14042390777 
8! 8! 8! 28582025472000' 
_QO + Q2 + 29 Q3 + :39Q4 + 4 9 (\:5 + 59 (\:6 + 69 (\:7 + 79 Q8 + 8 9Q9 
9! 9! 9! 9! 9! '- 9! 9! 9! 9! 
+99 QI0 + 1 0 9 ~ + 11 9 (\:12 = 2762162653 
9! 9! 9! 20520428544000' 
£Q. + ~ + 210~ + 310~ + 4 10 (\:5 + 510~ + 610~ + 710~ 
1O! 1O! 10! 10! 10! ~ 10! 10! 10! 
+810~ + 9 10 (\:10 + 1010 (\:11 + 1110cQ2 = 3522018283439 
10! 10! 10! 10! 101370917007360000' 
_QQ. + ~ + 211~ + :311~ + 4 11 (\:.5 + 511~ + 611~ + 711~ 
11! 11! 11! 11! 11!' 11! 11! 11! 
+811 ~ + 9 11 Q10 + 1011 Qll + 1111 (\:12 = 368462718776 
11! 11! 11! 11! 4344467817440000' 
QO + Q2 + 212 Q3 + 3 12 (\:4 + 4 12 Qs + r.::12 (\:6 + 612 Q7 + 712 (\:8 






+812~ + 9 12 (\:10 + 1012 (\:11 + 1112cQ2 = 30689602988243 + 691 
12! 12! 12! 12! 1561112121913:3440000 23775897600' 
(:3.2:38) 
Solving this system, we get the parameters of the first end-point formula 




































It can be shown using the method of undetennined coefficients for the point 
X = X2, that, taking the parameter values bo, b2 , b4 , bG, b8 in (:3.35) together 
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with parameters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero constant 
in the local truncation error associated with this point. 
Equating the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ...... , y(xxii) 
in (3.36) gives the systenl 
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~o 
(3 (3 882773 + 11 + 12 = 907200' 
-2(30 - (31 + (33 + 2(34 + 3(35 + 4(36 + 5(J7 + 6(38 + 7(39 + 8(310 
9(3 1 0(3 24427 + 9 + 12 = 453600' 
2 2 (30 + (31 + (33 + 22 & + 3 2 (35 + 4 2 (36 + 52 (37 + 62 (38 + 72 (39 2! 2! 2! 2! t 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 
+
8 2 (310 + 92fu + 102 (312 = 43202009 
2! '2! 2! 119750400' 
2 4 (30 + (31 + (33 + 24 (34 + '34 (3" + 44 (36 + 54 (37 + 6 4 (38 + 74 (39 4! 4! 4! 4! t 4! 4! 4! 4! 4! 
+
8 4 (310 + 9 4 fu + 104 (312 = 190486607 
4! '4! 4! 3113510400' 
_25 (30 + /11 + (33 +25 (34 +35(35 +45(36 +55(37 +65 (38 +75(3~ 
5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 5. 
+85 (310 + 9 5 fu + 105 (312 = 2148949:3 5! 5! 5! 2122848000' 
2 6 (30 + (31 + (33 + 2 6 (34 + :36 (35 + 4 6 (36 + 56 (37 + 6 6 (38 + 7 6 (3~ 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6. 
8 6(310 + 9 6 (311 + [10]6(312 _ 34992742353 + 6! 6! 6! - 5230697472000' 
_27 (30 _ (31 + (33 + 27 (34 + 3 7 (35 + 47 ~6 + 57 (37 + 6 7 (3~ + 77 ~~ 
7! 7! 7! 7! 7! /! 7! 7. . 
8 7(310 n7fu + 107(312 _ 327962597 + 7! + ~J 7! 7! - 237758976000' 
2 8 (30 + (31 + (33 + 2 8 (34 + '38 (305 + 4 8 (36 + 58 (37 + 6 8 ~~ + 7 8 ~~ 8! 8! 8! 8! t 8! 8! 8! ~. . 
.8 (310 9 8 fu 108 (312 _ 881182516553 +~ 8! +, 8! + 8! - 160059:3426432000' 
_29(30 _ (31 + (33 + 29(34 + 39(35 + 49/16 + 5 9 (37 + 69(3~ + 79~~ 
9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9. . 
Q9(310 + n9fu + 109(312 _ 2542651289 
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2 10 & + fL + rh + 2 10 & + 310f3s + 410& + 51Of37 + 610f3s + 710f39 
10! 10! 10! 10! 10! 10!' 10! 10! 10', 
( 3.250) 
+810f31o + glOfu + 1010f312 _ 740452448768:3 
10! < 10! 10! - 202741834014720000' 
_211 f3o, _ fL + & + 211& + 3 11 f3,5 + 411 & + 5 11 & + 611 & + 711 f39 
11. 11! 11! 11! 11! 11! 11! 11! ill 
+811fu + gl1fu + 1011f312 = 2496498203783 
11! 11! 11! 304112751022080000' 
(:3.251 ) 
_212& _ fL + f33 + 212& + 3 12 f35 + 412 & + 5 12 & + 612 & + 712 f39 
12! 12! 12! 12! 12! 12!' 12! 12! 12! 
+812 fu + g12 fu + 1012 f312 _ 20863491928843 691 
12! 12! 12! - 10407414146088960000 + 2:3775897600' 
(:3.2,52) 
the solution of which give the parameters of the second end-point formula (i.e. 


































Next, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for the 
point x = X3, that, taking the parameter values co, C2, (4, C6, C8 given in (:3.43) 
together with parameters calculated as follows, ensures the same first non-zero 
constant in the local trunca.tion error associated with this point. 
Equa.ting the coefficients of the derivatives y(x), y(xi), y(xii), ....... y(xxii) in 
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(3.44) gives 
,0 +,1 +,2 +,3 +,4 +,5 +,6 +,7 +,8 +,9 +,10 +,11 +,12 
302231 
--302400' 
-3'0 - 2'1 -,2 +,4 + 2,5 + 3,6 + 4,7 + 5,8 + 6'9 + 7'10 
+8,11 + 9'12 = 10~:00' 
+
7 2 1'10 + 82 I'll + 92 1'12 = 5510311 
2! 2! < 2! 13305600' 
+
7 4 1'10 + 84:ru + 94 1'12 = 591141643 
4! 4! < 4! 7264857600' 
_37 1'0 _ 271'1 _ 1'2 + 1'4 + 2 7 1'5 + '3 7 1'6 + 471'7 + 5 7 1'8 + 6 7 1'9 
7! 7! 7! 7! 7!' 7! 7! - 7! 7! 
+7
7 1'10 + 87:ru + 9 7 1'12 = 162013909 
7! 7! < 7! 581188608000' 
3 81'0 + 281'1 + 1'2 + 1'4 + 281'5 + 3 8 1'6 + 48 1'7 + 5 8 1'8 + 6 8 1'9 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 
7 81'10 881'11 + 981'12 _ 1940.5166329 + Sf + Sf < Sf - 22230464256000' 
_39 1'0 _ 291'1 _ 1'2 + 1'4 + 2 9 1'5 + 391'6 + 4 9 1'7 + 5 9 1'8 + 6 9 1'9 
9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 












310.1Q.. + 210]L + :rL + "14 + 210 "15 + 310.:::r£.. + 4 10 .:rL + 5 10 "18, + 610"l1~ 10! 9! 10! 9! 10! 10! 10! 10. 10. (:3.264) 
7 101'10 810"111 + 910"112 _ 5800069899419 + 1ci! + 1ci! < 1ci! - 101370917007360000' 
311 .1Q.. + 211.1.L + :rL + .1i.. + 211.J2.. + 3 11 .JQ... + 411 .:rL + 5 11 "18, + 6 11 ;;, 
11! 11! II! 11! 11! 11! 11! 11. . (:3.265) 
7 11"110 811:ru + 911"112 _ 847167156811 + ill + 11! < 11! - 236532139683840000' 
G11 3: The special linear tenth-order boundary-value problems 
312 ..19.... + 211.::rL + .11.. + .::a + 212 1'.5 + 312!.:& + 412 1'7 + I": 12 1'8 + 6 12 1'9 
11! 12! 12! 12! 12! 12! 12!') 12! 12! 
+712 1'10 + 8 12 :ru +912 1'12 = 8172140843813 691 
12! 12! < 12! 2754903744552960000 + 23775897600' 
(:3.266) 
Solving this system we get the parameters of the third end-point formula 







































Finally, it can be shown using the method of undetermined coefficients for 
the point x = X4 that, taking the parameters do, d2 , d4 , d6 , d8 , given in (3.51), 
calculated below, yields the same first non-zero constant in the local truncation 
error associated with this point. 




.... :-> 122753 
+ ,811 + t-)812 = 9979200' 
(:3.268) 
(:3,269) 
Gl] 3: The special linear tenth-order boundary-va.lue problems 126 
4 2 80 + '3 2 h + 22 82 + 53 + 55 + 2206 + 32 87 + 42 58 + 1'-:)2 ~ 
2! • 2! 2! 2! 2! 2!' 2! 2!' 2! 
+ 6
2 510 + 7 2 fu + 82 fu = 14255849 
2! 2! 2! 34214400 ' 
(:3.270) 
(:3.271 ) 
+63 §N + 7 3 fu + 83 fu _ 68891 3! 3! 3! - 222393600' 
+64 §N + 74fu + 84fu = 363217187 4! 4! 4! 4:3589145600' 
(:3.272) 
-45 50 _ 3 5 h _ 2 5 52 _ 5,3 + 8.5 + 25 86 + '35 87 + 45 88 + 55 89 
5! 5! 5! 5! 5! 5!' 5! 5! (5! 
(:3.27:3) 
+65810 + 75511 + 05512 _ 413849 !5! !5! 0!5! - 326918592000' 
+ 66 §N + 7 6 fu + 8 6 fu = 10139471581 6! 6! 6! 951035904000' 
(3.274) 
(3.275 ) 
+67 §N + 77 fu + 8 7 fu = 154643851 7! 7! 7! 88921857024000' 
4 8 50 + 3 8 h + 2 8 52 + 53 + 5,) + 2 8 56 + 3 8 87 + 48 58 + 58 89 
8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! 8! (:3.276) 
+68 §N + 7 8fu + 88fu = 3141960414959 8! 8! 8! 3201186852864000' 
-49 80 - 3 9 h _ 2 9 52 _ 53 + 5s + 2 9 57 + 3 9 87 + 49 58 + 59 89 
9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! (:3.277) 
+69510 + 79511 + 89 812 _ 4165158373 9f 9f 9! - 101:37091700736000' 
4 10'& + 310iL + 2 10 .§:£. + 83 +.§JL + 210~ + 310~ + 410~ 
10! 10! 10! 10! 10! 10! 10! 10. (3.278) 
510 59 + 610810 + 710 fu + 010 fu _ 28108982850101 + 10! 10! 10! 0 10! - 405483668029440000' 
4 11.& + 3 11 iL + 2 11 .§:£. + 83 + .§JL + 211 ~ + :3 11 ~. + 4111518. 
11! 11! 11! 11! 11! 11! 11. . (:3.279) 
11 5 11 810 711 511 811 fu _ 259687418609 
+5 1~! + 6 ill + ill + 11! - 4257578514309120000' 
4 12..& + 312iL + 2 12 .§:£. + ~ + .§JL + 2 12 £,7 + 3 12 ~7. + 4121828. 
12! 12! 12! 12! 12! 12! 12. . (:3.280) 
12 8 128 128 8 P 5 2 4984415723143 + 691 
+5 ' 1~! + 6 1~~ + 7 1~1! + - 1~! = 127437724:2378240000 23775897600' 
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Solving this systenl we get the parameters of the fourth end-point formula 
(i.e. x = X4 ) for the tenth-order method. They are 
80 = -20111634850897253 6744004366665646080000' 
81 = 10850134190213011 7397416301115840000' 
82 = 577222659467:368697 14597412049059840000' 
83 = 112174364942641021 450802430926848000' 
84 = 60105119162462761 137618699452416000' 
85 = 480950075796503597 2128789257154560000' 
86 = 278664872.3449900:3 (:3.281 ) 561438924963840000' 
87 = -8432973933516631 2128789257154560000' 
88 = 1267316084752801 504601897992192000' 
89 = -978231278605993 109480590:3679488000 ' 
810 = 22859871055603727 1021818843418880000' 
811 = -4904760768458891 140500090972200960000' 
812 = 17185081040673019 6744004366665646080000' 
Because of synunetry, the special end-point formulae for the points XN, XN-1, 
XN-2, XN-3 may be written down directly from those for Xl, X2, X3, X4, respec-
tively. 
The set of parameter values in (:3.27), (:3.2:39), (:3.35), (:3.253), (3.4:3), 
(3.267), (3.51) and (3.281) give C22 as the first non-zero constant in (:3.9). 
Global extrapolation on two grids, with p=12 in (2.29), gives, using the nota-
tion of Chapter 2, the numerical method 
y(E) = 4096 lIt y(2) __ l_y(1). 
4095 ~h 4095 
3.10 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
To compare the accuracy of the methods developed in this chapter 1 the.y were 
tested on the following problem. 
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In the C0l11puter programs the Gauss- Elimination method with full pivoting 
for solving linear algebraic systems, was used to obtain the solution vector. 
Problem. 
y(X)(x) = y(x) - (80 + 20x)eX, 0 < x < 1, 
with boundary conditions 
y(O) = 0, y" (0) = 0, y(iv)(O) = -8, 
y(vi)(O) = -24, y(viii)(O) = -48 
and 
y(l) = 0, y(II)(1) = -4e, y(iv)(l) = -16, 
y(vi)(I) = -36e, y(viii)(I) = -64e. 
(3.283) 
The interval 0 < x < 1 for the problem was divided in to N + 1 equal subill-
• 1 
tervals each of width h = 2-1 (e 2 - 1) for i = 4,5,6. The corresponding values 
of N are then given by N = 2i - 1. 
The values of Ily - YII were computed for each value of N. The results 
for the second-, fourth-, sixth-, eighth-, tenth-, and twelfth-order methods are 
given in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 includes results for the global extrapolation on 
two grids for all the Inethods, and on three grids for the second-order method, 
with N = 15. Table 3.2 shows more improvement after using the extrapolation 
methods on two grids with N = 15. The global extrapolation on three grids 
has produced a disappointing result. This is due to small value of h, raised to 
a large power, having little bearing on the calculation. 
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Table 3.1: Error norms 
N-+ 1.5 31 6:3 Methods! 
Second-order 0.:3331D-04 0.9686D-0.5 0.:3420D-Ol 
Fourt h -order 0.:3281D-04 0.9942D-05 0.3420D-Ol 
Sixth-order 0.:3148D-04 0.9119D-05 0.:3420D-Ol 
Eighth-order 0.:3162D-04 0.9568d-05 0.3420D-Ol 
Tenth-order 0.3159D-04 0.88:36d-05 0.3420D-Ol 
Twelfth -order 0.3282D-04 0.4898D-04 0.3420D-Ol 
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Table 3.2: Error norms for the extrapolation on two and three grids 
N~ G1 Two grids Three grids Method.,l 
Secon d -order 0.:3:331 D-04 O.l811D-05 0.6925D-Ol 
Fourth-order 0.3281D-04 0.8418D-05 -
Sixth-order 0.:3148D-04 0.8764D-05 -
Eighth-order 0.:3162D-04 0.9481D-05 -
Tenth-order 0.:3159D-04 0.8814D-05 -






The general tenth-order two-point boundary-value problems consists of the 
differential equation 
y(X)(x) = f(x, y(x), yl (x), y" (x), ylll (x), y(iV)(X), y(V)(X), 
y (vi) (X), Y (vii) (X), Y (viii) (X), y(ix) (X) ), 
(4.1 ) 
which holds in SOllIe interval a < x < b, together with conditions imposed on 
the dependent variable at the two points x = a and x = b. The linear boundary 
conditions can be written in vector-matrix form as 
Ba Y(a) + Bb Y(b) = C, ( 4.2) 
where Ba and Bb are two matrices of order 10 x 10, Y(a) andY(b) are 10 x 
1 vectors defined as 
Y(a) = [0, y(viii)(a), 0, y(\'i)(a), 0, y(i\')(a), 0, y'l (a), 0, y(a)]T, 
1:31 
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Y (b) = [0, y ( viii) (b), 0, y ( vi) (b ), 0, Y (i v) (b), 0, y II (b), 0, y (b) ] T , 
and C is a lOx 1 constant vector. 
The general boundary-value problem (4.1)' (4.2) is linear if f is a linear 
function of y(x) and its derivatives and is nonlinear otherwise. The linear 
general problem will be solved in this chapter and the nonlinear problem will 
be solved in Chapter 5. 
4.2 LINEAR TENTH-ORDER BOUNDARY-VALUE PROB-
LEMS 
The general linear tenth-order boundary-value problem consists of the ODE 
y(X)(x) = ao(x)y(x) + a1 (X)yl (x) + CY2(X)Y" (x) + CY3(X)y"1 (x) 
+a4(x)y(iv)(x) + as(x)y{v)(x) + CY6(X)y(vi)(x) + CY7(X)y{vii)(x) (4.3) 
+a8(x)y(viii)(x) + CY9(X)y{ix)(x) + cylO(X); a < x < b, 
wi th linear boundary conditions 
y(a) = Ao, 
y" (a) = A2 , 
yOv)(a) = A4, 
y(vi)(a) = A6 , 
y(b) = Bo, 
y"(b)=B21 
y(iv)(b) = B4, 
y{vi) (b) = B6 , 
Let w(O) = y(x), W(l) = y/(X), W(2) = y"(X) , ...... , w(9) = y{ix)(x). Using 
this notation, the value of y and its derivatives at the typical mesh point Xn1 
are given by 
\\' (0) w (1) \V (2) \ \' (
9 ) 
n' n' n'···' ll· 
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The single, tenth-order ODE will be transformed to a system of 10 first-
order ordinary differential equations; the associated tenth-order boundary-
value problem then becomes the following boundary-value problem system 
(of the first order) 
(w(O))' = y' = w(1), a < x < b; w(O)( a) = Ao, w(O)(b) = Bo, 
(w(1))' = y" = W(2), a < x < b ; 
) , '" ( ) ( ) ( ) (W(2) = Y = W 3, a < x < b; w 2 (a) = A'l, w 2 (b) = B2, 
(W(3))' = yOy) = W(4), a < x < b ; 
(W(4))' = y(Y) = W(5), a < x < b; w(4)(a) = A4, w(2)(b) = B4, 
, . (W(5)) = y(YI) = w(6), a < x < b ; 
(W(6))' = y(Yii) = W(7), a < x < b; w(6)(a) = A6, w(2)(b) = B6, 
(W(7))' = y(Yiii) = w(S), a < x < b; 
(w(S))' = y(ix) = w(9), a < x < b; w(S)(a) = As, w(2)(b) = Bs, 
(W(9))' = y(x) = -CYow(O) - CYI w(1) - CY2W(2) - CY3W(3) - CY4W(4) - CYsw(5) 
- CY6 W(6) - CY7W(7) - CYsw(S) - CY9W(9) - CYIO 
These can be written in system form as 
w' = Aw+C, ( 4.4) 
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where 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
A= 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
-0:'0 -0:'1 -0:'2 -0:':3 -0:'4 -0:'5 -0:'6 -0:'7 -O:'s -0:'9 
W= [ w(O), w(1) (2) w(3) W(4) w(S) w(6) w(7) w(s) w(9) ]T , W , , , , , , , 
and 
c = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -0:'10] T 
After transfOlning to a first-order system, any numerical method will deter-
mine, at every point Xl, X2, X3, ...... , XN of the grid not only the value of y 
but also its first nine derivatives so, a total of ten bits of information will be 
calculated at each lnesh point XI, X2, X3, ...... ,XN· 
I III (v) Note also that at the boundary x=a and at the boundary x=b y ,y ,y , 
y(vii), y(ix) ( a total of 10 ) are not given. The numerical method will find these 
bits of information also ( these are w(1)(a) = w~1), w(3)(a) = w~3), w(S)(a) = 
w(S) w(7)(a) - w(7) w(9)(a) - W(9). W(l) W(3) wN(S+) l' WN(7+) l' WN(9+) 1 ) o , - 0, - 0' N+l' N+l' . 
Hence, the total number of bits of information to be found is 
5+10N+5= 10(N+1). 
We apply the system of ten first-order ordinary differential equations to 
tl . t f tl . J Tl s ten ordinary differen-Ie pom s Xo, Xl, X2, ...... , XN 0 le gnu. lU" ' 
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tial equations are applied to N+1 mesh points; this total of 10(N+1) bits of 
information will give the 10(N + 1) bits of information required. 
Let w(x) = [w(o)(x) ,w(1)(x) ,W(2)(X) , ...... ,W(9)(x)]T. Then, the system 
( 4.1) is of the form 
Dw(x) - WI (x) = Aw(x) + C. 
This may be solved using the recurrence relation 






is a matrix of order 10. 
d 
dx 


















To obtain the solution w, recurrence relation (4.6) is applied to the (N + 1) 
mesh points Xo , Xl , X2 , ...... , XN· 
Suppose that exp(hD) in (4.6) is replaced by its (1,1) Pade approximant 
(I - thD)-I(I + thD) where I is the identity matrix of order 10. This gin>s 
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1 -1 1 
w(x + h) = (I - ihD) (I + ihD)w(x) 
I.e. 
1 1 (I - ihD)w(x + h) = (I + ihD)w(x). (4.7) 
The use of this Pade approximant, which is a second-order replacement of the 
exponential function exp(hD), gives rise to a second-order method for solving 
the boundary-value problem. Now 
Dw(x) = AW(x) + C 
and so 
Dw(x + h) = Aw(x + h) + C 
Let us now generalize and suppose that 0'0 ,0'1 ,0'2 ,0'3 ,0'4 ,Q's ,0'6 ,0'7 ,Q'8 ,0'9, 
Q'1O are all functions of x. Then 
Dw(x) = Aw(x) + C(x) 
and 
Dw(x + h) = Aw(x + h) + C(x + h) 
This gives, in (4.7), 
1 1] 1w(x + h) - "2h [A(x + h)w(x + h) + C(x + h)] = 1w(x) + 2"h[A(x)w(x) + C(x) 
which implies that 
[I - ~hA(x + h)]w(x + h) = [I + -21 hA(x)]w(x + h) + ~h[C(X + h) + C(x)] 2 ~ 
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1.e. 
P(x + h)w(x + h) - ~h[C(x + h) + C(x)] = Q(x)w(x) 
or 
1 1 Q(x)w(x) + 2"hC(x) = P(x + h)w(x + h) - 2"hC(x + h), (4.8) 
with x = Xo , Xl , X2 , ... , ... ,XN. In (4.8) 
1 
P(x + h) = I - 2"hA(x + h). 
and 
Q(x) = I + ~hA(x) 
so that 
1 -1.h 2 
1 -~h 
1 -1.h 2 
1 -1.h 2 
1 -1.h 
P(x+h)= 2 
1 -1.h 2 
1 -lh 2 
1 -lh 2 
1 -lh 2 
a b c d e f g J k t 
with 
a = ~hao(x + h), b = ~hal (x + h), c = ~h02(X + h), d = ~ha3(x + h). 
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e = ~h0'4(X + h), f = ~h(Y5(X + h), g = ~ha6(x + h), j = ~h0'7(X + h), 
k = ~h0'8(X + h), t = 1 + ~h0'9(X + h) and 
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w(x+h)= [w(O)(x+h), w(1)(x+h), w(2)(x+h), ...... , w(g)(x+h) JT. 
Silnilarly 
1 1h 2 
1 i h 
1 i h 
1 ~h 
Q(x) = 1 ~h 
1 1h 2 
1 ~h 
1 ~h 
1 i h 
ko k1 k2 1<:3 k4 k5 k6 k7 k8 1 - kg 
where 
ko = -~hO'o(x + h), k1 = ih0'1(x + h), k2 = -~h0'2(X + h), k3 = ~ha3(x + h), 
k4 = -ih0'4(x + h), k5 = ~h0'5(X + h), kG = -~hO'G(x + h), k7 = ~h0'7(X + h), 
k8 = -~h0'8(X + h), kg = 1 - ihag(x + h) and 
Consider (4.8) at x = Xo; it becomes 
1 1 Q(xo)w(xo) + 2"hC(xo) = P(X1 + h)W(X1 + h) - 2"hC(x1 + h). (4.9) 
We renaIlle this equation as follows 
(4.10) 
which gives 





























































z = !h, ko = -!hao(xo), k1 = -!hCY.l(XO), k2 = -!hCY.2(XO), k3 = -!hCY.3(XO), 
k4 = -!ha4(XO), k5 = -!hCY.5(XO), k6 = -!hCY.6(XO), k7 = -~hCY.7(XO)' 
ks = -!hCY.s(xo), k9 = 1 - !h0'9(XO), klO = -~halO(xo); do = ~hao(xd, 
d1 = ~hal(x1)' d2 = ~ha2(xl)' d3 = ~hCY.3(xd, d4 = ~hCY.4(X1)' 
d5 = ~ha5(xl)' d6 = ~hCY.6(xd, d7 = ~hCY.7(xd, ds = ~hCY.S(X1)' 
d9 = 1 + ~ha9(xl)' dlO = -~hO'IO(Xl)' 
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For the point x = Xn (with 11 = 1,2, :3, ... '" ,N - 1) equation (4.8) be-
comes 
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e4 = -~ha4(Xn)' es = -~has(xn)' e6 = -~ha6(Xn)' e7 = -~ha7(xll), 
e8 = -tha6(xn), eg = 1 - ! ha7(xn), elO = -!halO(Xll ); 
Co = ~hao(xn+l)' Cl = ~hal(Xn+d, C2 = ~ha2(Xn+d, C3 = ~ha3(xll+d, 
C4 = ~ha4(xn+l)' Cs = !has(xn+d, C6 = ~ha6(Xn+d, C7 = ~ha7(Xn+J), 
C8 = ! has(xn +l), Cg = 1 + !ha9(xn+I), CIO = -~haIo(Xn+l) 
Finally for the point x = XN equation (4.8) becomes as 
which we rewrite as 
glvmg 
1 z W(O)(XN) 0 
1 z w(1)(XN) 0 
1 z W(2)(XN) 0 
1 z w(3)(XN) 0 
1 z W(4)(XN) 0 
+ 
1 z W(S)(XN) 0 
1 z W(6)(XN) 0 
1 z W(7)(XN) 0 
1 z W(8)(XN) 0 
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1 -z Bo 0 
1 -z W(I)(XN+l ) 0 
1 -z B2 0 
1 -z W(3)(XN+I) 0 
1 -z B4 0 
1 -z W(S)(XN+I) 0 
1 -z B6 0 
1 -z W(7)(XN+l ) 0 
1 -z Bs 0 
bs bg W(g)(XN+I) blO 
with 
z = ~h, ao = -~hao(xN)' al = -~hal(xN)' a2 = -~ha2(xN)' 
a3 = -~ha3(xN)' a4 = -~ha4(xN)' as = -~haS(xN)' a6 = -~ha6(xN)' 
a7 = -~ha7(xN)' as = -~lw~6(xN)' ag = 1 - ~ha7(xN)' alO = -~hal0(xN); 
bo = ~hao(xN+I)' bl = ~h(YI(XN+I)' b2 = ~ha2(xN+l)' b3 = ~ha3(xN+d, 
b4 = ~ha4(xN+I)' bs = ~haS(xN+I)' b6 = ~ha6(xN+1)' b7 = ~ha7(xN+d, 
bs = ~has(xN+J), bg = 1 + ~hag(xN+l)' blO = -~halO(xN+1) 
Recalling 





for m=O so that 
(0) 1 (1) 11 (1) 
w - -hw = Ao + - lWO 1 .) I ') 
~ ..., 
( 4.17) 
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W(l) - ~hW(2) = W(l) + ~hA. 
1 2 1 0 2 2 
(2) 1 (3) 1 ('3) W - -hw' = A + -hw . 1 2 1 2 2 0 
w(3) - ~hW(4) = W(3) + ~hA 
1 2 1 0 2 4 
W(4) - ~hw(5) = A + ~hw(5) 
121 420 
W(5) - ~hW(6) = W(5) + ~hA 
1 2 1 0 2 6 
W(6) - ~hw(7) = A + ~hw(7) 121 6 2 0 
w(7) - ~hw(8) = W(7) + ~hA 
1 2 1 0 2 8 
w(8) _ ~hw(9) = A + ~hw(9) 
1 2 1 8 2 0 
~haO(Xl)wiO) + ~hal(xdwil) + ~ha2(xdwi2) + ~ha3(xdwi3) 
+~ha4(Xl)wi4) + ~ha5(Xl )wi5) + ~ha6(Xl )wi6) + ~ha7(xdwr) 
+~ha8(Xl)wi8) + [1 + 1ha9(xd]wi9) + 1hal0(Xl) 
= -1hao(xo)Ao - ~hal(xo)w61) - ~hC\2(xo)A2 -1ha3(XO)w63) 
-~ha4(Xo)A4 - ~ha5(xo)w65) - ~ha6(xo)A6 - ~ha7(XO)Wr) 
-~ha8(Xo)A8 + [1 -1ha9(XO)]w69) -1alO(XO) 
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where 
1h 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
81 = 
0 1h 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1h 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 
to tl t2 t3 t4 0 0 0 0 0 
W(l)(XO) Ao 











to = -~hal(xo), tl = -~ha:3(xo), tl = -~ha5(xo), t3 = -tha7(xo), 
t4 = 1 - ~ha9(xo) and 
c* = -~hao(xo)Ao - ~ha2(xo)A2 - tha4(xo)A4 - t ha6(xo)A6 
-thas(xo)As - t halO(XO). 
Thus, now, (4.16) for m=O reduces 
(-1.:27) 
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I.e. 
( 4.28) 
For the point x=N the formula is 
( 4.29) 
which gives 
w(O) + ~hW(l) = B - ~hW(l) 
N 2 N 0 2 N+l (4.30) 
W(l) + ~hW(2) = W(l) - ~hB2 
N 2 N N+l:z (4.:31) 
W(2) + ~hW(3) = B. - ~hW(3) 
N 2 N 2 2 N+l ( 4.32) 
W(3) + ~hW(4) = w(:3) - ~hB4 
N 2 N N+l:z ( 4.33) 
W(4) + ~hw(S) = B - ~hw(S) 
N 2 N 4 2 N+l (4.:34 ) 
w(S) + ~hW(6) = w(S) - ~hB6 
N 2 N N+l 2 (4.35) 
(6) 1 (7) 1 (7) 
w +-hw =B,--hw N 2 N 6 2 N+l ( 4.36) 
W(7) + ~hw(8) = W(7) - ~hB8 
N 2 N N+l 2 ( 4.37) 
(8) 1 (9) _ 1 (9) 
WN + 21nvN - B8 - 2 hwN+1 ( 4.38) 
-~hO'O(XN)W~) - ~hO'l(XN)W~1) - ~h0'2(XN)W~) - ~h0'3(XN)W~) 
-!h0'4(XN)W~4) - ~h():S(XN)W~) - tlH1'6(xN)w~) - th0'7(XN)W~) 
-~h0'8(xN)w~) + [1 - ~h(Y9(XN)]W~) - ~hO'10(XN) 
= ~hO'O(XN+l)Bo + ~hO'l(xN+l)w~ll + ~h():2(XN+l)B2 + ~h0'3(XN+l)W~3l1 
1 1 ( ) (S) 11 ( )B + 1 h ( ) (7) +2h0'4(XN+l )B4 + 2hO's XN+l WN+1 + 2" laG XN+l 6 2" ,0'7 XN+l W N+ 1 
+th0'8(XN+l )B8 + [1 + th():9(XN+d]w~L + ~()1O(XN+l) 
(4.:39) 
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Using (4.27)-(4.36), we develop a vector as follows 
SN+IW + V , 
where 
0 0 0 0 0 -lh 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -~h 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 
SN+l = 
0 0 0 0 0 -lh 
'2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -lh 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -~h 
0 0 0 0 0 Jo ]I J2 J3 J4 
V= [ Bo, _lhA2 B2, -~hA4' B4, - lhA6 B6, -lhAs Bs, k* ] T , 2 , 2 ' 2 ' 
with 
jo = -~hal(xo), jl = -~ha3(xO)' j2 = -~ha5(xo), j3 = -~ha7(xo), 
j4 = 1 + ~ha9; 
k* = ~hao(xo) + ~ha2(xo) + ~ha4(xO) + ~ha6(xo) + ~has(xo) + ~halo(xo) 
and W is already defined. Remember tha.t 
r = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 T -2"ha1o(xdJ . 
For the genera.l mesh points m = 1,2, :3, ...... ,N - 1. 
(4.40 ) 
with 
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Lastly, for m=N 
(4.41) 
Recall, 
P1,P2, ...... ,Pm,Pm+I, ... ,PN; Ql,Ql, ...... ,Qm,Qm+l, ... ,QN; SI, SN+l 
are all 10 x 10 matrices and the vectors WI, W2, W3 , .... ,. ,WN, W; U, V; 
rl, r2,·····. rN are all lOx 1 vectors. 
Using (4.12), (4.15), (4.28), (4.40), (4.41) and on rearranging we have the 
block matrix-vector product 
(4.4:2) 
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where 
bI -u - rl 
b2 -rl - r2 
b3 -r2 - r3 
b4 -r:3 - r4 
( 4.43) 
bm + I -rm - r lll+l 
The systelll (4.42) may be rearranged into the form 
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using the following algorithm 
Algorithm 
m = 2,3,4, ...... ,N 
SN+l = -SN+I + QNPNI SN ; 
gl = bl , and 
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(4.44 ) 
The solution may then be computed on an architecture with N processors as 
follows. 
Solve the system SN+I W = gN+I to find W, 
then solve the systellls 
~ 
- Pmwm + SmW = gIll (lll = 1,2, :3, ...... , N ) 
to find each Wm (lll = 1,2, :3, ...... , N ), using N processors, each of which 
solves a linear system of order 10. 
4.4 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The nUlllerical lllethods in sections (4.1) y"ere tested on the following problems. 
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Equation (4.42) was solved using an L U-decomposition routine because a 
multi-processor architecture was not available. 
PROBLEM 4.1. 
y{lO) + (1 + x2)y + (4 + 2x2 )y{1) - (2 + 3x2)y{2) _ (:3 + X3)y{3) 
+(x3 - 1 )y{4) - (1 - 3x3)y{5) + (1 + X4 - 1 )y(6) _ (4 + x4)y{7) 
+X5y(8) + (1 - 2x5 )y{9) 
e
x (x7 + 20x6 + 92x5 + 40x4 + 59x3 + 7x2 + 22x - 11), -1 < x < 1, 
y( -1) = 0, y(2)( -1) = 2e- 1 , y(4)( -1) = -4e-1 , 
y(6)( -1) = -18e-1, y(8)( -1) = -40e-1 
and 
y(l) = 0, y(2)(I) = -6e, y(4)(I) = -20e, 
y(6)(1) = -42e, y(8)(I) = -72e. 
The theoretical solution is given by 
y(x) = x(1 - x)ex • 
( 4.45) 
( 4.46) 
The interval -1 < x < 1 was divided into N + 1 equal subintervals each of width 
h = f~~~~. The corresponding values of N are then given by N = 2i - 1; the 
values i=4,5,6 were used in the calculations. The value of Ily - YII(X) was 
computed for each value of N and these are given in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Error norms 
y(-\) N = 15 N = 31 N = 6:3 
A=O 0.2298D-02 0.:3349D-02 0.3611D-02 
A = 1 0.12:31D-01 0.1l70D-01 0.1l64D-01 
A=2 0.:3918D-01 0.:3718D-01 0.3667D-01 
A=3 0.1256D+00 0.1171D+00 0.1l49D+00 
A=4 0.3481D+00 0.3572D+00 0.:3594D+00 
A=5 0.1l28D+00 0.1147D+01 0.1l53D+01 
A=6 0.352:3D+01 0.:3545D+01 0.3549D+01 
A=7 0.1l77D+02 0.1208D+02 0.1216D+02 
A=8 0.3508D+02 0.:3.527D+02 0.3529D+02 
A=9 0.1516D+03 0.16.57D+0:3 0.1722D+0:3 
PROBLEM 4.2. 
y(10) + y + y(l) + y(2) + y(3) + y(4) + y(5) + y(6) + y(7) + y(8) + y(9) 
sinx(10x + 54) + cosx(x2 + 12x - 41). 
subject to the boundary conditions 
y(-l)=O, y(2)(-l) = -4cos(-1) + 2sin(-1), 
y(4)(_1) = 8cos(-1) -12sin(-1), y(6)(_1) = -12cos(-1) + 30sin(-1), 
y(8)( -1) = 16 cos( -1) - 56 sin( -1); 
and 
y(l) = 0, y(2)(l) = 4cos(1) + 2sin(1), y(4)(I) = -8cos(1) -12sin(1), 
y(6)(-1) = 12cos(1) + 30sin(1), y(8)(1) = -16cos(1) - 56sin(1). 
(4..17) 
The theoretical solution is given by 
y(x) = (x2 - l)sinx. 
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The interval -1 < x < 1 was divided into N + 1 equal subintervals each of width 
h = i~~~)· The corresponding values of N are then given by N = 2i - 1; the 
values i=4,5,6 were used in the calculations. The value of Ily - Yll
oo 
was 
computed for each value of N and these are given in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2: Error norms 
Y (A) N = 15 N =:31 N = 63 
A=O 0.9967D-02 0.9892D-02 0.9879D-02 
A = 1 0.6516D-Ol 0.7120D-Ol 0.7448D-Ol 
A=2 0.:3310D+00 0.:3405D+00 0.:3452D+OO 
A=3 0.5780D+00 0.5799D+OO 0.580:3D+OO 
A=4 0.3323D+00 0.3411D+OO 0.3455D+00 
A=5 0.6034D+00 0.6081D+00 0.6090D+00 
A=6 0.3818D+00 0.3834D+00 0.3827D+OO 
A=7 0.1220D+01 0.1246D+Ol 0.1249D+Ol 
A=8 0.36:36D+Ol 0.3747D+00 0.:3760D+01 
A=9 0.24:35D+02 0.2702D+02 0.2856D+02 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 contain the error norms for these values of N for y 
and its first nine derivatives. It is noted that the maximum errors in yare 
small, but that, for any value of N, the errors gradually increase as the higher-
order derivatives are considered. It is also seen that, with a small number of 
exceptions, the error norms for y and its derivatives increase as N increases 
(or as h gets smaller). This is due to the conditioning of the block matrix in 
(4.42) being affected by the mesh refinement and to the build-up of round-off 
errors associated with a large increase in the number of arithmetic operations. 






Consider the general tenth-order non-linear two-point boundary-value problem 
y(X)(x) = f(x, y(x), y' (x), y" (x), y"l (x), y(iV)(X), y(V)(X), 
y(vi)(x),y(vii)(x),y(viii)(x),y(ix)(x)), a < x < b, 
with the boundary conditions 
Now suppose tha.t 
y(a) = Ao, 
y"(a) = A2 , 
y(iv)(a) = A4 , 
(viii)(, ) - A y a - s, 
y(b) = Bo, 
y(iv )(b) = B4 , 
y(vi)(b) = B6 , 
y(viii)(b) = Bs. 
I I 
:::} P = Y = q, 
153 
(5.1 ) 
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y'(x)=q , /I :::::}q =y = f, 
y" (x) = f , "' :::::}f =y = s, 
y"' (x) = s , = y(iv) = t, :::::}s 
y{iv)(x) = t , = y(v) = u, :::::}t 
y(v)(x) = u , = y(vi) = v, :::::}u 
y(vi)(X) = v , = y(vii) = A, :::::}v 
y(vii)(x) = A :::::} A' = y(viii) = /l, 
y(viii) (x) = /l , = y(ix) = t :::::}/l 
and 
y(ix)(X) = t :::::} ( = y(x) = f(x, p, q, f, S, t, u, v, A, p" 0 
Let w = [p, q, f, S, t, u, v, A, /l, tF then the system is 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
dw 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
w+ dx 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f(x, p, q, f, S, t, u, v, A./l, 0 
C ')) :).-
The the system of equations (5.2) is of the form 
Dw(x) - dw = Mw(x) + c(x, w(x)), a<x<b. ( 5. :) ) 
- dx 
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Note: p = p(x), q = q(x), r = r(x), s = s(x), t = t(x), 
u = u(x), v = v(x), ,\ = '\(x), fL = ji,(x), f, = f,(x) and so c=c(x,w(x)). 
The associated boundary conditions are 
p(a) = Ao, p(b) = Bo, 
r(a) = A2 , r(b) = B2 , 
t(a) = A4, t(b)=B4' (5.4 ) 
v(a) = Ae, v(b) = Be, 
11(a) = As, 11(b) = Bs. 
System (5.3) will be solved by using the recurrence relation 
w(x + h) = [exp(hD)]w(x), (5.5) 
where D - diag{ d:} is a matrix of order 10 defined in section 4.2. Suppose that 
exp(hD) in (5.4) is replaced by the (1,1) Pade approximant (I - thD)-l(I + thD) 
where I is the identity matrix of order 10. This gives, to second order, 
1 1 
w(x + h) = (I - 2 hD )-1(I + 2hD)w(x), (5.6) 
that is 
1 1 (I - 2hD)w(x + h) = (I + 2hD)w(x). (5.7) 
Then 
1 1 
w(x + h) - 2h[M(x + h)w(x + h) + c(x, w(x + h))] = w(x) + 2"h[Mw(x) + c(x, w(x))]' 
(5.8) 
glvmg 
1 1 1 1 (I - 2hM)w(x + h) - 2hc(x + h, w(x + h)) = (I + 2 hM )w(x) + 2 hc (x, w(x)). 
(5.9) 
This is of the form 
1 1 
Pw(x + h) - 2hc(x + h, w(x + 11)) = Qw(x) + 2 c (x, w(x)), (5.10) 
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where the constant matrix P, the constant matrix Q, and c are given by 
1 -lh 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 -lh 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 -lh 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 -lh 2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 -lh 0 0 0 0 
P= :2 
0 0 0 0 0 1 -lh 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -lh 
:2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -lh 
:2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -lh 
:2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 Ih 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 ~h 0 0 0 0 Q= 
0 1 Ih 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ~h 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ~h 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ~h 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
and 
c= [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, f(x,p,q,r,s,t,u,v,A,fl,O f· 
Note that P and Q are upper bidiagonal matrices. Recall the mesh points are 
Xm = a + lllh (Ill = 0, 1, :2, ... , N ,N + 1). 
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5.1 NOTATION 
The notation used in Chapter 4 will be retained, so that 
p( Xm) Pm (0) Wm 
q(xm) qm (1) Wm 
r(xm) rm (2) Wm 
S(Xm) Sm (3) WIll 
t(Xm) tIll (4) Wm 
WIll = (5) U (Xm) Um Wm 
(5.11) 
V(Xm) Vm (6) Wm 
A(Xm) Am (7) WIll 
fL(Xm) fLm (8) Wm 
e(Xm) elll (9) Wm 
with In = 1,2,3, ... ,N; 
(0) 
Wo Ao 
(1) Wo qo 
(2) Wo A2 
(3) 
Wo So 








(8) Wo A8 
(9) 
Wo eO 
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(0) 
W N + 1 Bo 
(1) 
W N+ 1 qN+1 
(2) 
W N+ 1 B2 
(3) 
W N+ 1 sN+1 
(4) 
B4 W N+ 1 
WN+1 = (5) (5.1:3) 
W N+ 1 UN+1 
(6) 
W N+ 1 B6 
(7) 
W N+ 1 AN+1 
(8) 
W N+ 1 B8 
(9) 
W N+ 1 ~N+1 
(5.14) 




5.2 NUMERICAL METHOD 
Applying the numerical method to the general mesh point Xm (m = 0, 1,2, 
3, 4, ...... ,N) gives 
(5.17) 
which is of the form 
(5.1~) 
in (5.18) FIll is a vector of order 10. 
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1)1 - -bq} = Ao + -hqo 2 2 (5.21 ) 
1 1 
q1 - "2hr1 = qo + "2hA2 ( 5.22) 
1 1 
r1 - -hs1 = A2 + -hso 2 2 
( 5.2:3) 
1 1 
S1 - "2ht1 = So + "2hA4 (,5.24 ) 
1 1 




U1 - "2hV1 = Uo + ~hA6 (5.26) 
1 1 
VI - "2hA1 = A6 + "2h Ao (5.27) 
1 1 
Al - "2h111 = Ao + "2hA8 (5.28) 
1 1 
111 - 2h6 = A8 + "2h~o (5.29) 
6 - ~hf(X1,p1,q1,r1,sl,t1,u1,VhA1'111,~d (5.:30) 
~o + ~hf(a, Ao, qo, A2, So, A4, Uo, A6, Ao, A8, ~o). 
Taking all tenns to the left hand sides of (5.21)-(5.30) enables us to create 
the vector 
with 
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and 
~ll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1000000000 
o ~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0100000000 
o 0 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0010000000 
o 0 0 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0001000000 
o 0 0 0 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Consider, next, the general point Xm (m = 1,2, :3, ... , N - 1) then (5.17) 
reduces and gives 
1 1 
Pm + 2"hqm - Pm+1 + 2"hqm+1 = 0, (5.31 ) 
1 1 
%u + 2"hrm - qm+1 + 2"hrm+1 = 0, (5.32) 
1 1 
rm + 2" hSm - 1\u+1 + 2" hSm+1 = 0, (,5.33) 
1 1 
tm + 2"hum - tm+1 + 2"hum+1 = 0, (5.34 ) 
1 1 
U m + 2"hvm - U m+1 + 2"hVm+1 = 0, (5.35) 
1 1 
Vm + 2"hAm - Vm+1 + 2hA111+1 = 0, ( 5.:36) 
1 1 
Am + 2 h/1m - Am+ 1 + 2 hllm+ 1 = 0, ( 5.37) 
1 1 
/lm + 2"h~m-llm+1 + 2h~m+1 = 0, ( 5.38) 
~m - ~1ll+1 + ~hf(Xlll' Pm, qm, rm, Sm, t IlU U m, Vll\) Allu/1m, ~m) 
+ ~ hf( Xm+b Pm+1 , qm+1, rm+1, Sm+ 1, tm+ 1, Um+ 1, Vm+ 1, Am+l , /lm+ 1 , ~m+ d 
o 
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PN + 2"hqN = Bo - 2"hqN+l = 0 (5.42) 
1 1 
qN + 2"hrN = qN+l - "2hB2 = 0 ( 5.4:3) 
1 1 
rN + 2"hsN = B2 - 2"hSN+1 = 0 (.5.44 ) 
1 1 
SN + 2"htN = SN+l - 2"hB4 = 0 (5.4.5) 
1 1 
tN + 2"hUN = B4 - 2"hUN+1 = 0 (5.46) 
1 1 
UN + -hVN = UN + 1 - -hBG = 0 2 2 (5.47) 
1 1 




AN + 2"h/LN = AN+l - :.zhBs = 0 (5.49) 
1 1 
/LN + 2h~N = Bs - 2h~N+l = 0 (5.50) 
~N + ~hf(xN' PN, qN, rN, SN, tN, UN, vN, AN, /LN, ~N) 
~N+l - ~hf(b, Bo, qN+l, B2, SN+l, B4, UN+l, BG) AN+l) Bs) ~N+l)' 
(5.51 ) 
Equations (.5.42)-(.5 . .51) may be written in system form as follows 
( .5.52) 
(It may be noted that W is already defined.) 
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with 
0 0 0 0 0 1h 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1h 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1h 2 0 0 
SN+I = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~h 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~h 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
The next ainl is to find the block matrices. Return to the ten equations 
(5.21 )-(5.30) for the mesh point x = Xo and let these equations be named 













For each general point Xm (111 = 1,2,3, ... ,N - 1) these are also ten equations. 
Let these equations be named Em,l, Em,2, Em,3, Em,4, Em,S, Em,G, Em", Em,8. Em ,9, 
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Em,lO respectively; they give the vector 
Em,l 
Em,2 








E m ,9 
Em,lO 
Sinlilarly for the last point XN there are also ten (non-linear) algebraic equa-
tions. These are given in equations (5.42)-(.5 . .51) which will be renamed 
EN,}) E N,2) EN,3) E N,4) EN,S) E N,6) E N,7) E N,8) E N,9) EN,lO respectively; collectively 
these give 
EN1 , 
EN 2 , 
E N,3 
EN 4 , 





EN 10 , 
The unknowns in (5.53)-(5.55) are qo) so) uo) Ao) ~O) pm) qm, I'm, sm, t m, 
lIm, vm) Am, jim, ~m( III = 1) 2) 3, ... , N), qN+l) SN+l, UN+l, AN+b ~N+l' The 
total number of unknowns is 5 + ION + 5 10(N + 1). There are 
10 + lO(N - 1) + 10 = 10 ( N + 1) non-linear algebraic equations in which 
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5.3 THE NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
Consider the nonlinear algebraic system of M equations given by 
F(x) = 0 (5.56) 
I.e. 
As was noted in Chapter 1, the Newton-Raphson method becomes 
k = 0,1,2, ... (5.57) 
with 
x = [X1 ,X2,X:3,X1 ' ...... ,XM]T. 
d J t" " X(O) so that the Clearly k is the iteration number an we neen 0 guess . 
-, d 't X* L t Newton-Raphson method for a system will converge to a fixe pom . e 
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be the Jacobian given by 
oF l oF l oF l oF l 
oX l ox2 aX3 aXM 
OF2 oF2 oF2 aF2 J(k) = aX l ox2 aX3 oX M (5.59) 
oFM oFM oFM 8FM 
oX l ox2 aX 3 aX M 
Now, J(k) should be inverted to give [J(k)]-\ this is a major problem if M is 
large. So, to avoid having to invert J(k), let 
( 5.60) 
then the above equation becomes 
(5.61 ) 
This is a linear system in Z(k) which can be solved using a suitable method 
(e.g. L U-decomposition, or Gauss-Seidel). 
Having found Z(k) by solving this linear system, the next iterate X(k+l) is 
found frOID the silDple equation 
(5.62) 
The lnain aiUl is to get the linear system 
(5.63) 
into the blok form 
(5.64 ) 
Q. (k) N-l 
_S(k) 
, N+l 
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5.4 CLARIFYING THE NOTATION 
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m=0,1 ,2, ... ,N + 1. Clearly 
(5.66) 
To forn1 the .Jacobian, we need to find the derivaties aaEpm,.'j, aEm,j aErn,j 
oQi' Dr;' 
aEm,j aEm,j aEm,j aEm,j aErn,j aEm,j 8Em,j. f . - + 1 . - 1 2 3 4 I': 
aSi' ati' aUi' aVi' BAi' O{L;' aei' or 1-111,111 ,J-", "J 
and In = 0,1,2, ... , N - 1, N. There are 10(N+1) of these derivatives; this, of 
course, is the order of the square matrix .J which we aim to write in the above 
block fonn. 
5.5 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The nUlnericallnethod in sections (5.:3)-(5.5) for tenth-order non-linear two-
point boundary-value problems is tested on the following problem. 
Problem 5.1. 
y(X) __ () '" + '" (iv) (v) (vi) y(vii) y(viii) y(ix) g x - y - yy - y y - y - y - y - - -
where 
subject to the boundary conditions 
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and 
The theoretical solution is given by 
The interval 0 < x < 1 for the problem was divided in to N + 1 equal subin-
tervals each of width h = t~~~). The corresponding values of N are then given 
by N = 2i - 1; the values i=4,5,6 were used in the calculations. The value of 
Ily - Ylloo was cOlnputed for each value of N. Because of the non-availablity 
of multi-processor architecture, LU-decomposition was used to solve equation 
(5.64) at each iterate. 
Table 5.1 contains the error norms for these values of N for y and its first 
nine derivatives. It is noted that the maximum errors in yare small, but that, 
for any value of N, the errors gradually increase as the higher-order derivatives 
are considered. It is also seen that, with a small number of exceptions, the error 
norms for y and its derivatives increase as N increases (or as h gets smaller). 
This is due to the conditioning of the block matrix in (5.64) being affected by 
the mesh refinement and to the build-up of round-off errors associated with 
a large increase in the number of arithmetic operations. This is a common 
phenomenon as reported by Twizell et al. (1994). 
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Table 5.1: Error norms 
y('\) N = 15 N =:31 N = 6:3 
A=O 0.2435D-04 0.1811D-04 0.27:35D-04 
A = 1 0.2712D-0:3 0.1456D-0:3 0.1262D-0:3 
A=2 0.3014D-0:3 0.2989D-0:3 0.2961 D-0:3 
A=3 0.9150D-03 0.1123D-02 0.1 L59D-02 
A=4 0.25L5D-02 0.2836D-02 0.2901D-02 
A=5 0.1047D-01 0.1141D-01 0.1154D-01 
A=6 0.248:3D-01 0.2703D-01 0.2748D-01 
A=7 0.1046D+00 0.113:36D+00 0.1158D+00 
A=8 0.:34:36D+00 0.:3762D+00 0.3964D+00 





Consider a horizontal layer of fluid in which an adverse temperature gradient 
is Inaintained by heating the underside. The fluid at the bottom will be lighter 
than that the top and, in this situation, the layer will be potentially unstable. 
The role played by viscosity is to inhibit a tendency on the part of the fluid 
to redistribute itself. This role is affected by an additional effect of rotation 
and the rotation will introduce new factors into the ensuing thermal instability 
(Chandrasekhar, 1961). 
The "top-heavy" state of the fluid gives rise to an eighth-order eigenvalue 
probleln, when instability sets in as overstability, consisting of the ordinary 
differential equation (ODE) 
(D2 _ A2 _ PIO")[(D2 _ A2 - 0")2(D2 - A2) + TD2]w(x) 
= - RA :2 (D 2 - A 2 - 0") W ( x ) , 
and the boundary conditions 
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The variables, parameters and constants in (6.1) and (6.2) and the other terms 
on which they depend are described below 
A : wave nUlllber, J1: magnetic permeability, H uniform magnetic field. 
- I . . 't"t D d 7] - (47r/la) • reSlS IVI y, = dx' 
PI = ~ where v : kinetic viscosity and f\,: thermoconductivity , 
(J: time costant (relative to dimensionless time and space coordinates), 
T 402d4 1 = ~ = t le Taylor number where n angular veloci ty, 
R = gQ~~4 = the Rayleigh number where g acceleration due to gravity, 
a = coefficient of volumetric expansion, (3 = adverse temprature gradient, 
x : dilllensioniess vertical coordinate, P2 = ~, d : depthoflayeroffiuid, 
w= w(x) : vertical coordinate, Q = It (H2 c1 2 ). 
t 47rV1} 
In solving (6.1) and (6.2), the minimum value of R (and A) is sought and 
the corresponding value of (J, which can be complex. It is apparent from (6.1) 
that, for an arbitrary complex value value of (J' R will be complex. However, 
the physical meaning of R requires it to be real and so it will be assumed that 
. .. 
(J IS pure Imagmary. 
It may be noted that, when instability sets in as ordinary convection, the 
marginal state will be characterized by (J = 0 and the ODE in (6.1) reduces to 
a sixth-order equation (Chandrasekhar, 1961). This ODE was solved by Bald-
win (1987) who used global phase-integral methods, by Twizell and Boutayeb 
(1990) and Boutayeb and Twizell (1991) using finite difference methods. 
The effect of rotation on a horizontal layer of fluid heated from below is 
known to be silllilar to the effect of a magnetic field acting under the same 
conditions in that they both inhibit the onset of thermal instability (Chan-
drasekhar, 1961). A lllagnetic field imparts to the fluid certain aspects of vis-
cosity which facilitate the onset of instability when rotation is present. Acting 
togather, rotation and lllagnetic field do not reinforcp each other, however. In 
fact, they exhibit conflicting tendencies when applied simult aneously. 
In liquid metals such as mercury, instability sets in mostly as O\·prstabilit~· 
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when rotation is present, but it sets in as convection under the influence of a 
magnetic field (Chandrasekhar, 1961). Thus, it has always been illuminating to 
study thermal instability under the combined effects of rotation and a magnetic 
field. 
Consider, therefore, an infinite horizontal layer of fluid of uniform thickness, 
heated fr0111 below, in a state of uniform rotation subject to a uniform magnetic 
field acting across the fluid in the same direction as gravity. Chandrasekhar 
(1961) shows that, when it sets in as ordinary convection, instability may be 
modelled by the tenth-order eigenvalue problem 
(D2 _ A 2)[ {(D2 - A 2)2 - QD2} + TD2(D2 - A2)]w(X) 
+ RA 2[(D2 - A 2)2 - QD2]W(X) = 0, 
( 6.:3) 
with boundary conditions given by (6.2); the terms in (6.4) are as described 
above. When instability sets in as overstability, the model differential equation 
is of order twelve and is given by 
(D2 _ A2 _ PIO")[(D2 - A2){(D2 - A2 - 0")(D2 - A2 - P20") - QD2P 
+TD2(D2 - A2 - P20")2]W(X) 
+RA2[(D2 - A2 - 0")(D2 - A2 - P20") - QD2](D2 - A2 - P20")W(X) = 0, 
(6.4) 
with boundary conditions given by (6.2); the terms in (6.4) are as described 
before. 
The numerical analysis literature on the solution of eighth-, tenth-, and 
twelfth-order boundary-value problem is extrely small. Such problems are con-
tained implicitly in the paper by Chawala and Katti (1979); however, the em-
phasis is on fourth-order problems in that paper. Agarwal (1986), in his book, 
gives theorenls which emphasize the conditions for existence and uniqueness of 
solutions of such higher-order problems, but no numerical experiments are re-
ported therein. NUlllerical methods for the solution of higher-order boundary-
value problems are also considered by AcheI' et al. (1988). Doedal (1~)'9). 
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Esser (1980), Keller (1975), Kreiss (1972), Lynch and Rice (1980) and Os-
borne (1967). Boutayeb and Twizell (1991) have solved the special, nonlinear, 
twelfth-order, boundary-value problem 
W(xii)(X) = f(x, w), a < < 1 bE'\() x ); a" x ;:Il; (6.5) 
(6.6) 
in which w(x) and f(x,w) are real and as many times differentiable as required, 
and A2i, B2i (i = 0,1, ... ,5) are real and finite contants. The approach fol-
lowed involved the transformation of (6.5) into a system of six second-order 
differential equations first of all. Thereafter, a well-known second-order finite 
difference method was employed to obtain the solution and global extrapola-
tion on two grids was carried out to improve accuracy. 
An alternative approach is to solve the problems {( 6.1), (6.2)}, {( 6.:3), (6.2)} 
and {( 6.4), (6.2)} directly, as higher-order problems rather than reduce the 
differential equations to lower-order systems. This approach was followed suc-
cessfully in Twizell et al. (1994) to compute critical values of R, a and ~ in 
(6.1), R and a in (6.3), and R, a and ~l = ;2 in (6.4). 
6.2 ROTATION AND A MAGNETIC FIELD: 
INSTABILITY AS ORDINARY CONVECTION 
Numerical lllethods for solving high-order eigenvalue problems directly may 
suffer word-length problems due to the high condition numbers involved. This 
was experienced in earlier chapters of this thesis. One way of minimizing such 
difficulties is to transform the given differential equation into a. system of lower-
order equations and then to use appropriate techniques for solving low-order 
boundary-value problems. 
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6.3 TENTH-ORDER EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
Consider again the general tenth-order differential equation 
(D2 - A 2)[ {(D2 - A 2)2 - QD2} + TD2(D2 _ A 2)]W(X) 
+RA2[(D2 - A2)2 - QD2]W(X) = 0, 
This is clearly a linear ODE which may be written in the form 
with 
(DID - kID8 + k2D6 - k3 D4 + k4D2 - A ID)W(x) 
+RA2(D4 - k5D2 + A4)w(x) = 0, 
kI = 5A2 + 2Q, k2 = 10A4 + 6A2Q + T + Q2, 
k3 = 10A6 + 6A4Q + 2A2T + A2Q2, 




It will be assumed that, in (6.7), 0 < x < 1 and, following Chandrasekhar, 
the free-free boundary conditions 
W(2i)(0) = w(2i)(1) = 0', . 0 1 2 '3 4 1 = , , ,', , (6.9) 
will be imposed and a first-order numerical method will be used to estimate 
the critical values of R associated with the eigenvalue problem (6.7)-(6.9) for 
the different values of A, T and Q. 
6.4 FIRST-ORDER SYSTEM 
Consider the linear eigenvalue problem (6.8) written in the form 
DlOW = kID8W - k2D6W + k3 D4W - k4D2w + A 10\\, 
- RA 2D4w + RA 2k5D~\\' - RA 6W . 
(6.10) 
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Let 
w=p, 
w' (x) = q, 
w"(x) = f, 
W'" (x) = s, 
w(iv)(x) = t, 
w(v)(x) = u, 
w(vi)(x) = v, 
w(vii)(x) = A, 
w(viii)(x) = f/, 
w(ix)(x) = ~, 
so that 
, I 
P = w = q, 
, " q = w = f, 
, /I' 
f = W = s, 
I (iv) t s=w =, 
t' = w(v) = u, 
, (vi) 
U = W = v, 
I _ (vii) _ \ 
V - W - /\, 
A' = w(viii) = 71, 
, (ix) t 
7] =w =", 
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and 
((x) = k11] - k2v + k3t - k4r + A10p + RA2( -t + ksr _ A4 ). 
Twizell et al. (1994) solve (6.8), (6.9) directly and by transforming the prob-
lem into an equivalent second-order system. The approach to be followed in 
this chapter will enable eigenvalue problems with odd-order derivatives to be 
solved,too. LetV = [p, q, r, s, t, u, v, A, 1], ~F,andletD diag{dd
x
} 


























1 0 0 0 
o 1 0 0 
o 0 1 0 
o 0 0 1 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
o 1 0 0 
o 0 1 0 








o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
1 0 000 
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which is of the form 
DV = BV + RA 2 CV (6.12) 
6.5 NUMERICAL METHOD BASED ON THE (1,1) PADE 
APPROXIMANT 
Equation (6.12) may be solved using the recurrence relation 
V(x + h) = [exp(hD)]V(x) ( 6.13) 
Suppose that exp(hD) in (6.13) is replaced by the (1,1) Pade approximant 
(I - ~hD)-l(1 + ~hD) where 1 is the identity matrix of order 10. This gives 
(6.14) 
I.e. 
1 1 (I - 2hD)V(x + h) = (I + 2 hD )V(x). (6.15) 
Since 
DV(x) = BV(x) + RA2CV(x), (6.16) 
it follows that 
DV(x + h) = BV(x + h) + RA 2 CV(x + h). (6.l7) 
Then, frOln (6.15), 
1 1 2 ~~V( )] 
V(x + h) - 2 h [BV(x + h) + RA2 CV(x + h)] = V(x) + 2 h[BV(x) + RA ex, 
glvmg 
This is of the form 
(I - ~hB)V(x + h) - (I + ~hB)V(x) 
= RA2[~hCV(x + h) + ~hCV(x)], 
(6.l8) 
(6.l9) 
S ()] ( ().~U) PV(x + h) - QV(x) = RA2[SV(X + h) + k'V X ; 
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with x=O, h, 2h, 3h, ... , Nh, that is x = Xo, xl, X:2, X3, '" ,XN. 
In (6.20), the nlatrices P, Q and S are given by 
1 -lh 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 -lh :2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 -lh :2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 -lh :2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 -lh 0 0 0 0 P= :2 
0 0 0 0 0 1 -lh :2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -~h 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -lh :2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -lh :2 
_~hAIO 0 ~hk4 0 -lh1<-3 :2 . 0 1hk:2 :2 0 _lhk1 :2 1 
1 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1h 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 ~h 0 0 0 0 Q= 
0 0 1 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ~h 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1h 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ~h 
lhA10 0 -~hk4 0 ~hk3 0 _lhk2 0 ~hk1 1 2 2 
and 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S= 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
-lhA4 
2 0 ~hk5 0 -lh 2 0 0 0 0 0 
6.6 NOTATION AND DETAILS AT THE MESH POINTS 
Let 
Va = [0, Cia, 0, So, 0, Uo, 0, Ao, 0, ~olT, 
V m = [Pm, Cim, fIll' SIll' tm, UIll ' V Bl , Am, 'r/m, ~llll T, m=1,2,3, ... ,N, 
V N+1 = [0, CiN+l, 0, SN+l, 0, UN+I, 0, AN+l, 0, ~N+llT , 
and 
Then (6.20), for the general point Xlll , becomes 
2 ) 1 2 N 1 (6.21) 
-QVlll + PVm +1 = RA (SVlll + SVlll+1 ; m = , , ... , - . 
Recall the ll1esh points are X lll = a + l11h (m = 0,1,2, ... , N, N + 1). 
For x = Xo equation (6.20) may be written 
This gives 
1 1 2() o - ~ hCio + PI - ~Cil = RA 0 + 0 , 
:2 :2 
((. 0)0)) ).~~ 
(6.:n) 
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1 2 
-qo + 0 + ql - 21'1 = RA (0 + 0), 
O 11 1 2 
-21so+rl-2s1 =RA (0+0), 
1 2 
-so + 0 + Sl - 2t1 = RA (0 + 0), 
11 1 2 0- 2 lUo + t1 - 2111 = RA (0 + 0), 
1 2 
-Uo + 0 + Ul - 2V1 = RA (0 + 0), 
1 1 2 o - -:-hAo + tl - -:-Al = RA (0 + 0), 
:l :l 
1 2 
-Ao + 0 + Al - 27]1 = RA (0 + 0), 
1 1 2 










-eo - ~hAI0Pl + ~hk4rl - ~hk3tl + ~hk2V1 - ~hkl7]l + ~1 (6.:32) 
= RA2(0 - ~A4pl + ~hk51'1 - ~htl). 
l.e. 
-lh 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 qo 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 So 
0 -lh 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Uo 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ao 
0 0 -lh 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~o 2 +PV1 = RA SV1, 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 qN+1 
0 0 0 -lh 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 sN+l 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 UN+ 1 
0 0 0 0 -lh 2 0 0 0 0 0 AN+l 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 ~N+l 
l.e. 
PV1 + SI W = RA2SV1 , ( 6.:3:3) 
For x = XN (6.21) then becomes 
-QVN + PVN+1 = RA2(SVN + SVN+1). (b.:34) 
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This gives 
1 1 
-PN - 2"hqN + 0 - 2"qN+l = RA 2(0 + 0), 
-qN - ~llfN + qN+l - 0 = RA2(0 + 0), 
1 1 
-fN - 2"hsN + 0 - 2"SN+l = RA2(0 + 0), 
11 2 
-sN - 2" ItN + SN+l - 0 = RA (0 + 0), 
1 1 2 
-tN - 2"hUN + 0 - "2UN+1 = RA (0 + 0), 
11 2 
-UN - "2 IVN + UN+l - 0 = RA (0 + 0), 
1 1 2 
-VN - 2"hAN + 0 - "2AN+l = RA (0 + 0), 
1 2 
-AN - "2h17N + AN+l - 0 = RA (0 + 0), 
1 1 2 
-1]N - "2h~N + 0 - "2~N+l = RA (0 + 0), 
_~AI0PN + ~hk4rN - ~k3tN + ~k2VN - ~kl1]N - ~N + ~N+l 
= RA2[_~hA4pN + ~hk5rN - ~htN] 
Equations (6.34)-(6.44) may be written in the form 
o - ~hqN+l 
qN+l - 0 
o - ~hSN+l 
SN+l - 0 
o - ~hUN+l 
UN+l - 0 
o - ~hAN+l 
AN+l - 0 
o - ~h~N+l 
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I.e. 
0 0 0 0 0 
-th 0 0 0 0 qo 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 So 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -~h 0 0 0 Uo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Ao 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -lh 0 0 ~o 
-QVN+ 2 = RA2SVN, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 qN+l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -lh 2 0 SN+l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 UN+ 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -lh 2 AN+l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ~N+l 
I.e. 
- QVN + SN+l W = RA 2SVN. (6.46) 
6.7 IMPLEMENTATION 
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S 0 VI 
S S V 2 
S S V3 
= RA2 (6.4 7) 
S S Vm 
S S V N 
SOW 
This is of the form of the generalized eigenvalue problem 
Lv = AZv, ( 6.48) 
1 A RA2 '" tl' I" Tl' " w lere = IS le eIgenva ue. lIS may be WrItten III 
(L - AZ)v = 0, (6.49) 
and the NAG routine F02B.JF may be used to obtain the eigenvalues. Of 
course, only the snlallest eigenvalue ( they should all be real and positive) is 
of interest. ( See Chandrasekhar (1961).) 
6.8 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The eigenvalue problem (6.7)-(6.9) was solved using the block-formulation 
(6.47 ) first of all. The number of interior points of the descretization of the 
interval 0 < x < 1 was taken to be N = 50. To compare the computed 
results with those in the literature, it is covenient to define QI and T I by the 
relationshi ps 
& (6.50) 
Nmnerical results were obtained for TI = 1000 and TI = 10000 with it range of 
values of QI. The uumerical values of Rl for the va.llles of A used in T\\'izell et 
al. (1994), were obtained using the NAG library package F02B.JF and are gin'll 
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in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 together with the corresponding results, Rc and RTBD 
of Chandrasekhar (1961) and Twizell et al. (1994) respectively. The values 
of A reported by Chandrasekhar (1961) are almost identical to those used in 
Twizell et al. (1994). 
Table 6.1: Values of Rl and A for T 1 = 1000 using the method (6.47) 
Ql A Rl Rc RTBD 
10 7.90 2.017 x 104 2.016 X 104 2.016 X 104 
50 4.50 1.605 x 104 1.605 x 104 1.604 X 104 
100 5.22 1.95:3 x 104 1.952 X 104 1.951 X 104 
500 7.46 6.:384 x 104 6.:380 x 104 6.:377 x 104 
1000 8.52 1.192 x 105 1.192 X 105 1.192 X 105 
Table 6.2: Values of Rl and A for Tl = 10000 using the method (6.47) 
Ql A Rl Rc RTBD 
10 12.59 8.98:3 x 104 8.979 X 104 8.977 X 104 
50 :3.68 8 r.:r.:6 104 .~h) X 8.118 x 104 8.116 X 10
4 
50 :3.68 8.148 x 104 8.118 X 104 8.116 X 10
4 
100 :3.91 5.547 x 104 5.544 X 104 5.,542 X 10
4 
500 6.51 7.550 x 104 7.545 X 104 7.54:3 x 10
4 
1000 7.98 1.267 x 105 1.267 x 105 1.267 X 10
5 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show that, for tlw values of QI tested, the results ob-
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tained by transfonning the tenth-order eigenvalue problem into a first-order 
systeln are very similar to those reported by Chandrasekhar (1961) and Twizell 
et al. (1994). This shows that the technique developed in this thesis is reliable 





NUlnerical Inethods are developed for the solution of the twelfth-order eigen-
value problenls arising in the modelling of instabilities associated with a rotat-
ing fluid heated frOln below which may also be subject to a uniform magnetic 
field in the sanle direction as gravity (Chandrasekhar, 1961). 
A.2 ROTATION AND A MAGNETIC FIELD: 
INSTABILITY AS ORDINARY CONVECTION 
Numerical methods for solving high-order eigenvalue problems directly may 
suffer word-length problems due to the high condition numbers involved. This 
was experienced in earlier chapters of this thesis. One way of minimizing such 
difficulties is to transform the given differentia.l equa.tion into a system of lu\\'(-:'l'-
order equations and then to use appropria.te techniques for solving low-order 
boundary-value problems. 
186 
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A.3 TWELFTH-ORDER EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
Consider again the general twelfth-order differential equation 
(D12 _ A2 _ P10")[(D2 - A2){(D2 - A2 - 0")(D2 - A2 - P20") - QD2}2 
+TD2(D2 - A2 - P20")2]W(X) + RA2[(D2 - A2 - 0")(D2 - A2 - P20") 
_QD2](D2 - A2 - P20")W(X) = 0, 0 < x < 1. 
(A.l ) 
This is clearly a linear ODE which may be written in the form 
(D12 _ k1D10 + k2Ds - k3 D6 + k4D4 - ksD2 + k6)W(X) 
+i( -k7D10 + ksDs - kg D6 + klOD4 - kll D2 + k12 )W(X) 
+RA2(D6 - k13D4 + k14D2 - k1S)w(x) = 0 
(A.2) 
+iRA 2( -k16D4 + k17D2 - k1S)W(X) = 0, 0 < x < 1. 
and with it will be associated the free-free boundary conditions 
w (2i) (0) = w (2i) ( 1) = 0; i = 0, 1, 2, :3, 4, 5. 
In (A.2), the coefficients ki (i = 1,2, ... , IS) are given by 
k1 = 6A2 +2Q, 
k2 = 15A 4 + SA2Q + Q2 - [2p2 + 2Pl (1 + P2) + (1 + p2)2]p2 + T, 
k3 = 20A6 + SA4Q - 4[2p2 + 2P1(1 + P2) + (1 + p2)2]p2A2 + 3A2T 
+2A2Q2 - 2(Pl + P2 + PIP2)p2, 
2 2 4 A2T k4 = L5As + SA6Q - 6[2p2 + 21h(1 + P2) + (1 + P2) ]p A + 3 
+A 4Q2 _ 4(Pl + P2 + PIP2)P,2 A 2 + [p1 + 2Pl P2(1 + P2)]p4 
-P2(2Pl + P2)T, 
ks = 6A10 + 2AsQ - 4[2p2 + 2pl(1 + P2) + (1 + P2)2]p2A6 + AliT 
-2(pl + P2 + PIP2)p2A4 + 2[p~ + 2pIP2(1 + P2)]p4A2 
) 2A2 
-P2(2pl + P2 Tp , 
(A.:3) 
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k6 = A 12 - [2p2 + 2Pl (1 + P2) + (1 + P2)2]fL2 A 8 + [p~ + 2PIP2(1 + P2)]fL4 A \ 
k7 = (2 + PI + 2p2)fL, 
k8 = 2(1 + PI + 2p2)/1Q + ,5(2 + PI + 2p2)/1A 2, 
k9 = 10(2 + PI + 2p2)/1A4 + 6(1 + PI + P2)/1QA2 
- [2pIP2 + 2p2(1 + P2) + PI (1 + P2)2]/1:3 + 3(PI + 2P2)T /1 + PIfLQ2, 
klO = 10(2 + PI + 2p2)/1A6 + 6(1 + PI + P2)fLQA4 + 2(PI + 2p2)TfLA2 
-3[2pIP2 + 2p2(1 + P2) + PI(1 + P2)2]/13A2 + PI/1Q 2A2, 
k11 = 5(2 + PI + 2p2)/1A8 + 2(1 + PI + P2)I1,QA6 
-3[(2pIP2 + 2P2(1 + P2) + PI(l + P2)2]/13A4 
+(PI + 2p2)T p,A 4 + PI P~/L5 - PI P~/L:3T, 
kI2 = (2 + PI + 2p2)/1AIO - [2pIP2 + 2P2(1 + P2) + PI(l + P2)2]/13A6 
+PIP2 2 /15 A 2, 
kI3 = 3A2 + Q, 
1 A4 2 2 (14 = 3 + QA - P2(2 + P2)/1 , 
, 6 , . 2 2 1\.15 = A - P2(2 + P2)/1 A , 
A first-order llUlnerical method will be used to estimate the critical values of 
R associated with the eigenvalue problem (A.2), (A.:3) for different values of 
A, T and Q together with the corresponding value of (J = i/1. The variables, 
paraIneters and constants in (A.l), and the other terms on which they depend 
are described in Chapter 6. 
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A.4 FIRST-ORDER SYSTEM 
Consider the linear differential equation (A.2) written in the form 
Let 
D12W = k1D10w - k2D8W + k3D6W - k4D4w + ksD2w - k6W 
+ik7D10w - iksDsw + ikg D6w - ik10D4w + ik llD'l w - ik12W 
2 6 2 4 FA'll D'l R A'll 
-RA D w + RA k13D w - 1 <14 W + ' <lS W 
+iRA 2k16D4W - iRA 'lk17D'lW + iRA'2k1sw, 0 < x < l. 
w =p, 
w' (x) = q, 
wl/(x) = r, 
wl/'(x) = s, 
w(iv)(x) = t, 
w(v)(x) = u, 
w(vi)(x) = v, 
w(vii)(x) = A, 
w(viii)(x) = 17, 
w(ix)(x) = ~, 
w(x)(x) = CY, 
W (xi) ( x) = /3, 
so that 
, , 
p = w = q, 
, 1/ 
q = W = r, 
, /I' 
r = w = s, 
189 
(A.4) 
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s' = w(iv) = t , 
t' = w(v) = u , 
, (vi) 
U = W =V , 
v' = w(vii) = A , 
A' = w(viii) = 'r/, 
0:' = w(xi) = (3 
and 
(3' = w(xii) = k1 0: - k2'r/ + k3V - k4t + k5r - kGP + ik,n - iks'r/ + ikgv - iklOt 
'1 '1 RA2 RA21 A21 2 +1 <111' - 1 <12P - v + <13t - R (141' + RA k15P 
+iRA 2klGt - iRA 2k17r + iRA 2k1Sp. 
Twizell et al. (1994) solve (A.2), (A.3) directly and by transforming the prob-
lem into an equivalent second-order system. The approach to be followed in 
this appendix will enable eigenvalue problems with odd-order derivatives to be 
solved, too. Let V = [p, q, 1', S, t, u, v, A, 17, ~, 0:, (3]T, and let, 
now, D _ diag{ ~~} be a matrix of order 12. Then the equivalent first-order 
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o 100 0 
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00010 
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o 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 000 
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o 1 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 001 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 000 1 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 








k18 0 - k17 0 k16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (3 
which is of the form 
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A.5 NUMERICAL METHOD BASED ON THE (1,1) PADE 
APPROXIMANT 
Equation (A.6) lllay be solved using the recurrence relation 
V(x + h) = [exp(hD)]V(x) (A.7) 
Suppose that exp(hD) in (A.7) is replaced by the (1,1) Pade approximant 
(I - ~hD)-l(1 + ~hD) where 1 is the identity matrix of order 12. This gives 
1 1 
V(x + h) = (I - 2hDtl (I + 2hD)V(x), (A.8) 
thus 
1 1 (I - 2hD)V(x + h) = (I + 2 hD )V(x). (A.9) 
Since 
DV(x) = CV(x) + iEV(x) + RA2FV(x) + iRA2GV(x), (A.IO) 
it follows that 
DV(x + h) = CV(x + h) + iEV(x + h) + RA2FV(x + h) + iRA2GV(x + h). 
(A.l1 ) 
Then, frOln (A.9), 
V(x + h) - ~h[CV(x + h) + iEV(x + h) + RA2FV(x + h) + iRA 2GV(x + h)] 
= V(x) + ~h[CV(x) + iEV(x) + RA2FV(x) + iRA2GV(x)), 
(I - ~hC - i~hE - ~hRA2F - i~hRA2G)V(X + h) 
= (I + ~hC + i~hE + ~hRA2F + i~hRA2G)V(X + h), 
iInplies that 
(I - ~hC)V(x + h) - (I + ~h(;)V(x) 
= i[~hEV(x + h) + ~hEV(x)] 
+RA2[~hFV(x + h) + ~hFV(x)] 
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This is of the form 
PV(x + h) - QV(x) = i[Sl V(X + h) + S1 V(x)] + RA 2[S2 V(x + h) + S2 V(x)] 
+iRA2[S3V (x + h) + S3V(X)] 
(A.15) 
with x=O, h, 2h, 3h, ... ,Nh, that is x = Xo, xI, Xl, X3, ... ,xN. 
In (A.15), the matrices P, Q, S1, S2 and S3 are given by 
1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P= 0 0 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a 0 
ao 0 a1 0 (11 0 a3 0 a4 0 as 1 
with 
1 1 1 1 
a = --h, ao = -kG, a1 = -2"ks, al = -1..4, 
2 2 2 
1 1 1 
a3 = -2"1..3, a4 = -kl as = --:-k1, 2' :z 
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with 
with 
1 bOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 1 bOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 1 bOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 1 bOO 0 0 0 0 0 
o 000 1 bOO 0 0 0 0 
Q = 0 000 0 1 bOO 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 1 bOO 0 0 
o 0 0 0 000 1 bOO 0 
o 000 0 0 0 0 1 bOO 
o 000 0 0 000 1 b 0 
1 1 1 1 
b = -h, bo = --k6, bI = -k5, b2 = --2k4) 2 2 2 ' 
1 1 1 
b3 = -k3, b4 = --k2' b 5 = -2k1, 
'22' 
o 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000000000000 
o 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 
19;') 
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1 1 1 1 
Co = --k12 ) Cl = -k11) Cz = --klO) C3 = -kg) 
2 2 2 2 
1 1 
C4 = --k8 C5 = -k7 2) 2) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
S2 = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
do 0 d1 0 d2 0 cb 0 0 0 0 0 
with 
1 111 
do = 2"kI5 ) d1 = -?"kI4 ) dz = :;k13) d:3 = -2"h) 
~ ~ 
and 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S3 = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
eo 0 el 0 e2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
with 
A.6 NOTATION AND DETAILS AT THE MESH POINTS 
Let 
Vo = [0, qo, 0, So, 0, lIO, 0, Ao, 0, ~o, 0, /30]T, 
III = 1,2,3, ... , N, 
and 
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Then (A.I5), for the general point X m , becomes 
-QVm + PVm +1 = i(SI V lll + Sl Vm+d + RA 2(S2 Vm + S2 Vm+d 
+iRA 2(S3 Vm + S3 V m +1) ; m = 1,2, ... ,N - 1. 
Recall the Inesh points are Xm = a + 1nh (m = 0,1,2, ... , N, N + 1). 
For x = xo equation (A.16) may be written 
-QVo + PV1 = i(SlVO + SlV1) + RA2(S2VO + S2Vd 
+iRA 2(S3 Vo + S:3V1). 
This gives 
1 1 
0- 2hCIO + PI - 2CII = i(O + 0) + RA2(0 + 0) + iRA2(0 + 0), 
-CIo + 0 + CI1 - ~r1 = i(O + 0) + RA2(0 + 0) + iRA2(0 + 0), 
o - ~hso + rl - ~Sl = i(O + 0) + RA2(0 + 0) + iRA2(0 + 0), 
-so + 0 + Sl - ~t1 = i(O + 0) + RA2(0 + 0) + iRA2(0 + 0), 
1 1 ( 2 2 o - 2huo + t1 - 2Ul = i 0 + 0) + RA (0 + 0) + iRA (0 + 0), 
- Uo + 0 + u 1 - ~ V 1 = i (0 + 0) + RA 2 (0 + 0) + iRA 2 (0 + 0), 
1 1 2 2 ( o - 2hAo + tl - 2Al = i(O + 0) + RA (0 + 0) + iRA 0 + 0), 
1 2 2 
- Ao + 0 + Al - r'lI = i (0 + 0) + RA (0 + 0) + iRA (0 + 0), 
1 1. 2() ·RA2( ) o - 2heo + TJ1 - 26 = 1(0 + 0) + RA 0 + 0 + 1 0 + 0 , 
-eo + 0 + el - ~CY1 = i(O + 0) + RA2(0 + 0) + iRA2(0 + 0), 















-/30 + ~hk6Pl - ~hk5rl + ~hk4tl - ~hk3Vl + ~hk217I - ~hk1a1 + /31 
= i(O - ~hk12P1 + ~hkllrl - ~hklOtd + ~k9V1 - ~hk8111 + ~hk7()d 
+RA2(O + ~hk15P1 - ~hk14rl + ~hk13tl - ~\'d 
+iRA2(0 + ~hk18Pl - ihk17rl + i hk lG t1) 
( A.2Q) 
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I.e. 
-1.h 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 qo 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 So 
0 -1.h 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lio 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ao 
0 0 -1.h 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~o 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'0 
0 0 0 -1.h 0 0 0 0 
+PV1 
:2 0 0 0 0 qN+l 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SN+l 
0 0 0 0 -1.h :2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 liN+ 1 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 AN+l 
0 0 0 0 0 -~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~N+l 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 O'N+l 
= iS1V1 + RA:2S:2Vl + iRA:2S:3V 1 , 
that is 
PV1 + SoW = iS1V 1 + RA:2S:2Vl + iRA:2S3V1, (A.:30) 
For x = XN (A.16) then becomes 
-QVN + PVN+1 = i(SlVN + SlVN+d + RAZ(S:2VN + SzVN+d (A.:31) 
+iRA2(S3 VN + S3VN+l)' 
This gives 
1 1 :2:2 ( A.:3:2) 
-PN - -hqN + 0 - -qN+l = i(O + 0) + RA (0 + 0) + iRA (0 + 0), 
2 2 
1 z 2() 
- qN - "2 hrN + qN+ 1 - 0 = i (0 + 0) + RA (0 + 0) + iRA 0 + 0 , (A.:3:3) 
1 1. 2() . A:2( ) 
-l'N - "2hSN + 0 - "2SN+1 = 1(0 + 0) + RA 0 + 0 + lR 0 + 0 , (A.:3j) 
-SN - ~htN + SN+l - 0 = i(O + 0) + RA:2(O + 0) + iRA:2(O + 0), (A.:3!)) 
2 
1 1 :2 ). 2( 0) 
-tN - "2hUN + 0 - "2UN+1 = i(O + 0) + RA (0 + 0 + lRl\ 0 + . (A.:36) 
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1 
-UN - 2"hVN + UN+l - 0 = i(O + 0) + RA2(0 + 0) + iRA2(0 + 0), (A.:37) 
1 1 
-VN - 2"hAN + 0 - 2"AN+l = i(O + 0) + RA2(0 + 0) + iRA2(0 + 0), (A.:38) 
1 
-AN - 2:h17N + AN+l - 0 = i(O + 0) + RA 2(0 + 0) + iRA 2(0 + 0), (A .:39) 
-17N - ~h~N + 0 - ~~N+l = i(O + 0) + RA 2(0 + 0) + iRA 2(0 + 0), (A.40) 
t 11 1 ( 2 2 
-<"N - 2: laN + 2:~N+l - 0 = i 0 + 0) + RA (0 + 0) + iRA (0 + 0), (A.41 ) 
11/3 1 2 2 
- aN - 2: 1 N + 0 - 2: /3N + 1 - 0 = i (0 + 0) + RA (0 + 0) + iRA (0 + 0), 
( A.42) 
~k6PN - ~hk5rN + ~k4tN - ~k3VN + ~k217N - ~klO'N - (3N + (3N+l 
= i[-~hk12PN + ~hkllrN - ~hklOtN + ~hk9VN - ~hk871N + ~hk70'N] 
+RA2[~hk15PN - ~hk14rN + ~hk13tN - ~hVN] 
+iRA2[~hk18PN - ~hk17rN + ~hk16tN] 
Equations (A.32)-(A.4:3) may be written in the form 
-QVN + 
o - ~hqN+l 
qN+l - 0 
o - ~hSN+l 
SN+l - 0 
o - ~hUN+l 
UN+l - 0 
o - ~hAN+l 
AN+l - 0 
o - ~h~N+l 
~N+l - 0 
o - ~h/3N+l 
/3N+l - 0 
( A.43) 
(AA4) 
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that is 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1h 0 0 0 0 0 qo 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 So 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1h 2 0 0 0 0 Uo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 AO 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1h 0 0 0 ~O 2 
-QVN+ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 f30 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1h 2 0 0 qN+l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 SN+l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1h 2 0 UN+ 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 AN+l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _1h 2 ~N+l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 f3N+l 
= iS1VN + RA 2S2V N + iRA2S3 V N1 
that is 
- QVN + SN+IW = iS1VN + RA 2S2V N + iRA2S3V N. (A.45) 
A.7 IMPLEMENTATION 
The next lnain aim is to form the block matrix 
-Q P 
-Q P Vm 
-Q P 
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SI 0 VI 
SI SI V2 
SI SI V3 
= 1 
SI S-l Vlll 
S - 1 SI VN 
SI 0 W 
S2 0 VI 
S2 S2 V2 
S2 S2 V3 
+RA2 
S3 S3 VN 
S3 0 W 
That is 
(AAi) 
which rnay be written as 
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This is of the fonn of the generalized eigenvalue problem 
Lv = AZv, (AA9) 
where A = RA 2 is "the eigenvalue". It may be written in the form 
(L - AZ)v = 0, ( A.50) 
and the NAG routine F02B.JF may be used to obtain the eigenvalues. Of 
course, only the smallest eigenvalue ( they should all be real and positive) is 
of interest. (See Chandrasekhar (1961).) 
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